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Abstract

The development of complex embedded control systems can be improved significantly by applying formal techniques from control engineering and software engineering. It is shown how these approaches can be combined to improve the design and analysis of high-tech systems, both in theory and practice. The semantics of the integration of two established rigorous techniques has been defined formally in this work. The strength of this integrated semantics is demonstrated by means of a significant industrial case study: the embedded control of a printer paper path, whereby the full development life-cycle from model to realization is covered. The resulting model-driven design approach fits the current engineering practice in industry and is both flexible and effective.
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Preface

This dissertation is long overdue. Already in 1993, when I graduated from Delft University of Technology, I had been looking for opportunities for a suitable PhD position in Computer Science. But I did not succeed in finding one for various reasons. So, I ended up in industry and spent ten years of my life building complex computer systems and being reasonable successful at it as well. Every now and then there was still this itch that needed satisfaction, of leaving behind unfinished business in academia. But the pressure of working in industry usually kept me far from doing something sensible about it. Having seen several colleagues trying to complete a PhD along side a full time job did not really help either.

All this changed in November 2002 when an advertisement appeared in “Technisch Weekblad” seeking PhD candidates for an applied research project on multi-disciplinary design of real-time embedded control systems at the Embedded Systems Institute. Having struggled with these issues for several years in industry made me decide to seek a position in this project, called BODERC, and the result is now in front of you. It was both a blessing and a challenge returning to academia after so many years. Of course I brought a lot of practical experience to the project, but my academic skills needed polishing, and a lot of it as well. But with the help of old and new friends, I believe we did some interesting work and had a lot of fun doing it.

Of course, papers where produced and conferences were visited. But, perhaps because I was the only BODERC PhD candidate with a priori grey hair, I also got involved in quite a number of interesting “extra-curricular” activities, such as writing a book on VDM++ and organizing a special session at ISOLA’04 which led to the publication of a special issue of the STTT journal which I also co-edited. I have been part of two programme committees of high profile symposia and I visited ETH Zürich, University of Newcastle and the Engineering College at Aarhus several times for joint research work. I was co-organizer of the Industry Day at FM’05 at Newcastle and last but not least I was asked to give two invited lectures at Boston Scientific at Minneapolis, USA, and CSK Systems at Tokyo and Nagoya in Japan on early results of my research work.

So, obviously, completing this thesis before the BODERC project was finished in March 2007 was out of the question. Since my return to Chess, I have been working on this document as any other project in industry: running from one infeasible deadline to another, using floating priority scheduling. But here it is, my magnus opus, and I hope that you enjoy reading it as much as I have enjoyed writing it. Finally, my sincere apologies to those who have tried to provoke and stimulate me to take (and complete) a PhD over the past years and had to wait 15 years on this result!
Voor mijn ouders:
Gerrit Hendrik Verhoef en
Dikkie Adriana van Herk
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Computers are all around us and we use them every day, sometimes even without giving it a second thought. The term “computer” often refers to the personal computer (PC), which is used to send e-mail and browse the Internet or perhaps a video game console that is used for entertainment. But computers are also part of the alarm clock, coffee machine, dishwasher, video recorder, DVD player, photo camera, television set and mobile telephone. This class of systems is often referred to as “embedded systems”. Wikipedia defines an embedded system as: “a special-purpose system in which the computer is completely encapsulated by the device it controls”. Corporaal observes in a recent white paper that you can easily count up to a hundred embedded devices in an average family household nowadays.

We become more and more dependent on the proper operation of these embedded systems. Not only because they are efficient and convenient to use but also because they potentially affect the quality of life. Sangiovanni-Vincentelli mentioned in his presentation at the 2006 Design Automation and Test in Europe (DATE) conference that a modern, high-end, car contains 80 microprocessors executing several million lines of code. These microprocessors are used to control not only the car radio and air conditioning, but also the air bag, cruise control, fuel injection, brakes and power steering. A failure in any one of those critical embedded systems may have severe consequences. But the general public is typically not aware of this, because these computers are deeply embedded in the system, hidden well out of plain sight. Dependability issues are typically associated with the military, medical or aeronautical domains but not so much with consumer or capital goods. For example, does one ask about the code coverage statistics of the power steering unit (an embedded system that contains a microprocessor which executes possibly several thousands lines of code) when you buy a new car? In 2004, Deutsche Welle reported that the reliability rating of German cars, which used to be unrivalled and universally acclaimed, has been steadily decreasing for several years in succession as compared to their main competitors. Analysts believe that this may very well be due to the increased complexity as outlined by Sangiovanni-Vincentelli.

The impact of embedded systems is likely to grow even far beyond what is possible today. The on-going miniaturization and wireless digital communication has made mobile computing already a reality. We have seen the desktop PC shrink, first to a laptop and then to a personal digital assistant (PDA) in less than a decade, without a

\[\text{\footnotesize See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Embedded_systems}\]
\[\text{\footnotesize See http://www.dw-world.de/dw/article/0,2144,1400331,00.html}\]
significant loss in performance. Personal audio systems, like Apple’s iPod, are now common place. In principle, you can reach any one, at any place, at any time. The growth in application areas seems to be limited only by the amount of power such a mobile device requires. Visionaries claim that we will be moving towards ubiquitous computing, a paradigm whereby the distinction between computers and their environment will eventually disappear completely. Advocates like Aarts also refer to this as “ambient intelligence”. Companies such as Philips already demonstrate that this is not just science fiction. They are building actual prototypes of products for the consumer, lighting and medical markets based on these ideas in their ExperienceLab.

The economic relevance of embedded systems is easily demonstrated. For example, take mobile telephony. Market analysts such as Informa Telecoms & Media predicted in 2005 that the number of mobile hand-sets deployed world-wide would reach 1 billion early in 2007 which corresponds to roughly twenty percent of the population on Earth! Moreover, this target was reached in just fifteen years and the market is far from saturated. Growth is expected to continue by at least ten percent per year until 2012. These numbers are just staggering and it is obvious that such a market potential generates an enormous amount of pressure on the companies that build these kinds of products. Production volumes are extremely high, profit margins are typically low which implies that you have to reach the market with a new product before your competitor, in order to be economically successful. This so-called “time-to-market” (TTM) pressure is therefore the beast to beat.

Companies invest huge amounts of money and effort in order to reduce the production time and cost-price of their products. This has created a secondary economy consisting of companies that deliver (half-) products and services to achieve those goals. For example, Gartner reports that the revenues for electronic design automation (EDA) will experience double-digit growth in 2006, reaching 4.5 billion US Dollar. But do all these investments lead to good products? Unfortunately not. It seems that the well-known adage “Price, Time, Quality - Pick Any Two for Success” is still a fact of life, as is shown in Figure 1.1.

After the famous CHAOS report from the Standish Group appeared in 1994, there have been numerous published examples of projects failing or products malfunctioning. Despite efforts to improve the quality of computerized systems, it remains difficult to make error-free systems. Most surprisingly, end-users seem to have accepted that as a given fact. People are used to reboot their computer if a problem occurs. If it does not work, you just download the latest software from the web-site. Updates and upgrades have become part of the business model of the product. Even more so, only limited warranties are provided and companies typically do not accept any liability from the use of their products. Would you buy a car if you would have to sign such a legal document? Open source software comes with a so-called “as-is” disclaimer, without warranty of any kind. The GNU General Public License actually contains the following sentence: “The entire risk as to the quality and performance of the program is with you.” Yet, open source software is often believed to be of higher quality than most commercial software, because it is exposed to public scrutiny.
Quality is a major issue in embedded systems development, mainly because of the production volumes involved. Intel Corporation was forced to recall a substantial number of their early Pentium processors in 1994 because a problem was found in the floating point unit after the product release. Harrison reported at the 2005 ForTIA Industry Day [72] that Intel wrote off 475 million Dollar because of the Pentium FDIV bug and suffered considerable damage to their reputation. But even in a low-volume market things can go spectacularly wrong with great consequences. On June 4, 1996, the inaugural flight of the Ariane-5 rocket failed. About 40 seconds after initiation of the flight sequence, at an altitude of about 3700 m, the launcher veered off its flight path, broke up and exploded. The Cluster mission, consisting of four identical scientific satellites, was lost during this event. Conservative estimates suggest that this accident costed the European tax payer in the order of 300 million Euro. The Inertial Reference System (abbreviated in French: SRI), which is used to determine the attitude of the launcher, shut down mid flight because an exception occurred in the software calculating the current flight path. Virtually the same system had been used to launch Ariane-4 rockets successfully for many years, but it was used outside its original specification in this particular case. The investigation showed that the system was never tested under flight conditions despite suggestions from the responsible engineers. In fact, the Ariane-5 Accident Report [71] states: “... it was jointly agreed not to include the Ariane-5 trajectory data in the SRI requirements and specification.”. However, the report does not state why this decision was made. It is commonly believed that the time-to-market pressure, to have this new generation launcher operational as soon as possible, may have contributed to this decision, taking into account the excellent track-record of a similar system on Ariane-4. Johnson reports on similar problems at NASA in [59]. The “Faster, Better, Cheaper” initiative, which was announced in 1998, fostered a culture in which engineers took considerable risks to innovate with new design in order to meet requirements. In hindsight, time-to-market is one of the contributing factors [10] to the loss of the Mars Polar Lander mission in 1999.
1.1 The embedded systems design challenge

One might argue that the examples mentioned above are somewhat dated and do not reflect the current state of practice. But in fact, Johnson has demonstrated in [60] that the average likelihood of projects succeeding has only marginally improved over the last decade, despite substantial investments in tools and processes. It is generally believed that the performance in the embedded systems domain is rather worse than better. Why is this the case? Looking at general trends there are a few potential reasons.

The design gap problem. According to Moore’s Law [74], the performance of hardware is roughly doubled every eighteen months. But recent advances in networking, packaging and integration technology has enabled the development of heterogeneous embedded computing platforms that show a potential exponential growth in performance and thus complexity [58]. These platforms are commonly referred to as System-On-Chip or Network-On-Chip and usually combine multiple and interconnected radio-frequency, analog and digital components on a single chip. However, the technology we use to design the applications for these new platforms cannot keep up with this tremendous growth in capabilities, primarily because they are currently focused on designing single, monolithic systems. In other words, the complexity of the problem grows much faster than the capabilities of today’s leading design tools. This is commonly referred to as the “design gap”.

The moving target problem. Rapidly evolving technology and the constant quest for reducing cost-price forces designers of embedded systems to operate on the edge of what is technically feasible. In order to stay competitive they sometimes need to adopt novel technology even while a product is already under development. One of the key problems in embedded systems design is the validation of these design decisions. How much effort and time does it take to check that the intent of a design choice works out in practice? Over-dimensioning is the usual approach to accommodate for uncertainty in the design but this is typically not economically viable because it increases the cost price. Sometimes actual prototypes need to be built in order to assess the feasibility of some potential solution. Managing this process is regarded as the key to success and it is often referred to as “shooting at a moving target”.

The requirement versus design paradox. Making design decisions in the early phases of the system life-cycle is notoriously difficult. In this stage, requirements are often unclear and under-specified, at best leading to a long list of properties that the system shall eventually satisfy. In the past, emphasis has been put on managing the requirements process, such that sufficient information is available at the time the design decisions are made. However this is often not realistic, in particular in the domain of embedded systems. At the time when requirements are elaborated, the major architectural design decisions also need to be taken, primarily in order to meet the time-to-market target for the product. But how can one make these crucial decisions when there is still so much uncertainty? This is in particular true for performance criteria that the system must meet because they are in general surprisingly hard to quantify and evaluate. It is obvious that elaboration of the requirements is guided by the chosen architecture but in turn the definition of the architecture depends on clear and unambiguous requirements. System architects have to deal with this paradox, for example by applying iterative development processes in order to close the design loop.
Multi-disciplinary design. Systems are traditionally designed in a mono-disciplinary style usually with an organizational structure to reflect this (e.g. mechanical department, electronics department, software department and so on). While in the past systems where developed out-of-phase (mechanical design precedes electrical design which in turn precedes software design) nowadays concurrent engineering is applied in order to save development time. However, system-level requirements that cannot be assigned to a single discipline, such as performance, typically cause great problems during the integration phase because the responsibility to meet the requirement is shared among all disciplines. The root cause of this problem is the lack of cross-discipline design interaction. This problem cannot be solved by improving the internal organization; the way (embedded) software is currently being developed is fundamentally different from, for example, mechanical and electrical design. These engineers basically speak a different language, are concerned about different types of problems and use different techniques to address and solve these problems. This challenge is dominant in the embedded systems domain because the computer and the device it controls both loose their function if they were to be separated. Hence, they cannot be designed in isolation which makes the cross-discipline communication mandatory.

1.2 The BODERC research project

The issues listed in the previous section played an important role in defining the objectives for a new research project at the Embedded Systems Institute (ESI) in the summer of 2002. The central idea was to explore model-based engineering as a methodology for the design and analysis of high-tech systems. It was believed that: “the product creation time can be reduced significantly by the use of multi-disciplinary models during the early product development phases” [47]. The project should therefore bring researchers from different engineering disciplines and industrial practitioners together in an “Industry as a Laboratory” setting [82]. Océ Technologies[10], a leading manufacturer of high-volume document printing systems, became the so-called carrying industrial partner or “problem statement owner” in the project. Océ and ESI spearheaded a consortium consisting of the companies Imtech and Chess and researchers from the Technical University of Eindhoven, Radboud University Nijmegen and the University of Twente. The project was partially financially supported by the Netherlands Ministry of Economic Affairs under the Senter TS program.

The difficulty of multi-disciplinary research was already demonstrated during the definition phase of the project. The participants were unable to reach an agreement on the definition of the term “model”. Each discipline seemed to have its own definition that was incompatible with what others used. The debate continued until one of the participants observed that Bo Derek, the famous movie actress, is also a model and this point was of course conceded quickly. It actually inspired the name of the project: BODERC, which is an acronym that stands for “Beyond the Ordinary: Design of Embedded Real-time Control”. The project was started in September 2002 and was completed in March 2007.

High-tech mechatronic systems, such as high-volume printers, are complex and so is the associated design process. Many implementation choices need to be made and the impact of each decision is difficult to assess due to this inherent complexity. This makes the design process error prone and vulnerable to failure as other downstream design

choices may be based on it, causing a cascade of potential problems. Moreover, it may take some time to realize that a decision is wrong because it will require feedback in the design process. Usually this happens at system integration and testing or product manufacturing. The repairs required to fix these problems cause significant project delays and cost overruns or sometimes even worse: product cancelation. Three reasons are identified in the BODERC project that seem to be the root cause of this problem and they are listed here for convenience:

1. Reasoning about system-level properties is difficult because a common language is lacking. Each engineering discipline uses its own method, vocabulary and style of reporting. This incompatibility causes confusion often leading to misunderstandings and wrong assumptions being made on the sub-designs of other disciplines. These inconsistencies are hard to spot because there is usually no structured system design reasoning process in place.

2. Many design choices are made implicitly, usually based on previous experience, intuition or even assumptions. System-level reasoning is made difficult if the rationale behind such a decision is not quantified. The reasons are sometimes kept hidden on purpose, for example if strong personal preference or politics plays a role. This may perhaps lead to a local optimum in the system design but only rarely to a global optimum. It is therefore necessary to make design knowledge explicit in order to enable the dialogue at the system level.

3. Dynamic or time dependent aspects of a system are complex to grasp and moreover, there are not many methods and tools available to support reasoning about time varying aspects in design, in contrast to static or steady-state aspects.

The effects of the above mentioned points are amplified by the complexity of the product under development (a high-volume printer typically consists of tens of thousands of components and millions lines of code) and the complexity of the design process (number of people involved, organizational structure, out-of-phase or multi-site development, etcetera). The hypothesis of the project is that light-weight models that capture the system-level behavior and a reasoning method that indicates how and when to use them will release the aforementioned tension considerably. A good system engineering methodology shall expose implicit or hidden design choices and replace the usual “hand-waving” by design rationale which is based on objective, quantified and verifiable information.

The goal of the BODERC project is graphically presented in Figure 1.2. The aim is to develop a model-based methodology that supports multi-disciplinary design (space exploration) by predicting system performance. The developed models, methods and techniques shall be applicable in the early design phases and must satisfy industrial application constraints. Hence, the methodology shall be usable in an industrial context with its particular people, organization and constraints such as product and process legacy, time, effort and money.

1.3 The goal of this thesis

The aim of this thesis is to define a method that supports the multi-disciplinary design of embedded systems. This is obviously a broad field, therefore we focus on the scope set by the BODERC project definition: the design of distributed real-time control systems. Furthermore, a number of challenging sub-goals were defined:
1. The method shall be able to address design problems at the system level; these are so-called cross-cutting concerns that usually affect more than one engineering discipline such as performance and dependability.

2. The method shall be able to predict whether or not both the functional and extra-functional properties are satisfied by the proposed system architecture.

3. The method shall provide means of abstraction that are appropriate for modeling the problem at hand; this may require support for different levels of abstraction for different parts of the problem but from within a single framework.

4. The method shall be cost effective; the amount of effort invested in modeling should be balanced with the insight gained from the analysis.

5. The method shall be easy to adopt for the average engineer currently working in the field at acceptable initial investment.

The overall aim is to be able to address industrial size problems, whereby the “grand challenge” is modeling and analysis of the paper path of a high-volume printer. The goal of this thesis is to investigate whether or not a method exists, or can be defined, that satisfies the requirements listed above, whereby its overall effectiveness is studied and demonstrated on this industrial case study.

1.4 Organization of this thesis

The first part of this thesis looks at several state-of-the-art performance evaluation methods and tools. The aim of the exercise is to understand the capabilities and limits of those methods by applying them on the same case study. Modular Performance Analysis (MPA), Symbolic Timing Analysis for Systems (SymTA/S), Parallel Object-Oriented Specification Language (POOSL), Timed Automata and the Vienna Development Method (VDM) are used to model and analyze an in-car radio navigation system. The result of this comparison is presented in Chapter 2 and it is based on the following publications:


The second part of this thesis addresses the concerns identified during the comparison. Method improvements are proposed and implemented. Small case studies are used to check the upgraded tool support. Timed VDM++ is extended with asynchronous operations and an explicit notion of system architecture in Chapter 3. The semantics of these language extensions are defined and the implemented tool support is again applied to the in-car radio navigation case study. The improved VDM++ notation is coupled to 20-sim, a dynamic systems modeling and simulation environment in Chapter 4. The semantics of both methods is reconciled and the integrated tools are applied to a case study: a water tank level controller. The results presented are based on the following publications:


The third part of this thesis puts these results back into the industrial context. Both the embedding of the methods and tools in an industrial design process is considered in Chapter 5 and their application to the “grand challenge” of this thesis in Chapter 6: the printer paper path. And, last but not least, the result of this research work is discussed and evaluated in Chapter 7. This work is based on the following publications:


**Other publications**

Several related published works are not included in this thesis:


Chapter 2

Evaluating Embedded System Architectures

2.1 Introduction

An architectural description of a product is typically made during the initial phases of an industrial product creation process. For example, an Operational Concept Description document from the IEEE 12.207 system life cycle standard may be produced. Such a document does not only list functional and extra-functional requirements, boundary conditions and other restrictions for the design, but it also contains high-level Use-Cases. These Use-Cases, or scenarios, describe how the system is typically used and they are the starting point for the design of the embedded system architecture. Although there is no principle limit to the number of scenarios that can be analyzed, it is not uncommon to first concentrate on those Use-Cases that have the highest expected impact on the set of target system-level requirements. It is the system architect who makes this selection, often based on previous experience. Quantitative performance analysis can be used to guide the design process.

However, when a new system is being developed, there is typically little quantitative data available to work with. Therefore, course grain assumptions are used initially. Typically, these values are “guestimates” or extrapolated performance figures obtained from systems developed previously. During the design and development phases, the system architect will constantly try to improve the accuracy of the models by using for example better estimation techniques on details of the design, such as worst-case execution time analysis of existing or new source code, by benchmarking new critical system components on the target hardware or by performing measurements on existing and comparable systems. It is clear that performance analysis is an activity that needs to be performed throughout the system life cycle, in particular because requirements are likely to change over time.

In this chapter, we investigate several techniques that can be used to evaluate performance properties of embedded system architectures such as latency, throughput and resource utilization. We focus on these properties in particular, because they play a significant role in the selection of a suitable embedded architecture. The challenge is
to decide, at design time:

- which of the proposed architectures is best suited, or,
- how to distribute functionality on a proposed embedded architecture, or,
- how to select suitable architecture parameters,

such that required performance targets and cost levels are met. This is often a trade-off between competing or even adversary requirements. Performance analysis techniques can be used to expose these design conflicts. This is demonstrated in this chapter by applying five different techniques to a common case study. These techniques are: Modular Performance Analysis (MPA), Symbolic Timing Analysis for Systems (SymTA/S), Timed Automata, the Parallel Object-Oriented Specification Language (POOSL) and the Vienna Development Method (VDM++). The aim of the experiment is to better understand the capabilities and limits of each method and to determine the value of the predictions derived from each model. It is certainly not the intent to determine which method is best. The experiment is too small and it has not been executed under controlled circumstances. The comparison was performed during the ARTIST2 workshop held at the Lorentz Center at Leiden University (November 2005) where experts on the relevant techniques where challenged to attack a common set of problems. The case study described in the next section, which was originally used for an early version of [105], was put forward by the author of this thesis. The scope of the comparison presented here is limited to those techniques that were represented at the workshop.

Some interesting observations can be drawn from the comparison because the five techniques and their associated tools are very different. MPA is based on a deterministic queuing theory and uses Matlab as a front-end to compose and analyze abstract performance models extremely efficiently. SymTA/S combines deterministic queuing theory with classical scheduling theory to build abstract performance models using a nice and intuitive user interface. MPA and SymTA/S both provide hard, but not necessarily tight, results. Timed Automata is a general purpose modeling framework that can be analyzed using the UPPAAL model checker, possibly leading to accurate results. POOSL and VDM++ belong to the class of formal modeling languages that can be subjected to rigorous analysis techniques such as interactive theorem proving and model checking. However, discrete event simulation is used to analyze the POOSL and VDM++ models here. While MPA and SymTA/S abstract away from the actual computation that is performed by the system, Timed Automata, POOSL and VDM++ allow to describe the system functionality in more detail.

The well-known Y-chart, as proposed by Kienhuis et al in [62] and shown in Figure 2.1, is used as a framework for our comparison. The central idea of the Y-chart, which is not specific to any performance analysis technique in particular, is to build an abstract model of the concrete system that bundles all information needed for performance analysis. The following steps are taken to construct a Y-chart model:

1. identify key usage scenarios and system functions and quantify event rates, message sizes and execution times;
2. identify resources and their communication structure and quantify resource and communication capacities;
3. compose a system model, calculate (or simulate) and evaluate.

\[\text{http://www.tik.ee.ethz.ch/~leiden05}\]
The model resulting from steps 1 and 2 unifies essential information about the environment, about the available computation and communication resources, about the application tasks (or dedicated HW/SW components), as well as the system architecture itself. First, the Y-chart is explained in more detail.

![Figure 2.1: The Y-chart method for performance analysis](image)

The application model (top-left in Figure 2.1) provides an abstract definition of the software or application logic that needs to run on the system. Application specific performance requirements are usually specified in this model. We will demonstrate how annotated UML sequence diagrams can be used to represent application models.

The architecture model (top-right in Figure 2.1) defines on which hardware the application(s) shall be deployed. It describes which computation resources (such as microprocessors) are available and how they are interconnected using communication resources (such as buses). The architecture model is typically composed from a library of well-defined standard resources (middle-right in Figure 2.1). These resource models provide information about the properties of the generic computing and communication resources that are available, such as processor speed and communication bus bandwidth. This information is typically found in data sheets or benchmarks, or can be obtained from measurements on existing systems. This library might also contain black-box descriptions of highly specialized components that are used for some dedicated task in the system, e.g. an encryption device.

The abstract system performance model is constructed by describing the deployment of the application model (the software) on the architecture model (the hardware, indicated as the so-called “mapping” in Figure 2.1). Furthermore, architecture parameters, such as the type of scheduling or arbitration used on each resource, are specified in this model. UML deployment diagrams or AADL models may be used to describe the mapping, but in this chapter we use an intuitive informal approach for deployment.
The environment model (bottom-left in Figure 2.1) defines the interface between the system and the surrounding environment. It describes for example how often system functions will be called, how much data is provided as input to the system and so on. Typically, end-to-end system-level requirements are specified in environment models. Environment models can, for example, be derived from measurements or traces.

The suitability of the proposed system architecture can be determined once the abstract system performance model has been evaluated with a certain technique in step 3. This is often difficult due to adversary requirements, such as for example cost price versus performance. Typically, a set of near-optimal solutions exists which requires heuristics for the “final” decision making. However, the process needs to be repeated if one of the requirements is clearly not met. This usually requires changing the application model (e.g. improve the algorithm to reduce processor load) or changing the architecture model (e.g. select a faster processor or bus) or changing the mapping (e.g. reallocate applications to different computation resources). This process is repeated until all requirements are met. This evaluation approach is commonly referred to as system-level performance optimization or, when higher levels of automation are involved, design space exploration. Note that it is not just restricted to performance requirements in the narrow sense used here. Other aspects that influence the choice of architecture, such as power usage, may also be taken into account.

First, the application and architecture models are presented in Section 2.2.1 and the environment model is defined in Section 2.2.2. Then, in sections 2.3.1 - 2.3.5, the modeling techniques are introduced. And finally, the results and lessons learned from the case study are discussed in Section 2.4.

2.2 The In-Car Radio Navigation system case study

The case study presented in this section is inspired by a system architecture definition study for a distributed in-car radio navigation system. Such a system typically executes a number of concurrent applications that share a common platform. Nevertheless, each application has individual performance requirements that need to be met by the platform. During the system definition phase, several candidate platform architectures might be proposed by the engineers and the system architect needs to evaluate each one and decide which one to implement. First, the system sub-model is presented in Section 2.2.1 and the environment sub-model is presented in Section 2.2.2.

2.2.1 Modeling the system

An overview of the system is presented in Figure 2.2. It is composed of three main clusters of functionality:

- The man-machine interface (MMI) which takes care of all interaction with the user, such as handling key inputs and graphical display output.
- The navigation functionality (NAV) which is responsible for destination entry, route planning and turn-by-turn route guidance giving the driver both audible and visual advices. The navigation functionality relies on the availability of a map database, typically stored on a CD or DVD, and positioning information, e.g. speed and GPS. The positioning sensors are not shown and considered here.
- The radio functionality (RAD) which is responsible for basic tuner and volume control as well as handling of traffic information services such as RDS TMC.
Step 1 of the Y-chart approach - scenario inventory

In our case study, we have selected three distinctive Use-Cases or scenarios:

1. “Change Volume” – The user turns the rotary button and expects near instantaneous audible feedback from the system. Furthermore, the visual feedback (the volume setting on the screen) should be timely and synchronized with the audible feedback. This seemingly trivial Use-Case is actually quite complex because many components are affected. Changing the volume might involve commanding a digital signal processor (DSP) and an amplifier in such a way that the quality of the audio signal is maintained while changing the volume. For example, rapid volume changes need to be damped because it would otherwise cause “clipping” which is disturbing to the user. This scenario is shown in detail in Figure 2.3. Note that three operations are identified, VolumeKeyPress, AdjustVolume and UpdateVolume. VolumeKeyPress takes care of the rotary button event handling. AdjustVolume interfaces with the DSP subsystem to actually change the volume and finally UpdateVolume which changes the volume setting on the display. Execution times and message sizes are estimated and annotated in the Sequence Diagram together with the two principle timing requirements applicable to this scenario. Priorities are defined in descending order (0 implies highest priority).

2. “Address Look-up” – Destination entry is supported by a smart “typewriter” style interface. By turning a knob the user can move from letter to letter; by pressing it the user will select the currently highlighted letter. The map database is searched for each letter that is selected and only those letters in the on-screen alphabet are enabled that are potential next letters in the list. This scenario is shown in detail in Figure 2.4. Note that the SearchAddress operation is expensive compared to the other operations and that the size of the output value of the operation is 16 times larger than the input message.

3. “TMC Message Handling” – Digital traffic information is important for in-car radio navigation systems. It enables features such as automatic re-planning of the
planned route in case a traffic jam occurs ahead. It is also increasingly important to enhance road safety by warning the driver, for example when a ghost driver is spotted just ahead on the planned route. TMC is such a digital traffic information service. TMC messages are broadcast by radio stations together with stereo audio sound. TMC messages are encoded: only problem location identifiers and message types are transmitted. The map database is accessed to translate these identifiers and to construct human readable text. The TMC message handling scenario is shown in Figure 2.5.
Note that the Sequence Diagrams are all annotated in such a way that they are useful for performance analysis. The order of magnitude of the numbers shown in the diagrams is realistic. This completes the first step of the recipe described in Section 2.1.

Step 2 of the Y-chart approach - resource inventory

The scenarios have an interesting property: they can occur in parallel. TMC messages must be processed while the user changes the volume or enters a destination. However “Change Volume” and “Address Look-up” cannot occur at the same time because they share a common resource; the rotary button is used for both. The architecture shown in Figure 2.2 suggests to assign the three clusters of functionality each to its own processing unit, whereby the computation resources are interconnected by a single communication bus.

Figure 2.6 shows that there are more potential architectures that might be applicable. Note that the capacity of the resource units and communication infrastructure is quantified, completing step 2 of the recipe described in Section 2.1. The order of magnitude of the numbers shown in the diagram is correct; they are taken from the data sheets of several commercially available automotive CPUs. Observe that architecture (b) can only be evaluated if we introduce an additional operation on the MMI resource that transfers the data from one communication link to another, in the case that NAV wants to communicate to RAD or vice versa. This is the case for the “TMC Message Handling” scenario. The adapted Sequence Diagram for this special case is shown in Figure 2.7.

2.2.2 Modeling the environment

In order to analyze the proposed embedded architecture, we also need to characterize the so-called workload that the environment imposes onto the system. In this case study, we simply describe how often each application is invoked. We can abstract away from the complexity of the environment by describing the stimuli as a \((p, j, d, o)\)-tuple.
The $p$ parameter describes the period of the stimulus, $j$ describes the jitter, $d$ the minimal inter arrival time and $o$ the offset for the start of the first period. The most common stimuli arrival patterns can be described or approximated by this approach, including for example burst and sporadic behavior. The relationship between the parameters is graphically depicted in Figure 2.8. The $(p, j, d, o)$-tuple basically defines the time in-
interval in which a stimulus will occur. This model can be enriched with an additional stochastic variable which defines the distribution of the event within that interval. Similarly, the model can be extended to describe how much data is provided to the system at each event. But these extensions are out of scope for this thesis.

![Figure 2.8: Workload definition using the \((p, j, d, o)\)-notation](image)

### 2.2.3 The modeling and analysis challenge

The generic question that is investigated in this chapter is how to distribute functionality over the available resources, such that all performance requirements are met. More specifically, some typical design-time questions can be formulated:

- **Design question 1.** Does the proposed architecture meet the performance requirements of all applications?

- **Design question 2.** How robust is the chosen architecture with respect to changes in application or architecture parameters?

- **Design question 3.** Is it possible to replace components by cheaper, less powerful, equivalents to save cost while maintaining the required performance targets?

These questions will be addressed in sections 2.3.1 - 2.3.5 when the modeling techniques are introduced. The initial values for environment model used in this case study are shown in Table 2.1. The influence of the jitter, delay and offset parameters will be considered later. Fixed priority scheduling is assumed on all resources.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event name</th>
<th>period ( p )</th>
<th>jitter ( j )</th>
<th>delay ( d )</th>
<th>offset ( o )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KeyPressVolume (KPV)</td>
<td>31.25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KeyPressAddress (KPA)</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReceiveTmc (RT)</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Initial case study workload definitions (values in msec)

### 2.3 The performance modeling methods

The last step in the procedure proposed in Section 2.1 is to compose and analyze the abstract system performance model using some technique, based on the data collected in steps 1 and 2. We will demonstrate how this is done using Modular Performance Analysis (MPA) in Section 2.3.1, Symbolic Timing Analysis for Systems (SymTA/S) in Section 2.3.2, Timed Automata in Section 2.3.3, Parallel Object-Oriented Specification...
Language (POOSL) in Section 2.3.4 and finally using the Vienna Development Method in Section 2.3.5. Each technique is introduced shortly and a flavor of the created system and environment models is given. The caveats of the modeling exercise are discussed and the analysis results obtained from these methods are compared in Section 2.4 in order to draw more general conclusions.

2.3.1 Modular Performance Analysis

Short overview of the technique

Modular Performance Analysis (MPA) was developed by Thiele et al at ETH Zürich [18]. MPA is a compositional modeling technique based on a general event and resource model. A set of basic building blocks, called abstract components, is available to build a queuing network that represents the system that we want to analyze. These abstract components are used to describe the handling of incoming events under the, possibly delayed, availability of resources. The events are described by a pair of interval bound functions $\alpha$, the so-called lower and upper arrival curves $\alpha_l$ and $\alpha_u$. These curves describe the respective bounds on the number of events that are to be handled by the component for any given interval size. $\alpha$ is also called the event-based arrival curve. Similarly, resources are described by a pair of interval bound functions $\beta$, the so-called lower and upper service curves $\beta_l$ and $\beta_u$. These curves describe the bounds on the available resource capacity for any given interval size.

How do these interval bound functions relate to a real system? Consider a task in the system that handles a stream of events (e.g. an interrupt handling routine). A trace of this event stream can be described by a cumulative function $R(t)$, which is defined as the number of events seen on the event stream in the time interval $[0, t)$. Each event is processed by the task which is deployed on a resource. The availability of this resource is described by a cumulative function $C(t)$, which is defined as the total capacity available on the resource in the time interval $[0, t)$. The events are emitted on the output of the task after handling the event, resulting in an output event trace described by $R'(t)$. Similarly, the resource capacity that is left after the event is handled, is described by $C'(t)$. If we assume that processing an event always takes a finite, non-zero and positive amount of time then it is clear that $R(t) \neq R'(t)$. Similarly, if we assume that processing an event always consumes a finite, non-zero and positive amount of resource capacity, we can claim that $C(t) \neq C'(t)$. With these assumptions in mind, we provide a definition for arrival and service curves.

**Definition 2.3.1 Arrival Curves.** Let $R(t)$ denote the number of events that arrive on an event stream in the time interval $[0, t)$. Then, $R$, $\alpha_u$ and $\alpha_l$ are related to each other by the following inequality:

$$\alpha_l(t-s) \leq R(t) - R(s) \leq \alpha_u(t-s), \forall s < t \quad (2.1)$$

with $\alpha_l(0) = \alpha_u(0) = 0$.

**Definition 2.3.2 Service Curves.** Let $C(t)$ denote the number of processing or communication cycles available from a resource over the time interval $[0, t)$. Then $C$, $\beta_u$ and $\beta_l$ are related by the following inequality:

$$\beta_l(t-s) \leq C(t) - C(s) \leq \beta_u(t-s), \forall s < t \quad (2.2)$$

with $\beta_l(0) = \beta_u(0) = 0$. 
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The relationship between a concrete task running on a real system and an abstract component in MPA is visualized in Figure 2.9. While $R$ and $C$ describe a specific behaviour of the system, $\alpha$ and $\beta$ represent all possible behaviors of the system. This is the key abstraction that is provided by this technique. However, $R$ and $C$ are defined over $t$ while $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are defined over some time interval $\Delta$. This implies that information about absolute time is lost in this transformation. We do not know any more when a certain situation occurs. As shown in Figure 2.9 each abstract component in MPA takes a pair of arrival and service curves as its input but also produces a pair of arrival curves and service curves. These output curves describe respectively the properties of the resulting event stream and the remaining resource capacity after the event is handled. They can again be used as inputs to downstream components in the queuing network.

![Diagram](image)

(a) a concrete task in a system

![Diagram](image)

(b) an abstract component in MPA for fixed priority scheduling

Figure 2.9: Cumulative functions versus interval bound functions
The semantics of each abstract component is formally defined by a set of mathematical functions that relate the input arrival and service curves to the output arrival and service curves using Real-Time Calculus (RTC) [92]. This transformation has two effects. First, since event processing takes time, the output arrival curves will exhibit a time delay. Second, since event processing consumes resources, the output service curves will exhibit a drop in resource availability. The amount of time delay and resource usage depends on the cost of handling a single event and the scheduling policy used, because the latter determines when resource capacity is available to process the event. RTC provides formulas for several well-known scheduling policies, such as fixed-priority preemptive (FP), generalized processor sharing (GPS), time division multiple access (TDMA) and earliest deadline first (EDF).

Abstract components in MPA can be used to describe both computation as well as communication resources. As said earlier, in order to calculate the delay per event, we need to specify how expensive handling such an event is. This is achieved by introducing a cost function $c$ that transforms event-based arrival curves $\alpha$ into a resource-based arrival curves $\alpha$, i.e. $\alpha(\Delta) = c \circ \bar{\alpha}(\Delta)$. The pair of resource-based arrival curves $\alpha^l$ and $\alpha^u$ describe the bounds on the generated resource demand for any given interval size. In the most basic scenario, which is applicable to our case study, every arriving event generates the same resource demand, i.e. the worst-case execution demand equals the best-case execution demand. Resource based arrival curves can then be obtained by multiplying the event based arrival curves with a constant that represents the resource demand of a single event. Here, we use the number of instructions as specified in the annotated UML sequence diagrams as presented in Section 2.2 for computation and the message sizes for communication resources.

The service curves of a resource can be determined using data sheets, using analytically derived properties, or by measurement. For example, in the simplest case of an unloaded processor, whose capacity we measure in available processing cycles per time unit as shown in Figure 2.6, both the upper and the lower resource curves are equal and are represented by straight lines $\beta^u(\Delta) = \beta^l(\Delta) = f \cdot \Delta$, where $f$ equals the processor speed, i.e. the number of available processing cycles per time unit. With service curves, we may also model communication resources. In the case of an unloaded bus, $f$ equals the available bandwidth. The service curves then represent the minimum and maximum number of transmittable bits, for any given time interval.

An open source implementation of MPA in Java for Matlab/Simulink is available from http://www.mpa.ethz.ch. A detailed treatment of MPA and this case study is provided in [105].

**Modeling the case study**

How can systems be modeled using Modular Performance Analysis? Suppose we want to model Architecture (a) of the case study described in Figure 2.6 We start by declaring four resource components. Resource components are abstract components that only produce a pair of service curves that describe the unloaded resource, as proposed in the previous section. We need three resource components for the processors in Architecture (a) and one for the bus that connects the processors. The resource components will form the columns in our queuing network, as shown in Figure 2.10. Resources flow vertically through this model, while events flow horizontally. The rows are used to describe the applications that are deployed on those resources.

Consider the “Change Volume” scenario as presented in Figure 2.3. Each task invocation and each message exchange is represented by an abstract component in the
The task *VolumeKeyPress* is represented by abstract component 1, *AdjustVolume* by component 3 and *UpdateVolume* by component 5. Note that component 5 uses the remaining resources of component 1, which implies that 1 has a higher priority than 5. This conforms to our case study, where we use fixed priority preemptive scheduling on all resources. A similar situation applies to components 2 and 4 which represents the message handling on the bus, whereby the call to *AdjustVolume* has priority over the result coming back from the call.

We can study the effect of multiple, concurrent, applications executing on the same architecture by adding another set of rows. In Figure 2.10 we have also added the “TMC Message Handling” scenario to the queuing network. Component 6 represents the *HandleTmc* task from Figure 2.5, component 8 corresponds to *SearchTmc* and component 10 represents *UpdateTmc*. In the vertical direction, the resource flows are terminated by resource sinks. Resource sinks simply take a pair of service curves as their input. These service curves describe the end-to-end behavior of the resource in terms of remaining capacity. In the horizontal direction, the event flows are started by a load scenario and they are terminated by an event sink. The event sinks simply take a pair of arrival curves as their input. Similarly, these arrival curves describe the end-to-end behavior of the application in terms of timing. Note that both resource usage as well as timing information can be obtained from the same model.

Load scenarios are abstract components that only provide a set of arrival curves. These arrival curves are used to define the workload of the system, based on the...
(p, j, d, o)-tuple as presented in Section 2.2 with two exceptions. First, note that the offset parameter o from the (p, j, d, o)-tuple is not meaningful in the time interval domain since that parameter does not affect the event inter arrival time. Second, sporadic input events only have a lower bound on the period, which can be specified using only the delay parameter d, in order to specify the minimal inter arrival time. The resulting arrival curve pair has a strict periodic event stream with period d as its upper bound and y = 0 as its lower bound because the arrival of the first event may take forever. In particular this lower bound causes pessimistic results in real-time calculus as will be shown later. Recall that Δ represents an arbitrarily sized time interval. The relationship between the (p, j, d)-triple and arrival curves for p > 0 is then defined by:

**Definition 2.3.3 load scenario**

\[
\bar{\alpha'}(\Delta) = \left\lfloor \frac{\Delta - j}{p} \right\rfloor \quad (2.3)
\]

\[
\bar{\alpha''}(\Delta) = \begin{cases} 
\min \left\{ \left\lceil \frac{\Delta + j}{p} \right\rceil, \left\lceil \frac{\Delta}{d} \right\rceil \right\} & \text{if } d > 0 \\
\left\lceil \frac{\Delta + j}{p} \right\rceil & \text{if } d = 0 
\end{cases} \quad (2.4)
\]

whereby \( \Delta \geq 0 \) and \( j \geq 0 \).

In Figure 2.11 the relation between these parameters and the corresponding arrival curves is graphically depicted. Note that in this particular example the jitter is much greater than the period which is typical for a so-called event streams with bursts. This also explains the steep ascend at the beginning of the upper arrival curve.

![Figure 2.11: The relationship between the \((p, j, d)\)-triple and arrival curves](image)

Figure 2.12 shows some typical examples of arrival curves. The arrival curves in Figure 2.12 (a) model a strictly periodic event stream, while the arrival curves in Figure 2.12 (b) model a periodic event stream with jitter, and the arrival curves in Figure 2.12 (c) model a periodic event stream with bursts. The arrival curves in Figure 2.12 (d) model an event stream with more complex timing behavior. This event stream may have short steep bursts, longer lasting less steep bursts, and the maximum long-term period does not equal the minimum long-term period. An event stream with such complex behavior can not be represented accurately using the \((p, j, d, o)\)-tuple.
Analysis of the model - theory

The abstract system performance models, as described in the previous section, can be analyzed using Real-Time Calculus to complete step 3 from the recipe presented in Section 2.1. Real-Time Calculus belongs to the class of so-called deterministic queuing theories. These models can be solved analytically, without simulation. Analysis of the queuing network provides us with bounds on the propagation delay and resource usage for each component individually as well as end-to-end. In addition, the so-called backlog, the number of outstanding events which corresponds to maximum queue size needed, can be determined for each component.

Real-Time Calculus extends the concepts of the well-known Network Calculus [69] to the domain of real-time systems. It unifies the notions of computation and communication and provides powerful semantic models for abstract components to describe specific scheduling policies. Furthermore, modular performance analysis also allows hierarchical modeling, whereby abstract components can be decomposed into lower-level queuing networks. This feature is not demonstrated in this case study.

Network Calculus is based on min-max calculus. Min-max calculus is the combination of the min-plus and max-plus calculi. Min-plus calculus and max-plus calculus both define a special algebra (the min-plus dioid and max-plus dioid, respectively). An excellent introduction to these calculi is provided in [5], we present a short overview here. Traditionally, we are used to work with the algebraic structure \((\mathbb{R}, +, \times)\), i.e. with the set of reals endowed with the operations of addition and multiplication, that possess a number of properties such as associativity, commutativity, distributivity, etcetera.

In contrast, min-plus calculus works with an algebraic structure \((\mathbb{R} \cup \infty, \lor, \oplus)\). Here, the operation of addition becomes the computation of the infimum (or the minimum), and the operation of multiplication becomes the addition. Most axioms known from conventional algebra still apply to this algebraic structure. In max-plus calculus, the infimum and minimum are replaced by supremum and maximum. In Real-Time
Calculus, we often need to compute convolutions and de-convolutions defined in min-plus and max-plus calculus. These operations are defined as follows [69]:

**Definition 2.3.4**  min-max convolution and de-convolution

The min-plus convolution \( \otimes \) and the min-plus de-convolution \( \oslash \) of two functions \( f \) and \( g \) are defined as:

\[
(f \otimes g)(\Delta) = \inf_{0 \leq \lambda \leq \Delta} \{ f(\Delta - \lambda) + g(\lambda) \}
\]

and

\[
(f \oslash g)(\Delta) = \sup_{\lambda \geq 0} \{ f(\Delta + \lambda) - g(\lambda) \}
\]

The max-plus convolution \( \oplus \) and the max-plus de-convolution \( \ominus \) of two functions \( f \) and \( g \) are defined as:

\[
(f \oplus g)(\Delta) = \sup_{0 \leq \lambda \leq \Delta} \{ f(\Delta - \lambda) + g(\lambda) \}
\]

and

\[
(f \ominus g)(\Delta) = \inf_{\lambda \geq 0} \{ f(\Delta + \lambda) - g(\lambda) \}
\]

Recall that abstract components are specified by a set of functions, that relate the input arrival and service curves to the output arrival and service curves, more formally:

\[
\alpha' = f_\alpha(\alpha, \beta)
\]

\[
\beta' = f_\beta(\alpha, \beta)
\]

The relations \( f_\alpha \) and \( f_\beta \) depend on the processing semantics of the component, and must be determined such that \( \alpha'(\Delta) \) correctly models the event stream with event trace \( R'(t) \) and that \( \beta'(\Delta) \) correctly models the resource availability \( C'(t) \). Consider a fully preemptive task that is triggered by an incoming event stream. This task is started at every event arrival to process the incoming event, and active tasks are processed in a greedy fashion in FIFO order, while being restricted by the availability of resources. Such a component can be modeled as an abstract component with following internal relations:

\[
\alpha'_{FP} = \min \{(\alpha^u \otimes \beta^u) \oslash \beta^l, \beta^u\}
\]

\[
\alpha' = \min \{(\alpha^l \otimes \beta^u) \oslash \beta^l, \beta^l\}
\]

\[
\beta'_{FP} = (\beta^u - \alpha^l) \ominus 0
\]

\[
\beta'_{FP} = (\beta^l - \alpha^u) \ominus 0
\]

Components with these processing semantics are common in the area of real-time embedded systems, and we will refer to them as fixed priority (FP) components. To model a component with different processing semantics, one has to determine the appropriate internal relations \( f_\alpha \) and \( f_\beta \). The min-max algebra ensures that hard bounds are always calculated, since it computes convolutions and de-convolutions over interval bound functions that describe the minima and maxima for any time interval \( \Delta \). This is why MPA is suitable to analyze real-time systems, because guarantees can be given about the worst-case.
When an event stream with arrival curves $\alpha$ is processed by an FP component on a resource with service curve $\beta$, the maximum delay $d_{\text{max}}$ experienced by any event on the event stream is bounded by [69][18]:

$$d_{\text{max}} \leq \sup_{\lambda \geq 0} \left\{ \inf \{ \tau \geq 0 : \alpha^u(\lambda) \leq \beta^l(\lambda + \tau) \} \right\} \overset{\text{def}}{=} \text{Del} (\alpha^u, \beta^l)$$

(2.15)

When an event stream is processed by a sequence of several components, we could simply add the different maximum delays of each individual component together, to obtain an end-to-end delay guarantee. However, in this case we can exploit the phenomenon known as “Pay Bursts Only Once” [69], and the end-to-end delay guarantee can be tightened to [69]:

$$d_{\text{max}} \leq \text{Del} (\alpha^u, \beta_1^l \otimes \beta_2^l \otimes \ldots \otimes \beta_n^l)$$

(2.16)

Similarly, the maximum buffer space $b_{\text{max}}$ that is required to buffer an event stream with arrival curve $\alpha$ in the input queue of an FP component on a resource with service curve $\beta$ is bounded by [69]:

$$b_{\text{max}} \leq \sup_{\lambda \geq 0} \left\{ \alpha^u(\lambda) - \beta^l(\lambda) \right\} \overset{\text{def}}{=} \text{Buf} (\alpha^u, \beta^l)$$

(2.17)

When the buffers of several consecutive components use the same shared memory, the total required buffer space can even be tightened to:

$$b_{\text{max}} \leq \text{Buf} (\alpha^u, \beta_1^l \otimes \beta_2^l \otimes \ldots \otimes \beta_n^l)$$

(2.18)

In Figure 2.13, the relations between $\alpha, \beta, d_{\text{max}}$ and $b_{\text{max}}$ are depicted graphically. From this figure, we see that $d_{\text{max}}$ and $b_{\text{max}}$ are bounded by the maximum horizontal and maximum vertical distance between the upper arrival curve and the lower service curve respectively. This corresponds to the intuition, that $d_{\text{max}}$ and $b_{\text{max}}$ occur when the maximum load arrives at the same time when the minimum resources are available.

![Figure 2.13: Delay and backlog obtained from arrival and service curves](image-url)
Analysis of the model - practice

Three design challenges were posed in Section 2.2.3 and they are discussed here.

**Design question 1.** We build the abstract system performance model for the “Change Volume” and “TMC Message Handling” scenarios, as depicted in Figure 2.10, as well as the performance model for the “Address Lookup” and “TMC Message Handling” scenarios. For both models, we compute the upper bounds to the end-to-end delay of every event stream, as described in the last section, and then we merge the results obtained from the two analysis runs to obtain our overall result. For the TMC delay, we take the bigger value of the two runs. This process is repeated for all proposed architectures. From the results presented in Figure 2.14, we see that all architectures fulfill the requirements (as mentioned in Figure 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5) on the different maximum end-to-end delays. Furthermore, the results suggest that architectures (d) and (e) process the input data to the system particularly fast. This may be explained partly by the reduced communication overhead in these architectures, but most probably, these architectures are also over-dimensioned.

![Figure 2.14: Maximum end-to-end delays for each system architecture](image)

**Design question 2.** To investigate the robustness of architecture (a), we first compute its sensitivity towards changes in the input data rates. These sensitivity results are shown in Figure 2.15. The height of the columns in this figure depict the increase of end-to-end delays relative to the respective specified maximum end-to-end delays, in dependence to increasing input data rates. For example, the tallest column in Figure 2.15 shows us that if we increase the data rate of the “Change Volume” scenario slightly (e.g. by 4 %, to 33.3 events/s), the end-to-end delay of the TMC message handling increases by 1.14 % of its specified maximum end-to-end delay (i.e. 1.14 % of 1000 ms or 11.4 ms).

From the results shown in Figure 2.15 we see that architecture (a) is sensitive towards increasing the input data rate of the “Change Volume” scenario, while increasing the input data rate of the “Address Look-up” and the “TMC Message Handling” scenarios do not really affect the response times. And in fact, further analysis reveals that in order to still guarantee all system requirements, we must not increase the input data rate of the “Change Volume” scenario by more than 7 %, while we could increase the input data rate of the other two scenarios by a factor of more than 20.
After investigating the system sensitivity towards changes in the input data rates, we investigate the system sensitivity towards changes in the resource capacities. These sensitivity results are shown in Figure 2.16. The height of the columns in this figure depicts the increase of end-to-end delays relative to the respective specified maximum end-to-end delays, in dependence to decreasing resource capacities. For example, from the tallest column in Figure 2.16 we know that if we decrease capacity of the MMI processor by 1% (e.g. to 21.78 MIPS), the end-to-end delay of the TMC message handling increases by 3.22% of its specified maximum end-to-end delay (i.e. 3.22% of 1000 ms or 32.2 ms).

From the results shown in Figure 2.16 we see that architecture (a) is most sensitive towards the capacity of the MMI processor. This suggests that the MMI processor is a potential bottleneck of architecture (a). To investigate this further, we compute the
end-to-end delay of the TMC message handling for different MMI processor capacities. The results of these computations are shown in Figure 2.17.

![Figure 2.17: TMC delay versus MMI processor speed](image)

From Figure 2.17, we see that indeed at its given operation point, the end-to-end delay of the TMC message handling in architecture (a) is sensitive towards changes of the MMI processor capacity. And the analysis reveals that with a decrease of the MMI processor capacity to 89% of its initial capacity, we cannot guarantee finite response times anymore.

To sum up, the above analysis results suggest that increasing the capacity of the MMI processor would make architecture (a) more robust. To support this statement, we individually increase the capacity of each resource by 20%, and we then analyze how much we can increase the input data rate of the “Change Volume” scenario while still fulfilling the requirements. Remember, with the initial resource capacities, we can increase the data rate of the “Change Volume” scenario by 7% and the data rate of the other two scenarios by a factor of more than 20 while still guaranteeing all requirements. From this analysis, we learn that increasing the resource capacities of the RAD processor, the NAV processor and the BUS does not allow to increase the input data rate of the “Change Volume” scenario more than with the initial capacities, while increasing the MMI processor capacity allows us to increase the data rate of the “Change Volume” scenario by 60%.

**Design question 3.** We compute the upper bound to the end-to-end delay of every event stream in architecture (d) for different processor capacities. The results are shown in Figure 2.18.

In the plots in Figure 2.18, the NAV processor capacity is varied in steps of 5% from 100% down to 10% of its initial capacity. At the same time, the MMI/RAD processor capacity is varied in steps of 5% from 100% down to 20% of its initial capacity. As we see from the plots, the delays of the “Change Volume” scenario are not much affected by changes of the NAV processor capacity and the delay of the “Address Look-up” scenario is not much affected by changes of the MMI/RAD processor capacity. On the other hand, the delay of the “TMC Message Handling” scenario is affected by the changes of both processor capacities. From the results, we learn that we could
Figure 2.18: Delays versus processor speed in architecture (d)

decrease both the NAV processor capacity as well as the MMI/RAD processor capacity down to 25% of their initial capacity (i.e. 29 MIPS and 33 MIPS, respectively) while still guaranteeing the fulfillment of all system requirements.

Observations on the experiment

MPA provides hard bounds to all analyzed properties, but these bounds are not necessarily tight. The primary cause of this phenomenon is that information is lost when we move from the time to the time interval domain. Consider for example two strictly periodic event streams with the same period $p$. Now suppose these event streams are related by a constant phase shift, for example, by an offset $o = 0.5 \times p$. The arrival curves that describe these event streams are equal, despite the offset, since the distance between two consecutive events on each event stream is identical and does not depend on the offset. When we merge these two event streams together into one, we basically create a new strictly periodic event stream with period $0.5 \times p$. However, if we would combine the arrival curves in a similar way using min-max algebra, we would get a more pessimistic result. Calculating the (de-)convolutions of these arrival curves would create a new arrival curve that assumes that both events, in the worst case, would arrive if $\Delta \approx 0$ while the arrival curve of the composed event stream will reach that same worst-case value for $\Delta = 0.5 \times p$.

Evaluation of an MPA network is fast (typically a few seconds at most) which supports the interactive nature of the design process. Without any attempts to optimization, analyzing one system architecture in the design space took around 1 s on a Pentium Mobile 1.6 GHz using Matlab 7. Computing the four mesh plots in Figure 2.18 took for example around 5 min.
2.3.2 Symbolic Timing Analysis for Systems

Short overview of the technique

Symbolic Timing Analysis for Systems (SymTA/S) was developed by Ernst and Richter et al at the University of Braunschweig [46]. Tool support is now further developed at the SymtaVision company, a spin-off from the university. SymTA/S is a performance and timing analysis tool based on formal scheduling analysis techniques and symbolic simulation. It supports modeling of heterogeneous architectures, complex task dependencies, context aware analysis and combines optimization algorithms with sensitivity analysis for rapid design space exploration suitable for application in an industrial setting. The input for the comparison was kindly provided by Richter, we did not have access to the tool itself.

SymTA/S uses an approach whereby subsystems in the architecture are seen as entities that interact, or communicate, through event streams. As shown before, event streams can become arbitrarily complex and SymTA/S uses two techniques to tame this complexity. Like Modular Performance Analysis, arrival curves are supported. In addition, so-called event vector systems [42] can be used. Where MPA treats each abstract component identically, SymTA/S uses system-level knowledge to improve the accuracy of the analysis at the abstract component level by using this context information. Event model interfaces (EMIFs) or event model adaptor functions (EAFs) are used so that classical scheduling analysis techniques can be safely applied at the abstract component level. It is claimed that this approach leads to both hard and tight results [84].

The use of global context information becomes clear when the model is cyclic, in other words when the output of some task causes new events to appear at the input of an upstream task. Modular performance analysis can only deal with these kind of problems if a fixed-point can be found [105]. SymTA/S iteratively propagates the parameterized event streams through the model automatically until 1) the event stream parameters converge or 2) a task misses its deadline or 3) a specified maximum buffer size is exceeded. This process always terminates because the timing uncertainty, which is defined by the difference between the best- and worst-case event timing interval, grows monotonically with each iteration. EAFs are inserted automatically if the iteration is stopped due to the latter two problems. This breaks the dependency cycle by reducing the timing uncertainty. Similarly, SymTA/S can deal with complex task interdependencies that are hard if not impossible to model in Modular Performance Analysis. An overview of SymTA/S is provided in [84]. The tool is available, as a commercial product, from http://www.symtavision.com.

Modeling the case study

The tool provides a convenient graphical user-interface to enter the model. A separate model needs to be constructed for each architecture. Each model consists of a number of resources on which tasks can be deployed. Tasks can be assigned and reassigned to resources by drag-and-drop. Applications are modeled by linking the tasks together into a so-called execution path. The environment is modeled by connecting event generators to the initial tasks. The properties of each entity in the model can be changed interactively by means of pop-up menus, for example to modify the \((p, j, d, o)\)-values of the event generators. A screen dump of the case study being edited in SymTA/S is shown in Figure 2.19.
Analysis of the model

The end-to-end performance of an application can be shown by looking at the output event stream of the last task in an execution path, similar to event sinks in MPA. Special diagrams can be presented to observe the global and per-application usage of the resource. The path observer window conveniently displays all relevant execution paths, their best-case and worst case execution times and whether or not the associated requirements for each path was met, by color coding. Similarly, incompatible interface connections or local requirements that are not met after analysis are made visible to the user graphically, by changing the color of the entity in the diagram that caused the error. With respect to the three design questions raised in Section 2.2.3 all three can be answered with SymTA/S, but unfortunately only results for question 1 were made available to us for this comparative study.

Observations on the experiment

Composing and evaluating a model is quick, typically in the order of a few seconds to a minute. The tool computes the local optimum per resource using classical formal scheduling analysis techniques like, for example, rate monotonic analysis [16]. This technique corresponds to the fixed-priority preemptive scheduling we specified in the case study. The values obtained for each resource are used to feed a symbolic simulation step where system-level values are derived. Using optimization strategies, this process is repeated automatically until some, user defined, property is reached as described earlier. Like MPA, SymTA/S gives hard but not necessarily tight results, which
is primarily caused by the abstractions introduced in the model.

### 2.3.3 Timed Automata

**Short overview of the technique**

The timed automata modeling language [2][7] is a general purpose framework used to describe timed systems. The basic entity in the language is the so-called automaton, which can be represented as a labeled transition system. An automaton consists of *locations* and *transitions*. Locations represent the state of the component and the transitions define the relationships between these states. Time can be modeled by introducing *clocks* as state variables. Clocks are automatic and strictly monotone increasing continuous variables, all with the same rate of change. Clock *invariants* can be added to a location, to denote *when* this state is valid. The transitions define how those locations can be reached starting from some initial location. Transitions can be labeled with *guards* and *actions*. Guards can be used to specify for which clock or state value(s) a transition is enabled. Actions can be used to modify the state, including resetting clock variables. This technique is useful for our purpose mainly because of the expressiveness offered.

The UPPAAL model checker [7] is used to analyze the timed automata model. The tool was developed by Yi and Larsen et al at Uppsala and Aalborg Universities respectively, with help from several other universities including the Radboud University [8]. It provides a graphical user-interface to compose and edit timed automata models. A simulator is available to animate the specification. The model checker is invoked as a batch process from the graphical user-interface. It performs a symbolic exhaustive search over the dynamically generated state space in order to verify some user-defined property. If the property does not hold, a counter example is automatically generated which can be visualized and animated for further analysis. UPPAAL is available for free download from [http://www.uppaal.com](http://www.uppaal.com).

**Modeling the case study**

The principal idea of the model is that system resources are either idle or performing some task, i.e. executing a computation or transferring data. Resource activity is modeled as a location in the timed automata. Transitions are defined from the *idle* (initial) location to each of the activity locations and vice-versa. The outgoing transitions are guarded by a counter which represents the number of outstanding requests for a particular activity. The counters are used to model the interaction between the different resources and the environment. The transition is enabled when the counter is greater than zero. When such a transition is taken, one is required to stay in the target location for the amount of time that corresponds to the user-defined maximum execution time of that task. This requirement can be relaxed if the best case execution time is also known. Then the time required to stay at the location is at minimum the best case execution time and at maximum the worst case execution time. The actual value taken is determined by a non-deterministic choice from this interval. When the execution time is reached, a transition back to the *idle* location is taken. Note that these models need to be constructed for each architecture that we want to investigate, because the deployment of software tasks over hardware resources are strongly coupled in this approach. The timed automata models are directly at the level of the abstract system performance model of the Y-chart in Figure 2.1, since separate application and architecture mod-
els do not exist. Pre-emption of tasks can also be modeled and template automata are available to describe the environment of the system. We will look at the different timed automata models in more detail in the next sections, whereby we investigate architecture (a) from Figure 2.6.

**Modeling the computation resources**

Figure 2.20 presents the basic automaton that models the behavior of the radio functionality (RAD). From the two sequence diagrams (Figures 2.3 and 2.5), it can be deduced that this functionality in fact consists of two operations, AdjustVolume and HandleTmc respectively. Each operation is represented as a location in the automaton. The automaton has a local clock \( x \) and two local constants, \( WCET_{HT} \) and \( WCET_{AV} \). These constants represent the execution time of the operation, which is calculated as the worst-case execution time (expressed by the number of instructions to execute, as specified in the applicable sequence diagram) divided by the capacity of the hardware component on which it is deployed (which is expressed in million instructions per second, as specified in Figure 2.6).

![Diagram of automaton RAD representing the radio sub-system](image)

Note that both outgoing transitions from the **idle** location in Figure 2.20 offer the **hurry!** event. This automaton communicates over a so-called **urgent** broadcast channel called **hurry**. Events offered on urgent channels are immediately processed, it has priority over all other actions in the model. It forces greedy automata behavior in our case, transitions are taken as soon as they are enabled. This modeling trick ensures that the model of the system will keep processing requests as soon as possible (whenever the resource is available). Otherwise the RAD automaton could postpone the handling of events indefinitely, since enabling a transition does not guarantee that it will be taken immediately, which would lead to possibly infinite worst-case response times.

The global variables \( rt \) and \( vkp2av\_rx \) keep track of the number of pending calls to **HandleTmc** and **AdjustVolume** respectively. The transition is enabled if the guard evaluates to true, in other words if and only if the associated counter is greater than zero. Thus, in Figure 2.5 if the RAD automaton is in location **idle** and the **ReceiveTmc** event arrives, which is modeled by the increment of the \( rt \) variable, then the automaton immediately takes the transition to the location **HandleTmc**, whereby the clock \( x \) is reset. With “immediately” we mean that no time elapses between the arrival of the event...
and the execution of the transition. The automaton stays for \( WCET_{HT} \) time units in location \( HandleTmc \) and then returns to the \( idle \) location while generating an output event (modeled by incrementing the counter \( ht2st_{tx} \)) and decreasing the input event counter \( rt \). As we will see in the next section, the global variables \( vkp2av_{rx}, ht2st_{tx} \) and \( av2uv_{tx} \) are the interface of the RAD automaton to the automaton representing the communication link. Similarly, the synchronization \( navc! \) is used to signal the completion of the \( AdjustVolume \) operation towards the environment, for measuring the end-to-end response time.

Note that the automaton in Figure 2.20 models a non-deterministic non-preemptive scheduler, which is not realistic in most cases. The UPPAAL language allows to model many kinds of schedulers. For instance, the automaton in Figure 2.21 models the radio functionality again, but now with a priority based non-preemptive scheduling strategy, in which the \( AdjustVolume \) operation has priority over the \( HandleTmc \) operation.

In Figure 2.21, modeling priority is achieved by the additional expression \( vkp2av_{rx} == 0 \) to the guard of the transition from location \( idle \) to location \( HandleTmc \). This means that TMC messages may only be handled if there are no outstanding \( AdjustVolume \) requests pending. More changes are required in order to model preemption and these are presented in Figure 2.22.

The guard expressions on the outgoing transitions from the \( idle \) location in Figure 2.22 have now been put in simple auxiliary functions \( enHT \) and \( enAV \) which return a Boolean value. Similarly, the update actions have been put in auxiliary functions \( updateD1, updateD2, retHT \) and \( retAV \). This is done to increase readability and to simplify model maintenance. Furthermore, each activity has been given its own clock and a separate deadline variable, such that we can measure progress of each task individually. \( HandleTmc \) relates to clock \( x1 \) and variable \( D1 \) and \( AdjustVolume \) relates to clock \( x2 \) and variable \( D2 \). Now suppose that a low-priority TMC message is being processed, in other words we are at location \( HandleTmc \), and a high-priority \( AdjustVolume \) request arrives, since the global variable \( vkp2av_{rx} \) has been incremented by another automaton. The guard expression contained in \( enHT \) now returns false since \( vkp2av_{rx} \) is non-zero and the transition towards the committed location is enabled. This transition is immediately taken due to the urgent communication over the \( hurry \) broadcast channel. Since no time is allowed to pass in committed locations,
// local definitions for the RAD automaton
clock x1, x2;
bool i1 := false;
int [0,ABOUND] D1 = 0;
int [0,ABOUND] D2 = 0;

// auxiliary functions for the RAD automaton
bool enHT () {
    return (rt > 0) and (vkp2av_rx > 0);
}

bool enAV () {
    return (vkp2av_rx == 0);
}

void updateD1 () {
    if (not i1) {
        // reset the clock
        x2 = 0;
        x1 = 0;
        // set the deadlines
        D1 = WCET_HT;
        D1 += WCET_AV;
    } else {
        D2 = WCET_AV;
    }
}

void retHT () {
    // update the interface
    rt--;
    ht2st_tx++; // reset the interrupt
    i1 := false;
}

void updateD2 () {
    if (i1 && (D1<ABOUND-WCET_AV))
        D1 += WCET_AV;
}

void retAV () {
    // update the interface
    vkp2av_rx--;        av2uv_tx++;  // reset the interrupt
}

Figure 2.22: Adding preemption to automaton RAD
we either return normally to idle if the interrupt occurred exactly at the end of the [0, WCET_HT] time interval (in other words x1 == D1) or we set a Boolean flag i1 to true, to indicate that the execution of HandleTmc has been interrupted. The pending AdjustVolume call is immediately processed since enAV is true. The auxiliary function updateD2 not only sets D2 and resets clock x2, but also increases D1 with WCET_AV, to account for the time lost due to handling this higher priority task. Note that the automaton keeps processing high-priority tasks until all of them are dealt with. Only then will the handling of lower priority tasks resume. Also note that tasks at the same priority level cannot interrupt each other, they simply run to completion. The model can be improved and simplified further by using so-called transition priorities, but this is not shown here.

Thus, preemption can be modeled, but care has to be taken because an integer variable in UPPAAL has a finite domain by definition. Therefore, it must not be the case that a task can be preempted infinitely often, since then D1 can grow to infinity and model checking is not possible anymore. However, the model checker can be used to prove that this is not the case by verifying some finite upper bound for these deadline variables. In this case study the deadline variables were restricted to \( \text{ABOUND} = 1 \cdot e^6 \), which corresponds to 1 second or roughly ten times the largest worst-case execution time of any task available in the model. This can alternatively be modeled as an explicit error state in the model whereby UPPAAL is then used to prove that this state cannot be reached. The modeling of the other computation components follow the same pattern as described above and are therefore not depicted here.

**Modeling the communication resources**

Modeling the communication in the system is surprisingly similar to the models we have presented for the computation in the previous subsection. A separate timed automaton is created for each communication resource. The automaton modeling the bus for the communication supporting the “Change Volume” application from Figure 2.3 running in parallel to the “TMC Message Handling” application from Figure 2.5 on architecture (a) is shown in Figure 2.23.

A location is created in the automaton for each message that is exchanged between the computation components that communicate through this link. The location reflects the fact that the message is being sent. The location is occupied for as long as the message transfer takes. We use the constants \( \text{BYTES4} \) and \( \text{BYTES64} \) in the model (but not shown here) to represent the time to transfer 4 and 64 bytes respectively over the communication link. This constant is again simply calculated as the message length (in bits, which is specified in the augmented sequence diagrams) divided by the bit rate (which is specified in the deployment diagram). Obviously, this formula can be adapted to compensate for expected protocol overhead.

The computation components interface to the communication link using (sharing) the set of global variables that count the number of outstanding messages of a particular type that need to be transferred over the link. If the first message from Figure 2.3 is to be sent from the MMI to RAD, from VolumeKeyPress to AdjustVolume, then the MMI automaton will simply increment the global \( \text{vkp2av_tx} \) variable to announce the message arrival at the communication resource. If the bus is idle, and all other global variables are zero and assuming that \( \text{enVKP2AV} \) returns true if \( \text{vkp2av_tx} \) is non-zero, then the transition towards the location \( \text{VKP2AV} \) location is immediately taken due to the \textit{hurry!} synchronization. This location is occupied for \( \text{BYTES4} \) time units and then the transition back to idle is taken. This return transition will decrement the \( \text{vkp2av_tx} \)
and increment the $\text{vkp2av}_x$ global variables, to indicate message delivery. In turn, this will enable the corresponding transition in the $\text{RAD}$ automaton, as presented in the previous paragraph.

We can use the same strategy for dealing with priorities and scheduling as in computation resources. In fact, the communication resource shown in Figure 2.23 uses fixed-priority preemptive scheduling, as mandated by the case study description, whereby $\text{ST2UT}$ has the lowest and $\text{VKP2AV}$ has the highest priority. It is fairly easy to represent simple industrial serial bus interfaces such as RS485, priority-based protocols such as Controller Area Network (CAN) or complex time-triggered protocols. For example, a solution for a TDMA bus concept is proposed by Perathoner et al in [80]. Less trivial however is the encoding of protocols that break large messages into pieces to prevent bus starvation, such as the well-known TCP/IP protocol stack.

The approach presented here has another interesting characteristic. If the interface (the global variables) remains the same, then it would be simple to replace a certain bus concept by another by merely replacing the bus automata. This would not affect the computation components at all. Therefore, we can easily investigate the impact of different bus protocols for a given deployment of software over hardware, i.e. to perform design space exploration.
Modeling of the environment

There are two actors that interact with the system from the environment: (i) a user who initiates the “Change Volume” or alternatively the “Address Look-up” scenario and (ii) a radiostation that initiates the “TMC Message Handling” scenario. There are two timed automata for each actor: a “normal” automaton and a “measuring” automaton. Which one is included in the network of timed automata that models the system depends on the particular worst case execution time property that we want to investigate. If we want to measure the response time of the “Change Volume” scenario, we add the “measuring” automaton for the user and the “normal” automaton for the radiostation. Vice versa, if we want to measure the response time of the “TMC Message Handling” scenario, then we add the “measuring” automaton for the radiostation and the “normal” automaton for the user.

We consider four basic kinds of event arrival models: (i) periodic, (ii) sporadic, (iii) periodic with jitter and (iv) event streams with bursts. For the strict periodic event model, an offset can be specified to force a phase shift in the signal (start of the first period). The periodic and sporadic event models can be expressed by automata as shown in Figure 2.24(a-c) for key press events, using synchronization kpv in and event counter kpv. The event model for periodic behavior with jitter (where the jitter is smaller than or equal to the period) can elegantly be expressed by the model proposed by Perathoner et al in [80], which is shown in Figure 2.24(d) for TMC events, using synchronization rt in and event counter rt. The behavior of events is called bursty when the jitter becomes larger than the period of the event. This can be modeled, but it is more involved than the previous model of periodic behavior with small jitter. The reason is that the subsequent intervals in which an event can occur now overlap. Figure 2.25 shows the UPPAAL model for a TMC event stream with bursts with offset o, period p, jitter j and a minimal separation time between two consecutive events of d, using synchronization rt in and event counter rt. Note that we have used explicit channel names in all environment models shown here, mainly to enhance readability. In reality, generalized models are used which are instantiated by passing these explicit channel names as parameters to the timed automata model.

The automaton shown in Figure 2.25 has two local variables, req and hdl. The variable req is incremented every p time units (using clock x) which models that an event may be sent. The clock y is used to keep track of the next deadline for sending an event. An event may be sent if z > d, where clock z keeps track of the minimum inter-event separation time d, and req > 0. When the event is sent, hdl is incremented. This signals that the deadline for the next event may be incremented by d time units. This is modeled by the reset of clock y after j (for the first event) or after p (for the other events) time units. Note that this automaton leads to a large increase of the state space of the model: it has three local clocks (but if d = 0 then clock z can be left out) and two local integer variables that both can count up to \(1 + \frac{j}{p}\).

Every event automaton also has a “measuring” companion automaton which is used to record the worst-case response time of a generated system input event. These automata seem complicated at first sight, but they are logical in structure. The general idea is that a randomly chosen event is inserted into the system model by the environment automaton and its end-to-end response time is measured. It is assumed that all queues in the system model are order preserving and that events are never dropped. If the n-th event is inserted at \(t_1\) and the n-th response is seen at \(t_2\) then the observed execution time is \(t_2 - t_1\).

The automaton in Figure 2.26 is the measuring companion of the event genera-
(a) strictly periodic key press event stream with period $p$ and a fixed offset $o$

(b) strictly periodic key press event stream with period $p$ and an arbitrary offset $o \leq p$

(c) sporadic key press events with distance $d \geq p$

(d) periodic TMC event stream with period $p$, offset $o$ and jitter $j \leq p$

Figure 2.24: Example environment automata
Figure 2.25: environment automaton describing TMC event bursts

Figure 2.26: “Change Volume” response time measurement automaton \(mv\)

tion are used to deal with incoming \(kpv_{in}\), \(nacv\) and \(nvcv\) events until the automaton chooses a random \(kpv_{in}\) signal to start the measurement. The out-going transition to the next location resets the clock \(meas\), which is used for measuring. From now on, next incoming \(kpv_{in}\) signals are ignored and we wait until the \(cnta\) counter reaches zero. This indicates that the \(nacv\) response belonging to the \(kpv_{in}\) stimulus has been received. The out-going transition to the third location from the left resets the \(a2v\) clock. The next incoming \(nacv\) signals are now also ignored and we wait until \(cntv\) becomes zero. This indicates that the \(nvcv\) response belonging to the \(kpv_{in}\) stimulus has been received and we move to the location \(seen\). The value of the clock \(meas\) now contains the \(k2v\) response time and idem for \(a2v\).

Note that at most one end-to-end measurement can be in progress at any time. Different execution time measurements require therefore different combinations of event stream and measurement automata. Dummy measurement automata, which simply always accept the synchronization actions offered by the event stream and system automata are used for those timing requirements that are currently not under investigation. The modeling of the other measuring companion automata follows the same pattern as explained above and are therefore not depicted here.

Analysis of the model

The system model is constructed by composing a network of timed automata from the resource and environment automata described above. UPPAAL is then asked to verify
whether a certain response time is within the set of reachable states of the model. By using a binary search approach manually, the exact best and worst-case response times can be determined. The worst-case response time \( k_2v \) of the “Change Volume” scenario can thus be found using UPPAAL by finding the smallest \( C \) such that Property (2.19) is satisfied. The operator “\( AG \)” stands for “always globally” which implies that for all reachable states this property holds.

\[
AG (mv.seen \rightarrow meas < C) \quad (2.19)
\]

The UPPAAL model has been analyzed for 5 different requirements and 5 different sets of environment models. The results have been collected in Table 2.2. UPPAAL version 4.0.6 has been used with default options, unless indicated otherwise. The rows indicate which requirement is measured and in what context (combination of applications) the analysis was performed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Event model</th>
<th>( po ) ((o = 0))</th>
<th>( pno )</th>
<th>( sp )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HandleTMC (+ ChangeVolume)</td>
<td>336.111</td>
<td>345.269</td>
<td>345.713</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HandleTMC (+ AddressLookup)</td>
<td>172.106</td>
<td>239.079</td>
<td>239.079</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2V ChangeVolume (+ HandleTMC)</td>
<td>27.717</td>
<td>27.717</td>
<td>27.717</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K2V ChangeVolume (+ HandleTMC)</td>
<td>41.796</td>
<td>41.796</td>
<td>41.796</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AddressLookup (+ HandleTMC)</td>
<td>79.075</td>
<td>79.075</td>
<td>79.075</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Event model</th>
<th>( pj ) ((j \leq p))</th>
<th>( bur ) ((j \leq 2p, d = 0))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HandleTMC (+ ChangeVolume)</td>
<td>&gt; 400.000 (df)</td>
<td>&gt; 500.000 (rdf)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HandleTMC (+ AddressLookup)</td>
<td>239.079</td>
<td>239.079</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2V ChangeVolume (+ HandleTMC)</td>
<td>&gt; 27.715 (bf)</td>
<td>&gt; 27.715 (bf)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K2V ChangeVolume (+ HandleTMC)</td>
<td>&gt; 41.795 (bf)</td>
<td>&gt; 41.795 (bf)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AddressLookup (+ HandleTMC)</td>
<td>79.075</td>
<td>79.075</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.2: UPPAAL worst-case response time analysis results (in milliseconds) \((bf = \text{breadth first}, (r)df = \text{(random) depth first})\)

The first column of the top table shows the results for strictly periodic event streams with a user-defined offset \( o \) for all events \( po, o = 0 \), which reflects fully dependent or synchronous environment models. In the second column of the top table, the results are shown for strictly periodic event streams with an unknown offset for all events \( pno, o \leq p \), which reflects fully independent or asynchronous environment models. The third column of the top table presents the analysis results for sporadic event streams \( sp, d \geq p \) where only a lower bound is specified for the event inter arrival time.

In the first column of the second table we show periodic event streams with small jitter \( pj, j \leq p \) for the “radio station” environment model and sporadic events for the others. And finally, we use event streams with bursts \( bur, j \leq 2p, d = 0 \) for the “radio station” and sporadic event streams for the others in the second column of the bottom table.

**Design question 1.** Analysis of the “TMC Message Handling” and “Address Lookup” scenario combination proved to be no problem. The verification times for \( po, pno \) and \( sp \) where so small (typically less than a second) that a binary search could easily
be performed. The \textit{pj} and \textit{bur} scenarios took a bit more effort, but still a binary search was feasible (verification times typically in the order of a few minutes). The “TMC Message Handling” scenario in combination with “Change Volume” proved to be a problem for the \textit{pj} and \textit{bur} scenarios. This is due to the large difference in time scales of the event automata: the period of the “radiostation” events is in the order of seconds whereas the period of the “change volume” events is in the order of milliseconds. Such differences are bad for the symbolic representation of clock values that is used by UPPAAL. However, UPPAAL can still be used as a “structured testing” tool with its options for the search order (\textit{df} = depth first, \textit{rdf} = random depth first). The verifier will try to find a counterexample of the property. If it finds one, then the constant $C$ in the property is a lower bound on the worst-case response time of the event. This is indicated by the “greater than” symbols in Table 2.2.

Note that the “Address Look-up” and “Change Volume” worst-case response time values remain constant since (i) they have priority over the “radiostation” related events and (ii) their event model parameters are such that events are never queued for processing. For example, each “Address Look-up” event is fully processed on each resource before the next event arrives on the same resource. If we would allow jitter to the “Address Look-up” scenario, such that two events might overlap, then the bound of 79.075 would certainly increase. Also note that the results for \textit{po} and \textit{pno} are not identical, which indicates that a phase shift between the environment models does matter in this case. We get this result almost for free, neither the modeling nor the analysis effort is much influenced. The approach shown here can treat asynchronous and synchronous environment models by simply removing an invariant from the appropriate environment models.

Design questions 2 and 3. The approach shown in this section is not convenient for studying design questions 2 and 3. This is mainly caused by the fact that we can only study the best- and worst-case execution times, not the resource availability. When searching for these hard and tight worst-case execution time (WCET) results, we explore the state space such that the resource usage is maximized. But that does not imply that all resources are busy all the time. If a WCET value is proven to be in the set of reachable states, we have no information as to the level of resource usage. This can be investigated by studying the counter example which is produced if a WCET value is chosen that is slightly lower than the value that was found previously. However, this is a cumbersome and slow process.

Observations on the experiment

UPPAAL is a generic tool. Many model types and scenarios can be expressed (i.e. event models, communication, computation, mix of preemptive and non-preemptive elements) and analyzed. However, manual construction and maintenance of these models is error prone and should be automated to be useful in an industrial setting. Evaluation of the model is in the order of minutes if the state space is tractable; the values then found are hard and tight. Tractability however, is mainly determined by the amount of non-determinism in the model. For example, when two event streams have an average period which is orders of magnitude apart, the state space explodes even though the model of the system is small and simple. In this case, the model checker will not be able to find an answer in an acceptable amount of time.
2.3.4 Parallel and Object-Oriented Specification Language

Short overview of the technique

The Parallel Object-Oriented Specification Language (POOSL) is a general purpose formal specification language which lies at the core of the Software/Hardware Engineering (SHE) system-level design method. POOSL was developed by Voeten and Van der Putten at the Technical University Eindhoven [97]. The language contains a set of powerful primitives to formally describe concurrency, distribution, synchronous communication, timing and functional features of a system into a single, high-level, executable model. The language uses a process algebra notation that is strongly influenced by Milner’s Calculus of Communicating Systems (CCS) [73].

The formal semantics of POOSL is defined in terms of timed probabilistic labeled transition systems. This mathematical structure enables the unambiguous interpretation of POOSL models, both for validation through simulation as well as verification through model checking and proof. Currently, the SHE method is accompanied by two simulation tools, SHESim and Rotalumis. Verification tools are feasible and planned but not yet available. SHESim is a graphical environment intended for the incremental specification, modification and validation of POOSL models. Rotalumis is a high-speed execution engine which is aimed at batch-oriented simulation.

The simulation algorithm at the core of both tools, first constructs a set of so-called process execution trees (PETs) which are directly derived from the POOSL models. Basically, each POOSL process is translated into a PET whereby the leaves represent the actions that can be taken by the process. Two types of actions are possible: state actions and time actions. The PETs are interpreted using a two-phase execution approach. In the first phase, all PETs greedily execute state actions asynchronously until completion, which implies that they are either a) terminated or b) blocked on a read or write action on a communication channel where no matching data is offered or c) a time step needs to be taken. The execution of the actions performed in phase 1 is considered to have taken zero time. The simulation process can continue if there is at least one process that needs to make a time step, otherwise a deadlock has occurred. In phase 2, time passes for all processes synchronously, by the minimum of all outstanding time steps. As a result, at least one process can continue processing actions. So, after this time step has been taken, the simulation resumes as if it was a new phase 1 step. This simulation algorithm has been proven to correctly implement the formal semantics of POOSL [40]. Both SHESim and Rotalumis have been used to model this case study. The tools are available for free download from http://www.es.ele.tue.nl/poosl/.

Modeling the case study

De Hoon constructed a model of our case study in [23] using POOSL. The approach followed in this work is to explicitly model the events that flow through the system instead of using abstractions like arrival curves. A POOSL data class, called EventProperties, not shown here, is defined to administer the timing properties of an event, such as release time, start time, finish time, relative deadline and so on. Instances of this class are created and given a unique identifier. These event objects are manipulated by the application model of the system. Applications, such as the “Change Volume” scenario, are represented by a directed task graph. A POOSL process class, called ComputationTask, is defined to provide a generic model of such an application task. This class is shown in Figure 2.27.
ComputationTask
≪ instantiation parameters ≫
TaskName : String
ComputationLoad : Real
Priority : Integer
≪ instance variables ≫
TaskId : Integer
≪ methods ≫
HandleEvent()()
Execute()()
≪ initial method call ≫
HandleEvent()() in?event
out?event
task!execute
task?executed

execute

| E : EventProperties |
in?event (E);
par
HandleEvent()()
| E : EventProperties |
in?event (E);
and
Execute()();
out!event (E)
rap.

Execute()()
task!execute (TaskId,
ComputationLoad, Priority );
task?execute (TaskServed
| TaskServed = TaskId ).

Figure 2.27: A POOSL specification of a generic application task

Three parameters are provided whenever an instance of ComputationTask is created. The task is given a name, its computation load (in terms of the number of cycles to execute) and a priority. The operation HandleEvent is immediately invoked after the initialization of the object. This operation performs a blocking read on the in-channel in line 3. The par-and-rap block is executed as soon as an event has arrived. The par-part (line 5) is executed in parallel with the rap-part (line 7 and 8). The par-part is a tail-recursive call to HandleEvent which causes the process to be ready to accept new messages on the in-channel immediately. The rap-part first calls the Execute operation which offers a message on the task-channel. This is the request to the resource to allocate a certain number of cycles for this task with a given priority (line 11-12). The Execute operation waits until the resource notifies that these cycles have indeed been spent on behalf of this task (line 13-14). A guard is defined in line 14 to check whether it was this task that was confirmed to be completed. This check is important because there may be several tasks deployed on the same resource and we need to distinguish each one individually. Finally, the task offers the event on the out-channel in line 8 after the operation Execute returns in line 7. This triggers the next task in the task graph. Communication over a bus follows a similar pattern, as shown in Figure 2.28. The only notable difference is the name of the channel in the TransferMsg operation.

CommunicationTask
≪ instantiation parameters ≫
MessageId : Integer
MessageSize : Real
Priority : Integer
≪ instance variables ≫
TransferMsg()()
≪ methods ≫
HandleEvent()()
TransferMsg()()
≪ initial method call ≫
HandleEvent()() in?event
out?event
msg!transfer
msg?transferred

| E : EventProperties |
in?event (E);
par
HandleEvent()()
| E : EventProperties |
in?event (E);
and
TransferMsg()();
out!event (E)
rap.

TransferMsg()()
msg!transfer (MsgId,
MessageSize, Priority );
msg?transferred (MsgId );
msg?transferred (MsgServed = MsgId ).

Figure 2.28: A POOSL specification of a generic communication task
The next step is to define the resources of our system model. In Figure 2.29 we present the definition of a fixed-priority preemptive resource as a POOSL process class. Here, we show the definition of a computation resource. A communication resource is virtually identical. The FixedPrioCompResource waits for scheduling requests on the task-channel on line 2. It is the counter action of the message offer on line 11 in Figure 2.27. If such a message arrives, it invokes the ComputeTask operation on line 3. This operation executes a delay statement on line 10 whereby time is allowed to elapse by \( \frac{ServLoad}{MIPS} \) seconds. This corresponds to the worst-case execution time of the task deployed on this resource, since the parameter \( ServLoad \) is defined as the maximum number of cycles to execute. However, this delay statement can be interrupted when another message arrives during the time step (line 11-14). But only messages that offer a priority level that is higher than the current priority are actually accepted in the guard on line 12. The operation ComputeTask is called recursively on line 13-14 if this particular situation occurs. The requesting application is informed that the task has been executed on line 15. Finally, the operation HandleTask is called again on line 4 to accept the next scheduling request for this resource.

```poosl
« process »
FixedPrioCompResource
« instantiation parameters »
MIPS : Real
« instance variables »
« methods »
HandleTask()()
ComputeTask()()
« initial method call »
HandleTask()()
« messages »
task?execute
task!executed
```

Figure 2.29: A POOSL specification of a fixed priority computation resource

The final components we need in order to compose the abstract performance model is the event generator that reflects the environment and the event sink to register the end-to-end elapse time. In Figure 2.30 we show the PeriodicEventModel and the EventReceiverModel process classes. The former offers an event on the out-channel with a certain period and registers the release time in the event. The latter accepts events on the in-channel and registers their arrival time. The application response time is the difference between those two values. Similar components are available for event generators with jitter and bursts. They make use of a random number generator that is available as a standard data class in POOSL.

The final step is to compose the abstract performance model using the template classes that we have presented so far. This can for example be done using the SHESim tool. SHESim provides a graphical user-interface to compose POOSL models. Objects are represented as boxes. The channels are visible as interface points and they can be connected together. The tool verifies whether the interfaces are of the same type when they are composed. Figure 2.31 shows the abstract performance model of architecture (a) in the user-interface of SHESim. On the left, we see the event generators, on the right the event sinks. At the bottom we see the four resources and the remaining components represent the application tasks and message exchanges.
PeriodicEventModel

**process**

**period** : Real

**method**

PeriodicEventStream()()

**messages**

out!event

EventReceiverModel

**process**

**instance variables**

**messages**

in?event

Figure 2.30: Example event generators and event sinks in POOSL

Analysis of the model

All three of the suggested typical design problems can be studied using this approach. However, hard guarantees cannot be given because there is no proof that we will visit all so-called “corner cases” during simulation. Corner cases are parts of the state space that are only reached under specific conditions, for example a transition in the simulation model with a very low probability attached to it. Exposing these corner cases therefore requires potentially infinitely long simulation runs. Hence, full coverage of the state space can, in general, not be guaranteed.

**Design question 1.** An abstract performance model must be created using SHESim for each proposed architecture. Finding the worst-case timing of the application requires many simulation runs because the two input event streams are strictly periodic but not correlated. This implies that the simulation must be repeated many times whereby random values are chosen for the initial offset of either event stream. Since time is a real valued property in our model, infinitely many values can be selected for this parameter. The maximum response time of the application is the maximum that was found for this value over all simulation iterations. However, the number of iterations must be determined carefully in order to create realistic results. In principle, we only have to simulate until the hyper-period of our event stream is reached because the model of our case study is fully deterministic. Nevertheless the number of simulation iterations can become quite large, for example if the periods of the input event streams and the time delay caused by the fastest task are orders of magnitude apart. Resources usage can be studied by observing the resource models, for example by time stamping the ComputeTask operation in Figure 2.28.

**Design question 2 and 3.** The obvious way to answer these questions is to repeat the experiment as presented in the previous case several times, but each time with different settings for the event input rates or the resources capacities. This is identical to the parameter sweep approach proposed in Section 2.3.1. But, with this model, we can also...
study the *average* performance of the system, as opposed to the other techniques presented so far. Suppose we know both the best- and the worst-case load of each task in the system, in terms of number of cycles. If we assume some distribution of likelihood in this interval, say a normal distribution, we could vary the cost of executing that function by passing a random value taken from this interval, instead of the worst-case value, whenever we ask the resources to schedule our task (in line 11 in Figure 2.27). This approach was studied by Florescu and De Hoon in [36]. Of course, it requires even more repetitions for the simulations than in the previous case, for example because the hyper-period limitation per simulation run is no longer viable since the model is no longer deterministic. Nevertheless, interesting results can be obtained at reasonable cost that also relate to design question 1. For example, the average end-to-end response time that is reported per application after each simulation run, can be represented as a histogram. This histogram shows us the relationship between the average response time and the required worst-case timing requirement. Is the average close to the limit value or does it only occur in few cases that the worst-case is reached? But we know that this worst-case response time might not have been reached yet because we did not simulate long enough. The approach proposed in [36] is to approximate the histogram by some Gaussian distribution. From this distribution, we can calculate, using standard mathematics, the likelihood that the application would exceed the worst-case timing requirement. This gives us valuable insight into the robustness of the application and for soft real-time applications it may even provide sufficient proof.
Observations on the experiment

Evaluation of this model is in the order of minutes to hours, depending on the property to analyze. Despite the fact that the simulator conforms to the formal semantics of the language, no guarantee can be given that the model is completely covered during simulation. Exact best- and worst case values are not necessarily found during analysis, i.e. the bounds found by the simulator are not hard. Exhaustive analysis techniques are available but have not yet been implemented into tools. These exhaustive analysis techniques are subject to the state-space explosion problem, just like in UPPAAL. However, POOSL is able to describe and analyze the nominal (average) behavior of the system and complex system - environment interactions, for example involving timing dependencies between input stimuli. POOSL is well-suited for analysis of soft real-time systems.

2.3.5 Vienna Development Method

VDM++ is an object-oriented and model-based specification language with a formally defined syntax, static and dynamic semantics. It is a superset of the ISO standardized notation Vienna Development Method - Specification Language (VDM-SL) [24]. VDM++ was originally designed in the ESPRIT project AFRODITE and it was subsequently improved and tools were implemented by IFAD [27]. Different VDM dialects are supported by industry strength tools, called VDMTOOLS, which are currently owned and further developed by CSK [31]. A timed extension to VDM++ was delivered as part of the VICE project: “VDM++ In a Constrained Environment” [75].

The dynamic semantics of an executable subset of VDM++ is provided as a constructive operational semantics specified in VDM-SL which is roughly 500 pages including informal explanation [68]. The core of this specification is an abstract state machine which is able to execute a set of formally defined primitive instructions. Special functions are supplied to “compile” each abstract syntax element into such a sequence of instructions. The dynamic semantics specification is executable and can be validated using VDMTOOLS. The test suite contains several thousand test cases which are also used to verify the implementation. The industrial success of VDMTOOLS is, for a large part, due to excellent conformance of the tool to the formally defined operational semantics and the round-trip engineering with UML. We present an overview of the language and the timed extensions in this section. For an in-depth presentation of the language and supporting tools see [30].

Short overview of the technique

In VDM++, a model consists of a collection of class specifications, whereby we distinguish active and passive classes. Active classes represent entities that have their own thread of control and do not need external triggers in order to work. In contrast, passive classes are always manipulated from the thread of control of another active class. We use the term object to denote the instance of a class. More than one instance of a class might exist. An instance is created using the new operator, which returns an object reference. A class specification has the following components:

Class header: The header contains the class name declaration and inheritance information. Both single and multiple inheritance are supported.

2 Free tool support can be obtained from [http://www.vdmtools.jp/en/](http://www.vdmtools.jp/en/).  
3 Many examples can be found at [http://www.vdmbook.com](http://www.vdmbook.com) and [http://www.vdmportal.org](http://www.vdmportal.org).
**Instance variables:** The state of an object consists of a set of typed variables, which can be of a simple type such as `bool` or `nat`, to represent Boolean values and natural numbers respectively, or abstract data types such as sets, sequences, maps, tuples, records and object references. The latter are used to specify relations between classes. Instance variables can have invariants and an expression to define the initial state.

**Operations:** Class methods that may modify the state can be defined implicitly, using pre- and postcondition expressions only, or explicitly, using imperative statements and optional pre- and postcondition expressions.

**Functions:** Functions are similar to operations except that the body of a function is an expression rather than an imperative statement. Functions are not allowed to refer to instance variables, they are pure and side-effect free.

**Synchronization:** Operations in VDM++ are re-entrant and their invocation is defined with synchronous (rendez-vous) semantics. It is possible to constrain the execution of an operation by specifying a permission predicate [66]. A permission predicate is a Boolean expression over so-called history counters that acts as a guard for the operation, for example to express mutual exclusion. History counters are maintained per object to count the number of requests, activations and completions per operation.

**Thread:** A class can be made “active” by specifying a thread. A thread is a sequence of statements which are executed to completion at which point the thread dies. The thread is created whenever the object is created but the thread needs to be started explicitly using the `start` operator. It is possible to specify threads that never terminate.

In the VICE project [75], time was added to VDM++ by assigning a configurable default duration to each basic language construct. Whenever a statement is evaluated by the interpreter, the global notion of time is increased by the specified amount. In this way, it was possible to simulate the timed behavior of a program running on a single processor. In addition, the user can specify the task switch overhead and the scheduling policy used, as simulation parameters. The duration statement was added to the language, with the concrete syntax `duration(d) IS`, which implies that all statements in `IS` are executed instantaneously and then time is increased by `d` time units. The duration statement is used to override the default execution time for `IS`. Furthermore, the periodic statement was introduced, with the concrete syntax `periodic(d)(Op)`. This statement can only be used in the thread clause to denote that operation `Op` is called strict periodically every `d` time units. The `time` keyword can be used to refer to the current value of the so-called simulation “wall-clock”.

**Modeling the case study**

There are many ways in which the VDM++ language can be used to model systems. Very high-level and abstract specifications can be made, which are usually tailored towards rigorous analysis of certain system aspects, for example using deductive proof. This traditional style of formal specification is not used here, we intentionally apply a design oriented style of specification. The model shall reflect the implementation structure of the system as closely as possible, including formal descriptions of the actual computations performed. This style of specification is typically more commonly used
in industry and also sets VDM++ apart from the other methods discussed previously. It is a pragmatic approach whereby emphasis is on exploring the design by simulation and testing, not necessarily on finding undisputable formal proof of correctness.

The in-car radio navigation system can be modeled as a set of classes. A UML class diagram of the model is presented in Figure 2.32. All environment and all the application tasks are modeled as separate threads. These threads obviously need to communicate, for example to exchange stimuli and responses between the environment and the system or for inter thread communication within the system. The mechanism available to communicate between objects in VDM++ is to use method invocation. However, the Timed VDM++ language developed in the ViCE project provides synchronous operation call semantics only. This implies that an operation is always executed by the thread of the callee. This complicates the specification of embedded systems because they are reactive and therefore asynchronous by nature.

The usual way to break this strong coupling is to use a so-called event loop mechanism using message passing. The receiving thread performs a blocking read on some input queue. The sending thread does not call the required operation directly, but puts a message in the input queue of the receiving thread. The sending thread can continue after message delivery and the receiving thread will unblock and process the incoming message by invoking the appropriate operation. Such an event loop mechanism is at the
basis of the VDM++ model presented here and this basically mimics the functionality offered by a contemporary real-time operating system.

A small framework was developed for modeling reactive systems. Assume given a class called Event that only supports some basic identity functions. We define two specialized classes called InterruptEvent and NetworkEvent by sub-classing from Event. These derived classes are used to distinguish communication between the environment threads and system threads from inter system thread communications. Furthermore, InterruptEvents shall be treated instantaneously while a time penalty is associated with NetworkEvents, whereby the former also have priority over the latter.

The AbstractTask class presented in Figure 2.33 provides the basic functionality to handle events. Two separate input queues are maintained, one for interrupt and one for network events. There will be a single EventDispatcher class instance that will process the routing of all messages between all AbstractTasks in the model. The EventDispatcher can inject messages by calling the public setEvent operation of the applicable AbstractTask instance. Note that the operation getEvent gives priority to interrupt over network events. The AbstractTask can send messages to other tasks on the system by calling sendMessage or back to the environment by calling raiseInterrupt. The EventDispatcher will handle the message in both cases without blocking the AbstractTask.

**Modeling the system**

Notice that the class AbstractTask is passive, since there is no thread specification. The derived class BasicTask, as presented in Figure 2.34, actually implements the event loop mechanism. It has now become an active object that is constantly processing incoming events. Note that the thread will block if there are no messages available due to the permission predicate defined on the getEvent operation declared in the sync block of the base class AbstractTask.

The class BasicTask acts as a generic base class for all system threads in our model. Consider for example the class RadioAdjustVolume, shown in Figure 2.35. Here, we see an implementation of the abstract operation handleEvent, which calls the operation AdjustVolume synchronously and then sends a message to the next task called UpdateScreenVolume asynchronously. Note that we have abstracted away entirely from the complexity of whatever the operation AdjustVolume really does, by using the skip statement, since we are just concerned about the time penalty specified by the duration statement. But the skip statement could of course be replaced by the algorithm that specifies its behavior appropriately.

The specification of the other system tasks follows the same strategy as the class RadioAdjustVolume and they are therefore not discussed in detail here.

**Modeling the environment**

The EnvironmentTask class presented in Figure 2.36 provides the basic functionality to generate and administer events. Each event can be given a unique number by calling the operation getNum. The operation logEnvToSys is used to register the time when an input stimulus has been generated and the operation logSysToEnv is used to register the time at which the response was observed. The worst-case response time of each stimulus/response pair can be checked by calling the checkResponseTimes function. The operation getMinMaxAverage is used to compute the minimum,
class AbstractTask

  instance variables
  name : seq of char := [];
  events : seq of NetworkEvent := [];
  interrupts : seq of InterruptEvent := [];
  dispatcher : EventDispatcher

  operations
  public AbstractTask : seq of char * EventDispatcher => AbstractTask
    AbstractTask (pnm, ped) => atomic ( name := pnm; dispatcher := ped; );

  public getName : () => seq of char
    getName () => return name;

  public setEvent : Event => ()
    setEvent (pe) =>
      if isofclass (NetworkEvent, pe)
        then events := events \[ pe\]
        else interrupts := interrupts \[ pe\];

  protected getEvent : () => Event
    getEvent () =>
      if len interrupts > 0
        then ( dcl res : Event := hd interrupts; 
               interrupts := tl interrupts; return res )
      else ( dcl res : Event := hd events; 
              events := tl events; return res );

  protected handleEvent : Event => ()
    handleEvent (-) => is subclass responsibility;

  protected sendMessage : seq of char * nat => ()
    sendMessage (pnm, pid) => dispatcher.SendNetwork(name, pnm, pid);

  protected raiseInterrupt : seq of char * nat => ()
    raiseInterrupt (pnm, pid) => dispatcher.SendInterrupt(name, pnm, pid)

  sync
  -- setEvent and getEvent are mutually exclusive
  mutex {setEvent, getEvent};

  -- getEvent is blocked until at least one message is available
  per getEvent => len events > 0 or len interrupts > 0

end AbstractTask

Figure 2.33: The AbstractTask base class.

class BasicTask is subclass of AbstractTask

operations
  public BasicTask : seq of char * EventDispatcher => BasicTask
    BasicTask (pnm, ped) => AbstractTask (pnm, ped);

thread
  while (true) do
    handleEvent {getEvent()}

end BasicTask

Figure 2.34: The derived class BasicTask.

maximum and average response time observed. Note that this class is passive since no
class RadioAdjustVolume is subclass of BasicTask

operations
  public RadioAdjustVolume: EventDispatcher ==>> RadioAdjustVolume
      RadioAdjustVolume (pde) == BasicTask("AdjustVolume", pde);
  public AdjustVolume: () ==>> ()
      AdjustVolume () == duration (100) skip;

  handleEvent: Event ==>> ()
    handleEvent (pe) ==
      ( AdjustVolume();
        sendMessage("UpdateScreenVolume", pe.getEvent());
      )
end RadioAdjustVolume

Figure 2.35: The RadioAdjustVolume class.

thread has been declared, neither here nor in the base classes.

The derived class VolumeKnob, shown in Figure 2.37 defines the behavior of the environment thread responsible for inserting key press events into the system for the "Change Volume" scenario. The createSignal operation is declared as a periodic thread with a period of 1000 time units. It creates a new event identifier, registers the current time and injects the event into the system model by calling the operation raiseInterrupt. The operation handleEvent is called as soon as the response returns to the environment. The current time is logged and its consistency is checked by the post condition, which states that the response time of all events received so far shall be less than 200 time units.

The specification of the other environment tasks follows the same strategy as the class VolumeKnob and they are therefore not discussed in detail here. Finally, the top-level system model RadNavSys, as presented in Figure 2.38 can be constructed from the building blocks presented.

The VICE interpreter needs to be set up appropriately before the model can be executed. We use the interpreter in preemptive scheduling mode with all integrity checking options enabled. This includes dynamic type, invariant, pre- and post condition checking. Furthermore, task priorities are specified in a simple external text file, whereby each class name is related to an associated priority level. Once an instance of this class is created by the interpreter, it will be assigned this priority level. This thread priority is immutable during execution and remains valid until the thread dies. The model is started by running the "new RadNavSys().Run()" command. The simulation returns with the collected execution time statistics in case the timing requirements were met. The simulation terminates prematurely if a worst-case execution time limit was exceeded, for example in a post condition of the handleEvent operation of an environment task. The VDMTOOLS debugger can be used to capture such an event and to analyze its cause.

Analysis of the model

We have not been able to evaluate architecture (a) from Figure 2.6 using the Timed VDM++ notation that was developed in the VICE project, using VDMTOOLS version 7.2. The main reason is that all threads in the model are implicitly bound to the same physical resource, in other words a single CPU. Therefore, only evaluation of architecture (e) could possibly lead to useful results here. Since only the active thread can
class EnvironmentTask is subclass of AbstractTask

instance variables
  static private num : nat := 0;
  protected max_stimuli : nat := 0;
  -- e2s is used for all out-going stimuli (environment to system)
  protected e2s : map nat to nat := {{-}};
  -- s2e is used for all received responses (system to environment)
  protected s2e : map nat to nat := {{-}}

functions
  public checkResponseTimes: map nat to nat * map nat to nat * nat -> bool
  checkResponseTimes (pe2s, ps2e, plim) =
    forall idx in set dom ps2e &
      ps2e(idx) - pe2s(idx) <= plim
    pre dom ps2e inter dom pe2s = dom pe2s

operations
  public EnvironmentTask: seq of char * EventDispatcher * nat ==> EnvironmentTask
  EnvironmentTask (tnm, disp, pno) =
    ( max_stimuli := pno; AbstractTask(tnm, disp)) ;

  public getNum: () ==> nat
  getNum () ==
    dcl res : nat := num; num := num +1; return res ;

  public setEvent: Event ==> ()
  setEvent (pe) ==
    handleEvent(pe);

  public Run: () ==> ()
  Run () ==
    is subclass responsibility;

  public logEnvToSys: nat ==> ()
  logEnvToSys (pev) ==
    e2s := e2s munion {pev |-> time};

  public logSysToEnv: nat ==> ()
  logSysToEnv (pev) ==
    s2e := s2e munion {pev |-> time};

  public getMinMaxAverage: () ==> nat * nat * real
  getMinMaxAverage () ==
    for all cnt in set dom s2e do
      let dt = s2e(cnt) - e2s(cnt) in
      if min = nil then min := dt
      else (if min > dt then min := dt);
      if max = nil then max := dt
      else (if max < dt then max := dt);
      diff := diff + dt ;
    return mk_(min, max, diff / card dom s2e) 

sync
  -- getNum is mutually exclusive to ensure unique values
  mutex (getNum);

  -- getMinMaxAverage is blocked until all responses have been received
  per getMinMaxAverage => card dom s2e = max_stimuli

end EnvironmentTask

Figure 2.36: The class EnvironmentTask

move time forward in Timed VDM++, it is hard if not impossible to specify distributed systems in which truly concurrent behavior can occur. It is obvious that environment and system models should not influence each other, except for the exchange of stimuli and responses on their interface. But this is not the case here, since the threads used to model the environment are running in the same execution context as the model. The impact of the environment threads on the progress of time in the system model can be
class VolumeKnob is subclass of EnvironmentTask

operations
public VolumeKnob: EventDispatcher * nat => VolumeKnob
VolumeKnob (ped, pno) = EnvironmentTask("VolumeKnob", ped, pno);

handleEvent: Event => ()
handleEvent (pev) = duration (0) logSysToEnv(pev.getEvent())
post checkResponseTimes(e2s,s2e,200);
createSignal: () => ()
createSignal () =
  duration (0)
  if (card dom e2s < max_stimuli) then
    (dcl num : nat := getNum();
    logEnvToSys(num);
    raiseInterrupt("HandleKeyPress", num));

public Run: () => ()
Run () = start(self)
thread periodic (1000) (createSignal)
end VolumeKnob

Figure 2.37: The VolumeKnob class

reduced by using the duration(0) construct. But this restricts the expressiveness to pure periodic behavior because we need a pseudo-random delay, modeled using a duration, to specify jitter. Furthermore, there is no guarantee that the environment threads are executed on time, since the VDM++ simulator has limited options for priority based scheduling. For efficiency reasons, the simulator favors a dominant run-to-completion semantics, which may temporarily postpone higher priority tasks. This situation is reported to the user when it occurs, but it seriously complicates the interpretation of the simulation results. There is no guarantee that the input stimuli are representative and therefore the simulation results obtained cannot be trusted a priori.

Observations on the experiment

It is clear from our results that the Timed VDM++ notation from the VICE project has only limited usefulness for performance analysis of distributed real-time systems. This experiment confirms earlier findings reported in [98]. The notation is not sufficiently expressive, the supporting tools have significant limitations and moreover the interpretation of simulation data is cumbersome. VDMTOOLS produces a textual trace file which needs to be interpreted by hand. We developed some special purpose tool support, called “ShowVICE” to aid in this activity. Figure 2.39 presents the user-interface after parsing a trace file. A relevant subset of the trace can be selected for further investigation, which is visualized as a time annotated message sequence chart in Figure 2.40. Tools such as this are essential in order to raise the user productivity.

2.4 Comparing the models

The case study was modeled using several techniques but the question is: How do the answers found during analysis relate? Consider for example the system-level response time for each of the applications in the case study. Based on the properties of the
### Class `RadNavSys`

#### Types

```java
public perfdata = nat * nat * real
```

#### Instance variables

```java
dispatch : EventDispatcher := new EventDispatcher();
appTasks : set of BasicTask := {};
envTasks : map seq of char to EnvironmentTask := |->
```

#### Operations

```java
RadNavSys: () ==> RadNavSys
RadNavSys () ==
{ addApplicationTask(new MMIHandleKeyPressOne(dispatch));
  addApplicationTask(new RadioAdjustVolume(dispatch));
  addApplicationTask(new MMIupdateScreenVolume(dispatch));
  addApplicationTask(new RadioHandleTMC(dispatch));
  addApplicationTask(new NavigationDecodeTMC(dispatch));
  startlist(appTasks); start(dispatch));
addApplicationTask: BasicTask ==> ()
addApplicationTask (pbt) ==
{ appTasks := appTasks union {pbt};
  dispatch.Register(pbt) };
addEnvironmentTask: EnvironmentTask ==> ()
addEnvironmentTask (pet) ==
{ envTasks := envTasks union {pet.getName() |-> pet};
  dispatch.Register(pet);
  pet.Run(); }
public Run: () ==> map seq of char to perfdata
Run () ==
{ addEnvironmentTask(new VolumeKnob(dispatch,10));
  addEnvironmentTask(new TransmitTMC(dispatch,10));
  return { name |-> envTasks(name).getMinMaxAverage() |
    name in set dom envTasks } }
```

### Figure 2.38: The top-level specification `RadNavSys`

Techniques themselves, we would expect to find results as depicted in Figure 2.41. MPA and SymTA/S provide hard but not necessarily tight bounds for these values. The approximations inherent to these methods may yield conservative results. Simulation based techniques, such as POOSL and VDM++, do not provide tight bounds because the model is not guaranteed to be fully covered, which may lead to results that are too optimistic. Timed automata can find hard and exact bounds within a user-defined accuracy, but only if the state space remains tractable. Tractability is, however, not guaranteed a priori. Although it is fairly easy to inspect timing aspects using timed automata, it is hard to analyze the load per resource. The only guarantee we have is that none of the resources is over-allocated. The other methods in comparison do provide detailed resource usage information.

Modeling comes at a price and there is a clear trade-off between abstraction and accuracy. We list a number of relevant questions. How much effort is required in order to get a result on time and within a certain error margin? Can this error margin be determined at all a priori? Both MPA and SymTA/S are methods that are clearly tailored to support early life-cycle decision making. Models are easy to construct and evaluate. Suitable levels of automation are available for design exploration and sensitivity analysis. As we learned from additional experiments at Océ, not reported in detail here, their
weakness is lack of support for time dependent input stimuli, which typically leads to analysis results that have little value in practice.

Building timed automata, VDM++ and POOSL models involves significantly more
work than MPA and SymTA/S, although modeling templates were developed for POOSL to overcome this problem in part, see [35, 37]. Furthermore, analysis takes more time and is in general not guaranteed to lead to deterministic results. In the case of timed automata, expert knowledge may be required to modify the model such that tractability is achieved. However, the models built with these techniques can be described in greater detail if needed, for example to deal with time dependent input stimuli, but obviously at the cost of model analysis efficiency. POOSL can provide feedback on the nominal (average) system behavior while timed automata, MPA and SymTA/S can only investigate the performance bounds. Currently, Timed VDM++ can only realistically analyze the timing behavior of single CPU multi-threaded systems.

Table 2.3 provides an overview of the analysis results for the worst-case response time of all applications deployed on architecture (a) in Figure 2.6. The abbreviations K2V and A2V mentioned in the table refer to the two system-level performance requirements of the “Change Volume” scenario shown in Figure 2.3. The models were evaluated against pure periodic environment stimuli with an unknown offset between the two event streams. With the exception of VDM++, this situation can be suitably analyzed by all techniques and therefore enables a fair comparison of the results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Uppaal</th>
<th>POOSL</th>
<th>SymTA/S</th>
<th>MPA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HandleTMC (+ ChangeVolume)</td>
<td>Uppaal</td>
<td>345.27</td>
<td>366.94</td>
<td>382.09</td>
<td>390.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HandleTMC (+ AddressLookup)</td>
<td>Uppaal</td>
<td>239.08</td>
<td>234.26</td>
<td>253.30</td>
<td>265.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2V ChangeVolume (+ HandleTMC)</td>
<td>Uppaal</td>
<td>27.72</td>
<td>27.71</td>
<td>27.72</td>
<td>28.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K2V ChangeVolume (+ HandleTMC)</td>
<td>Uppaal</td>
<td>41.80</td>
<td>41.78</td>
<td>41.80</td>
<td>42.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AddressLookup (+ HandleTMC)</td>
<td>Uppaal</td>
<td>79.08</td>
<td>78.90</td>
<td>79.08</td>
<td>84.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.3: Worst-case response time results (in ms)

The parameters in the case study were chosen such that the ChangeVolume application always has the highest priority on all resources, as can be seen in Figure 2.3. Because fixed priority pre-emptive scheduling is used on all resources, this application gets access to the resource as soon as it is required. This is why the A2V / K2V rows in the table contain almost identical results for each method. But even this seemingly trivial exercise leads to the insight that the “Change Volume” scenario is self-interrupting. The execution of UpdateVolume due to the n-th event is interrupted by the execution of VolumeKeyPress of the n+1-th event, because this task has a higher priority. In fact, we can manually calculate this result, as shown in Equations 2.20 and 2.21 and we find exactly the same values, which demonstrates the validity of the results found by the tools.
\[ A_{2V} = \frac{4 \cdot 8}{72 \cdot 10^3} + \frac{5 \cdot 10^5}{22 \cdot 10^6} + \frac{1 \cdot 10^5}{22 \cdot 10^6} = 27.717 \text{ ms} \] (2.20)

\[ K_{2V} = \frac{1 \cdot 10^5}{22 \cdot 10^6} + \frac{4 \cdot 8}{72 \cdot 10^3} + \frac{1 \cdot 10^5}{11 \cdot 10^6} + A_{2V} = 41.797 \text{ ms} \] (2.21)

When we compare the first two columns in Table 2.3, we see that the POOSL results are indeed slightly more optimistic than the values found by UPPAAL. This is due to the fact that there are infinitely many possible values for the offset. In this particular case, UPPAAL was able to handle this property symbolically. It is also clear that both SymTA/S (third column) and MPA (fourth column) are slightly more conservative than UPPAAL, as expected.

Comparing the analysis results showed us that each technique introduces hidden assumptions and approximations of its own. To our surprise, the initial results did not conform to the expectation illustrated in Figure 2.41. A discussion was started on the meaning of the results, to gain more insight. Apart from a better problem understanding, this also included improving the case study specification, discovering subtle modeling errors in almost all models produced and even bugs and hidden limitations in the (prototype) analysis tools. Table 2.3 is in fact the result of several iterations due to this debate.

2.5 Discussion and conclusions

Our performance models of software applications are based on an estimate of the number of instructions that the resource shall execute. This value is obviously a rough approximation that in general might not be accurate. For example, the peak capacity of modern CPU architectures can only be achieved for specific types of algorithms; digital signal processors are optimized for repeated multiply-addition operations that occur frequently in fast Fourier transformations (FFT) for example. Moving an application from one resource to another might not only rely on the number of instructions to execute. Furthermore, issues such as caching, have not been considered here either. But despite these approximation, it suffices for our purpose since we are interested in high-level analysis of early design models. The feedback gained from the analysis of these models provides valuable insights that can be used to guide the design process, for example to reduce development risk by early detection of potential performance bottlenecks. If we want to make more accurate predictions, it is always possible to lower the abstraction level by adding more detail, or to benchmark the operation on the target architecture and use the measured value instead of the estimate.

More results based on the in-car radio navigation case study are available, for example using the DeSiX methodology \[12\] and the work of Florentz \[33\]. But these results are on par with those reported here. Besides, our aim was not to be exhaustive in our survey. Many other existing techniques have not been considered either and only a single case study was used for comparison. Neither did we attempt to determine what the “best” method is, since this is context dependent. Many qualities influence failure or success.

Five state-of-the-art techniques for performance analysis have been investigated and compared. We showed how these techniques relate by means of an experiment. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first time that such a quantitative comparison was performed on a single case study at this scale, although there exist several surveys.
that attempt to make a qualitative comparison. The exception being the recent work of Perathoner et al reported in [79, 81]. They investigated the influence of system abstractions on the performance analysis of distributed real-time systems, applying several different techniques to a set of well-known benchmark problems and concluded that the accuracy of the various approaches may differ significantly and that none of the methods performs best in all cases.

In conclusion, we do argue that in-depth knowledge of the application domain, the method used and awareness of the limitations of the tools are equally important critical success factors. This seems obvious, but in practice it is hardly ever the case that all three aspects are covered to the same extent. The small experiment has clearly demonstrated that it does pay off to use more than one method. Weaknesses in the models will be exposed by comparing the models and the analysis results. The models, the tools and the analysis results should not be taken for granted.
Chapter 3

Extending VDM++ for Distributed Real-Time Systems

3.1 Introduction

The complexity of embedded systems is rapidly increasing; they are becoming distributed almost by default, for example due to the System-on-Chip design philosophy which is often used nowadays. Safety-critical applications have traditionally been federated, meaning that each “function” has its own CPU with minimal interconnections to other functions in the system. This approach is expensive and for some application areas, such as the automobile industry, it is no longer economically viable to do so. The current trend is rather to combine functions together on the same processing unit and then distribute their operation between a number of networked fault-tolerant processors in order to reduce cost. It is not hard to imagine that finding the “right” deployment of functionality over such a distributed architecture, that meets all the imposed system-level requirements, is quite a challenging problem.

It is natural to advocate the use of formal techniques in this application area in order to cope with this complexity and indeed a large body of knowledge exists on their use. Most formal techniques however, are not able to deal with the combination of complex behavior, timing, concurrency and in particular distribution in a flexible and intuitive way. Tool support often does not scale very well to the size of problems faced by industry. System development lead times remain substantial, even if formal methods can be usefully applied.

The Vienna Development Method (VDM) has been used in several large-scale industrial projects [94, 57, 30, 65]. Their success was very much due to the solid formal basis of the notation and the availability of robust and commercial grade tools. However, not much is known about the application of VDM in the area of distributed real-time embedded systems. In earlier work [98], we reported that it is very hard to describe such systems in VDM and this was confirmed by our findings in the previous chapter. The language is not sufficiently expressive and important tool features are missing to analyze such models.

The aim of this chapter is to make VDM++ better suited for describing distributed embedded real-time systems and to enable the design space exploration as mentioned before. In Section 2.3.5 an overview of the notation and the existing timed extension was presented. The limitations experienced in our earlier work are summarized in Sec-
tion 3.2, and we introduce the main proposed adaptations in Section 3.3: the addition of deployment and asynchronous communication. The in-car radio navigation case study is revisited in Section 3.4 that demonstrates the impact of the proposed changes. In Section 3.5, we define an abstract formal semantics of the extended language and discuss how the semantics has been validated. Finally, in Section 3.6, we present related work and we discuss the results achieved.

3.2 The limitations of timed VDM++

In Chapter 2 and in previous work [98], we assessed the suitability of timed VDM++ for distributed real-time embedded systems. We list the most important problems here.

1. Operations in VDM++ are synchronous; calls are either blocked on a permission predicate (guard) or executed in the context of the thread of control of the caller. The caller has to wait until the operation is completed before it can resume. This is very cumbersome when embedded systems are modeled. These systems are typically reactive by nature and asynchronous. An event loop can be specified to describe this, but the complexity of the model is increased and analysis of the model becomes harder.

2. Timed VDM++ supports a uni-processor multi-threading model of computation which means that at most one thread can claim the processor and only this active thread can push time in the model forward. This is insufficient for describing embedded systems because 1) they are often implemented on a distributed architecture and 2) these systems need to be described in combination with their environment. The subsystems and the environment are independent and therefore need their own notion of time which requires a multi-processor multi-threading model of computation.

3. The duration statement in timed VDM++ denotes a time penalty that is independent of the resource that executes the statement. When deployment is considered, it is essential to also be able to express time penalties that are relative to the capacity of the computation resource. Furthermore, there should be an additional time penalty that reflects the message handling between two computation resources whenever a remote operation call is performed.

4. Timed VDM++ allows for the specification of periodic threads. But two restrictions hamper the effective use of this language construct. First of all, only strictly periodic threads can be specified and in practice a more flexible solution is required, for example to specify jitter. And secondly, it is assumed that the periodic thread has run to completion before the next period is due. In other words, the thread creation and activation are strongly coupled in Timed VDM++. Hence, it is not possible to simulate a burst of periodic thread releases or periodic threads that may have overlapping release intervals.

3.3 Proposed changes

Our aim is to minimize the impact on the existing language as much as possible. Ideally, we want to remain backwards compatible in order to reuse existing models and
tools. Therefore, we have not considered to merge VDM++ with other techniques. Informally, we propose the following changes:

1. The semantics of timed VDM++ is based on the assumption that at most one thread can push time forward in the model. We propose a richer semantics in which this limitation is removed. Any thread that is running on a computation resource or any message that is in transit on a communication resource can cause time to elapse. Models that contain only one computation resource are compatible to models in timed VDM++.

2. The suggestion is to introduce the \textit{async} keyword in the signature of an operation to denote that an operation is asynchronous. The caller shall no longer be blocked, it can immediately resume its own thread of control after the call is initiated. A new thread is created and started immediately to execute the body of the asynchronous operation.

3. A collection of special predefined classes, \textit{BUS} and \textit{CPU}, are made available to the specifier to construct the distributed architecture in his model. The \textit{system} class is used to contain such an architecture model. User-defined classes can be instantiated and deployed on a specific \textit{CPU} in the model. The communication topology between the computation resources in the model can be described using the \textit{BUS} class.

4. The \textit{duration} statement is kept intact to specify time delays that are independent of the system architecture. In addition, we introduce the \textit{cycles} statement, with a similar concrete syntax, to denote a time delay that is relative to the capacity of the resource. The time delay incurred by the message transfer over the \textit{BUS} can be made dependent of the size of the message being transferred, which is a function of the parameter values passed to the operation call.

5. We adopt the more general notation for specifying periodic threads as previously introduced in Section 2.2.2 using the \textit{(p, j, d, o)}-tuple, with concrete syntax \texttt{periodic(\textit{p,j,d,o})(\textit{Op})}, for enhanced modeling flexibility. Furthermore, we decouple the task release moment from the task activation in the operational semantics to allow for potentially overlapping task release intervals.

We will demonstrate the impact of these changes in Section 3.4 using a small case study and in Section 3.5 we present the semantics of the main extensions.

### 3.4 Modeling the in-car radio navigation system

In Chapter 2 we have studied the design of an in-car radio navigation system. Such an infotainment system typically executes several concurrent software applications that share a common, and often distributed, hardware platform. Each application has individual requirements that need to be met and the question is whether all requirements can be satisfied when a particular architecture is chosen. In this section, we present a VDM++ model of the distributed in-car radio navigation system using the suggested language improvements. We have focused on modeling the non-functional performance aspects because these will highlight the impact of the language changes most prominently. This aims to demonstrate that it is easy to describe distributed architectures and the associated deployment of functionality onto it. The model presented
here reflects one of the proposals that was considered during the design, consisting of three processing units connected through an internal communication bus. An overview of the case study is presented in Figure 3.1.

Two application scenarios are running on the system: “Change Volume” and “TMC Message Handling”. Each application consists of three individual tasks. The “Change Volume” application, represented by the top right gray box, controls the volume of the radio. The task **VolumeKeyPress** takes care of all user interface input handling, **AdjustVolume** modifies the volume accordingly and **UpdateVolume** displays the new volume setting on the screen. The “TMC Message Handling” application, indicated by the bottom right gray box in Figure 3.1 handles all Traffic Message Channel (TMC) messages. TMC messages arrive at the **HandleTmc** task where they are checked and forwarded to the **SearchTmc** task to be translated into human readable text which is displayed on the screen by the **UpdateTmc** task.

Two additional applications represent the environment of the system: **VolumeKnob** and **TransmitTMC**. The former is used to simulate the behavior of a user turning the volume knob at a certain rate and the latter is used to simulate the behavior of a radio station that transmits TMC messages. Both applications inject stimuli into the system, using the task **createSignal** and observe the system response using the task **handleEvent**.

In the remainder of this section, we will present how applications and tasks from the informal case study description relate to classes, operations and threads in VDM++ using the proposed language extensions. Furthermore, we will show how distributed architectures are described and how objects are deployed. We present the environment model in more detail in Section 3.4.1 and the system model in Section 3.4.2.

### 3.4.1 The environment model

There are two environment applications in our case study. Each application is represented by a class and the tasks are represented by asynchronous operations in that class. An instance of the class is automatically deployed on an implicit computation resource, denoted by the dashed boxes in Figure 3.1. Environment applications operate
in parallel to the system and independent of each other. Execution of an environment application does not affect the notion of time in other environment or system applications. Environment applications communicate with the system applications over an implicit communication resource, as shown by vBUS in Figure 3.1. This so-called virtual bus connects all computation resources in the model. Communication over the virtual bus is instantaneous, no time is lost to propagate messages over this implicit communication resource.

Typical system-level temporal and timing properties can be specified over the stimulus/response interface between the environment and the system model. Informal examples of these requirements are: “The order of the VolumeKnob stimuli is preserved by the output response sequence of the system.” and “The maximum allowed response time shall be less than 1000 time units for each individual stimulus arriving at HandleTmc.”. These requirements can be modeled using standard VDM++ constructs. For example, the latter end-to-end response time requirement is formulated as a post condition to the operation handleEvent in the TransmitTMC class, which is presented in Figure 3.2.

```vdm
class TransmitTMC

instance variables
  static private id : nat := 0;
  protected e2s : map nat to nat := {[-]};
  protected s2e : map nat to nat := {[-]}

operations
  getNum: () => nat
  getNum () => ( dcl res : nat := id; id := id + 1; return res )

  async public handleEvent: nat => ()
  handleEvent (pev) => s2e := s2e munion {pev |-> time}
  post forall idx in set dom s2e & s2e(idx) - e2s(idx) <= 1000;

  async createSignal: () => ()
  createSignal () => ( dcl num : nat := getNum();
     e2s := e2s munion (num |-> time);
     RadNavSys’radio.HandleTmc(num) )

thread
  periodic (3000, 6000, 1000, 0) (createSignal)

sync
  mutex(getNum)

end TransmitTMC
```

Figure 3.2: The TransmitTMC class

Two instance variables are maintained to log the stimuli (e2s) and the responses (s2e). These variables are mappings from a unique natural number provided by the operation getNum, to identify each stimulus, to another natural number that represents the time at which the event was recorded. Uniqueness is guaranteed by the sync predicate which specifies that calling the operation getNum is mutual exclusive. At most one invocation of this operation can be active at any point in time. The `time` keyword in VDM++ provides access to the “wall clock” of the interpreter whenever the model is executed. The periodic thread createSignal is executed every 3000 time units, with a jitter of 6000 time units and a minimal event separation time of 1000 time units. This operation injects TMC events into the system by calling the asynchronous opera-
tion HandleTmc of an instance of the Radio class shown in Figure 3.3. The operation handleEvent is called by the system at the end of the UpdateTMC operation (not shown here), indicating that the event was completely processed by the “TMC Message Handling” application. The worst-case response time requirement is encoded as a post condition to the handleEvent operation. The post conditions are checked at runtime when the model is simulated. The interpreter will stop automatically whenever an integrity constraint evaluates to false and the state of the model can be inspected to determine the cause of the problem. Other timeliness requirements can be specified in a similar way.

### 3.4.2 The system model

There are two independent applications that consist of three tasks each in the system model of our example. Tasks can either be triggered by external stimuli directly or by receiving messages from other tasks indirectly. A task can also actively acquire or provide information by periodically checking for available data on an input source or delivering new data to an output source. All three notions of task activation are supported by our approach. Note that task activation by external stimuli can be used to model interrupt handling. The HandleKeyPress and HandleTmc tasks in Figure 3.1 belong to this category. All other tasks in our system model are message triggered, because operation invocation implies message exchange over the communication resource BUS1, shown in Figure 3.1. Note that we already demonstrated the use of periodic task activation in the environment model (createSignal).

```vdm++
class Radio
operations
  async public AdjustVolume: nat --> ()
  AdjustVolume (pno) ==
  { duration (150) skip;
    RadNavSys'mmi.UpdateVolume(pno) }

  async public HandleTmc: nat --> ()
  HandleTmc (pno) ==
  { cycles (185) skip;
    RadNavSys'navigation.SearchTmc(pno) }

and Radio
```

Figure 3.3: The Radio class

Application tasks are modeled by asynchronous operations in our VDM++ extension. Figure 3.3 presents the definition of AdjustVolume and HandleTmc tasks from Figure 3.1 which are grouped together in the Radio class for convenience. We use the skip statement for illustration purposes here. It can be replaced with an arbitrary complex statement to describe the actual system function that is performed, for example changing the amplifier volume set point. Note that the operation AdjustVolume uses the duration statement to denote that a certain amount of time expires independent of the resource on which it is deployed. This duration statement states that changing the volume set point always takes 150 time units. For illustration purposes, the operation HandleTmc uses the cycles statement instead, to denote that a certain amount of time expires relatively to the capacity of the computation resource on which it is deployed. If this operation is deployed on a resource that can deliver 1000 cycles
per unit of time, then the delay (duration) would be 100 time units. A suitable unit of
time can be selected by the modeler.

A special built-in class called \textit{CPU} is provided to create computation resources in
the system model. Each computation resource is characterized by its processing capac-
ity, specified by the number of available cycles per unit of time, the scheduling policy
that is used to determine the task execution order and a factor to denote the overhead
incurred per task switch. For this case study, fixed priority preemptive scheduling with
zero overhead is used, although our approach is not restricted to any scheduling policy
in particular.

\begin{verbatim}
system RadNavSys
instance variables
  -- create the application tasks
  static public mmi := new MMI();
  static public radio := new Radio();
  static public navigation := new Navigation();

  -- create CPU (policy, capacity, task switch overhead)
  CPU1 := CPU(<FP>, 22E6, 0);  CPU2 := CPU(<FP>, 11E6, 0);  CPU3 := CPU(<FP>, 113E6, 0);

  -- create BUS (policy, capacity, message overhead, topology)
  BUS1 := BUS(<FCFS>, 72E3,0, {CPU1, CPU2, CPU3})

operations
  -- the constructor of the system model
  public RadNavSys: () ==> RadNavSys
  RadNavSys () ==
    ( -- deploy MMI on CPU1
      CPU1.deploy(mmi);
    -- deploy Radio on CPU2
      CPU2.deploy(radio);
    -- deploy Navigation on CPU3
      CPU3.deploy(navigation) )
end RadNavSys
\end{verbatim}

Figure 3.4: The top-level system model for the case study

A special built-in class \textit{BUS} is provided to create communication resources in the
system model. A communication resource is characterized by its throughput, specified
by the number of messages that can be handled per unit of time, the scheduling policy
that is used to determine the order of the messages being exchanged and a factor to
denote the protocol overhead per message. The granularity of a message can be deter-
dined by the user. For example, it can represent a single byte or a complete Ethernet
frame, whatever is most appropriate for the problem under study. Here, we use “first
come, first served” scheduling with zero overhead, but again the approach is not re-
stricted to any scheduling policy in particular. An overview of the top-level VDM++
system model is presented in Figure 3.4.

\section{3.5 Abstract Operational Semantics}

In this section we formalize the semantics of the proposed changes to VDM++, as
described in Section 3.3. To highlight the main changes and modifications, an ab-
tract basic language which includes the new constructs is defined in Section 3.5.1. We
describe the intended meaning and discuss the most important issues that had to be addressed when formalizing this. In Section 3.5.2, a formal operational semantics is defined. Validation of this semantics is discussed in Section 3.5.3.

3.5.1 Syntax and informal semantics

To be able to highlight the formal semantics of the extensions proposed in the previous section, we define a syntax which abstracts away from many aspects and constructs in VDM++. For example, our syntax does not contain class definitions with explicit definitions of synchronous and asynchronous operations. Instead, we assume given a set \( \text{Operations} \) of operations, with typical element \( op \) and predicate \( \text{syn?}(op) \) which is true if and only if the operation is synchronous. We also assume that the body of each operation is compiled into a sequence of basic instructions. We abstract from most local, atomic instructions and consider only the \text{skip} instruction here.

Our time domain is the nonnegative real numbers; \( \text{Time} = \{ t \in \mathbb{R} \mid t \geq 0 \} \). We use \( d \) to denote a time value and \( \text{duration} \ (d) \) as an abbreviation of \( \text{duration}(d) \text{ skip} \). Assume that, for an instruction sequence \( IS \), the statement \( \text{duration}(d) \ IS \) is translated into \( IS \ succ \text{ duration}(d) \), where internal durations inside \( IS \) have been removed and the “\( succ\)” operator concatenates the duration instruction to the end of a sequence. The concatenation operation is also used to concatenate sequences and to add an instruction to the front of the sequence. Functions \text{head} and \text{tail} yield the first element and the rest of the sequence, respectively, and \( \langle \rangle \) denotes the empty sequence. The \text{cycles} statement has been omitted here since it is equivalent to the duration statement, given a certain deployment. The \text{periodic} statement has been generalized to allow the periodic execution of an instruction sequence instead of an operation call only. Let \( \text{ObjectId} \) be the set of object identities, with typical element \( oid \). The syntax of the instructions is given in Table 3.1.

| Instr. | \( I ::= \text{skip} | \text{call}(oid, op) | \text{duration}(d) | \text{periodic}(d) IS \) |
|---|---|
| Instr. Seq. | \( IS ::= \langle \rangle | I ^* IS \) |

Table 3.1: Abstract syntax of basic instructions

These basic instructions have the following informal meaning:

- \text{skip} represents a local statement which does not consume any time.
- \text{call}(oid, op) denotes a call to an operation \( op \) of object \( oid \). Depending on the \( \text{syn?} \) predicate, the operation can be synchronous (i.e., the caller has to wait until the execution of the operation body has terminated) or asynchronous (the caller may continue with the next instruction and the operation body is executed independently). There are no restrictions on re-entrance here, but in general this can be restricted by permission predicates as discussed in Section 2.3.5. These are not considered here and also parameters are ignored.
- \text{duration}(d) represents a time progress of \( d \) time units. When \( d \) time units have elapsed the next statement can be executed. As shown in Section 3.4.2 \( \text{cycles}(d) \) can be expressed as a duration statement.
- \text{periodic}(d) \ IS leads to the execution of instruction sequence \( IS \) each period of \( d \) time units. We have generalized the \((p, j, d, o)\)-tuple into a single parameter
here, since there exists a simple deterministic algorithm that computes the delay to the next activation based on those four parameters.

The distributed architecture of an embedded control program can be represented by so-called nodes. Let \( \text{Node} \) be the set of node identities. Nodes are used to represent computation resources such as processors. On each node a number of concurrent threads are executed in an interleaved way. The function \( \text{node} : \text{Thread} \rightarrow \text{Node} \) denotes on which node each thread is executing. Each thread executes a sequential program, that is, a statement (an instruction sequence) expressed in the language of Table 3.1. Furthermore, assume given a set of links, defined as a relation between nodes, i.e., \( \text{Link} = \text{Node} \times \text{Node} \), to express that messages can be transmitted from one node to another via a link. In the semantics described here, we assume for simplicity that a direct link exists between each pair of communicating nodes. Note that the built-in classes \( \text{CPU} \) and \( \text{BUS} \), as used in the radio navigation case study, are concrete examples of a node and a link.

### 3.5.2 Formal Operational Semantics

The formalization of the precise meaning of the language described above raises a number of questions that have to answered and on which a decision has to be taken. We list the main points:

- How to deal with the combination of synchronous and asynchronous operations, e.g. does one has priority over the other, how are incoming call request recorded, is there a queue at the level of the node or for each object separately? We decided for an equal treatment of both concepts; each object has a single FIFO queue which contains both types of incoming call requests.

- How to deal with synchronous operation calls; are the call and its acceptance combined into a single step and does it make a difference if caller and callee are on different nodes? In our semantics, we distinguish between a call within a single node and a call to an operation of an object on another node. For a call between different nodes, a call message is transferred via a link to the queue of the callee; when this call request is dequeued at the callee, the operation body is executed in a separate thread and, upon completion, a return message is transmitted via the link to the node of the caller. For a call within a single node, we have made the choice to avoid a context switch and execute the operation body directly in the thread of the caller. Instead, we could have placed the call request in the queue of the callee.

- Similar questions hold for asynchronous operations. On a single node, the call request is put in the queue of the callee, whereas for different nodes the call is transferred via a link. However, no return message is needed and the caller may continue immediately after issuing the call.

- How are messages between nodes transferred by the links? In principle, many different communication mechanisms could be modeled. As a simple example, we model a link by a set of messages which include a lower and an upper bound on message delivery. For a link \( l \), let \( \delta_{\text{min}}(l) \) and \( \delta_{\text{max}}(l) \) be the minimum and maximum transmission time. It is easy to extend this and make the transmission time dependent of, e.g. message size and link traffic.
• How to deal with time, how is the progress of time modeled? In our semantics, there is only one global step which models progress of time on all nodes. All other steps do not change time; all assumptions on the duration of statements, context switches and communications have to be modeled explicitly by means of duration statements.

• What is the precise meaning of periodic(d) IS if the execution of IS takes more than d time units? We decided that after each d time units a new thread is started to ensure that every d time units the IS sequence can be executed. Of course, this might potentially lead to resource problems for particular applications, but this will become explicit during analysis.

The operational semantics presented in this section defines the execution of the language given in Table 3.1 formally. To focus on the essential aspects, we assume that the set of objects is fixed and need not be recorded in the configuration. However, object creation can be added easily, see e.g. [55]. Threads can be created dynamically, e.g., to deal with asynchronous operation calls. Let Thread be a set of thread identities; each thread i is related to one object, denoted by o_i. This also leads to the deployment of threads using the node function defined earlier: node(i) = node(o_i). Finally, we extend the set of instructions Instruction with an auxiliary statement return(i). This statement will be added during the executing at the end of the instruction sequence of a synchronous operation which has been called by thread i.

To capture the state of affairs at a certain point during the execution, we introduce a configuration (Definition 3.5.1). Next we define the possible steps from one configuration to another, denoted by C \rightarrow C' where C and C' are configurations (Definition 3.5.3). This finally leads to a set of runs of the form C_0 \rightarrow C_1 \rightarrow C_2 \rightarrow \ldots (Definition 3.5.9).

Definition 3.5.1 (Configuration) A configuration C contains the following fields:

• instr : Thread \rightarrow Instr. Seq. which is a function which assigns a sequence of instructions, as defined in Table 3.1 to each thread.

• curthr : Node \rightarrow Thread yields for each node the currently executing thread.

• status : Thread \rightarrow \{dormant, alive, waiting\} to denote the status of threads.

• q : ObjectId \rightarrow queue[Thread \times Operations] records for each object a FIFO queue of incoming calls, together with the calling thread (needed for synchronous operations only).

• linkset : Link \rightarrow set[Message \times Time \times Time] records the set of the incoming messages for each link, together with lower and upper bound on delivery. A message may denote a call of an operation (including calling thread and called object) or a return to a thread.

• now : Time to denote the current time.

For a FIFO queue, functions head and tail yield the head of the queue and the rest, respectively; insert is used to insert an element and \langle \rangle denotes the empty queue. For sets we use add and remove to insert and remove elements. For a configuration C, we use:
• \( C(f) \) to obtain its field \( f \). For example, \( C(instr)(i) \) yields the instruction sequence of thread \( i \) in Configuration \( C \).

• \( \text{exec}(C, i) \) as an abbreviation for \( C(curthr)(\text{node}(i)) = i \), which expresses that thread \( i \) is executing on its node.

• \( \text{fresh}(C, oid) \) to yield a fresh, not yet used, thread identity (so with status dormant) corresponding to object \( oid \).

To express modifications of a configuration, we define the notion of a variant.

**Definition 3.5.2 (Variant)** The variant of a configuration \( C \) with respect to a field \( f \) and value \( v \), denoted by \( C[f \mapsto v] \), is defined as

\[
(C[f \mapsto v])(f') = \begin{cases} 
  v & \text{if } f' = f \\
  C(f') & \text{if } f' \neq f 
\end{cases}
\]

Similarly for parts of the fields, such as \( instr(i) \).

Steps have been grouped into several definitions, leading to the following overall definition of a step.

**Definition 3.5.3 (Step)** \( C \rightarrow C' \) is a step if and only if it corresponds to the execution of an instruction (Definition 3.5.4), a time step (Definition 3.5.5), a context switch (Definition 3.5.6), the delivery of a message by a link (Definition 3.5.7), or the processing of a message from a queue (Definition 3.5.8).

**Definition 3.5.4 (Execute Instruction)** A step \( C \rightarrow C' \) corresponds to the execution of an instruction if and only if there exists a thread \( i \) such that \( \text{exec}(C, i) \) and \( \text{head}(C(instr)(i)) \) is one of the following (underlined) instructions:

- **skip:** Then the new configuration equals the old one, except that the skip instruction is removed from the instruction sequence of \( i \), that is, \( C' = C[ instr(i) \mapsto \text{tail}(C(instr)(i)) ] \)

- **call(oid, op):** Let \( IS \) be the explicit definition of operation \( op \) of object \( oid \). We consider four cases:

  - Caller and callee are on the same node, i.e. \( \text{node}(i) = \text{node}(oid) \).
    - If \( \text{syn}(op) \) then \( IS \) is executed directly in the thread of the caller:
      \( C' = C[ instr(i) \mapsto IS \text{ tail}(C(instr)(i)) ] \)
    - If not \( \text{syn}(op) \), we add the pair \((i, op)\) to the queue of \( oid \):
      \( C' = C[ instr(i) \mapsto \text{tail}(C(instr)(i)), 
      q(oid) \mapsto \text{insert}((i, op), C(q)(oid)) ] \)

  - Caller and callee are on different nodes, i.e. \( \text{node}(i) \neq \text{node}(oid) \). Suppose link \( l \) connects the nodes, then the call is transmitted via \( l \), so \( m = (\text{call}(i, oid, op), C(now) + \delta_{\text{min}}(l), C(now) + \delta_{\text{max}}(l)) \) is added to the linkset of \( l \).
    - If \( \text{syn}(op) \), thread \( i \) becomes waiting:
      \( C' = C[ instr(i) \mapsto \text{tail}(C(instr)(i)), \text{status}(i) \mapsto \text{waiting}, 
      \text{linkset}(l) \mapsto \text{insert}(m, C(\text{linkset})(l)) ] \)
Similarly for asynchronous operations, when not \( \text{syn?}(op) \), except that then the status of \( i \) is not changed:

\[
C' = C[ \text{ instr}(i) \mapsto \text{ tail}(C(\text{ instr})(i)), \\
\text{ linkset}(l) \mapsto \text{ insert}(m, C(\text{ linkset})(l))] 
\]

- **duration\((d)\):** A duration statement leads to global progress of time. This time step will be defined in Definition 3.5.5.

- **periodic\((d)\) IS:** In this case, IS is added to the instruction sequence of thread \( i \) and a new thread \( j = \text{ fresh}(C, o_i) \) is started which repeats the periodic instruction after a duration of \( d \) time units, i.e.

\[
C' = C[ \text{ instr}(i) \mapsto \text{ IS, instr}(j) \mapsto \text{ duration}(d) \mapsto \text{ periodic}(d) \mapsto \text{ IS}, \\
\text{ status}(j) \mapsto \text{ alive} ]
\]

- **return\((j)\):** In this case, we have \( \text{ node}(i) \neq \text{ node}(j) \) and let \( l \) be the link which connects these nodes. Then \( m = (\text{return}(j), C(\text{ now}) + \delta_{\text{ min}}(l), C(\text{ now}) + \delta_{\text{ max}}(l)) \) is transmitted via \( l \), i.e.

\[
C' = C[ \text{ instr}(i) \mapsto \text{ tail}(C(\text{ instr})(i)), \text{ linkset}(l) \mapsto \text{ insert}(m, C(\text{ linkset})(l))] 
\]

**Definition 3.5.5 (Time Step)** A step \( C \rightarrow C' \) is called a time step only if all current threads are ready to execute a duration instruction or have terminated. More formally, for all \( i \) with \( \text{ exec}(C, i) \), \( C(\text{ instr})(i) \) is \( \langle \rangle \) or of the form \( \text{ duration}(d) \mapsto \text{ IS} \). Time may progress with \( t \) time units if

- \( t \) is smaller or equal than all durations that are at the head of an instruction sequence of an executing thread, and

- \( C(\text{ now}) + t \) is smaller or equal than all upper bounds of messages in link sets.

Define the maximal length of the time step \( t_m \) as the largest \( t \) satisfying these conditions. Durations in instruction sequences are modified by the following definition which yields a new function from threads to instruction sequences, for any thread \( i \),

\[
\text{ NewDuration}(C, t_m)(i) =
\begin{cases}
\text{ duration}\big(d_i - t_m\big) \mapsto \text{ tail}(C(\text{ instr})(i)) & \text{ if } \text{ head}(C(\text{ instr})(i)) = \text{ duration}\big(d_i\big) \\
C(\text{ instr})(i) & \text{ otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

Let \( C' = C[ \text{ instr} \mapsto \text{ NewDuration}(C, t_m) ] \)

**Definition 3.5.6 (Context Switch)** A step \( C \rightarrow C' \) corresponds to a context switch if and only if there exists a thread \( i \) which is alive, not running, and has a non-empty program which does not start with a duration, i.e., \( \neg \text{ exec}(C, i) \), \( C(\text{ status})(i) = \text{ alive} \), \( C(\text{ instr})(i) \neq \emptyset \), and \( \text{ head}(C(\text{ instr})(i)) \neq \text{ duration}(d) \) for any \( d \). Then \( i \) becomes the current thread and a duration of \( \delta_{\text{ cs}} \) time units is added to represent the context switching time:

\[
C' = C[ \text{ instr}(i) \mapsto \text{ duration}\big(\delta_{\text{ cs}}\big) \mapsto C(\text{ instr})(i), \text{ curthr}(\text{ node}(i)) \mapsto i ]
\]

Note that more than one thread may be eligible as the current thread on a node at a certain point in time. In that case, a thread is chosen nondeterministically in our operational semantics. Fairness constraints or a scheduling strategy may be added to reduce the set of possible execution sequences and to enforce a particular type of node behavior, such as round robin or priority-based pre-emptive scheduling.
Definition 3.5.7 (Deliver Link Message) A step $C \rightarrow C'$ corresponds to the message delivery by a link if and only if there exists a link $l$ and a triple $(m, lb, ub)$ in $C(linkset(l))$ with $lb \leq C(now) \leq ub$. There are two possibilities for message $m$:

- **call**$(i, oid, op)$: Insert the call in the queue of object $oid$:
  
  $$C' = C[ q(oid) \mapsto insert((i, op), C(q)(oid)), linkset(l) \mapsto remove((m, lb, ub), C(linkset(l))) ]$$

- **return**$(i)$: Wake-up the caller, i.e.
  
  $$C' = C[ status(i) \mapsto alive, linkset(l) \mapsto remove((m, lb, ub), C(linkset(l))) ]$$

Definition 3.5.8 (Process Queue Message) A step $C \rightarrow C'$ corresponds to the processing of a message from a queue if and only if there exists an object $oid$ with $head(C(q)(oid)) = (j, op)$. Let $j = fresh(C, oid)$ be a fresh thread and $IS$ be the explicit definition of $op$. If the operation is synchronous, i.e. $syn?(op)$, then we start a new thread with $IS$ followed by a return to the caller:

$$C' = C[ instr(j) \mapsto IS \hat{\text{return}}(j), status(j) \mapsto alive, q(oid) \mapsto tail(C(q)(oid))]$$

Similarly for an asynchronous call, where no return instruction is added:

$$C' = C[ instr(j) \mapsto IS, status(j) \mapsto alive, q(oid) \mapsto tail(C(q)(oid))]$$

Definition 3.5.9 (Operational Semantics) The operational semantics of a specification in the language of Table 3.1 is a set of execution sequences of the form $C_0 \rightarrow C_1 \rightarrow C_2 \rightarrow \ldots$, where each pair $C_i \rightarrow C_{i+1}$ is a step (Definition 3.5.3) and the initial configuration $C_0$ satisfies a number of constraints:

- no thread has status waiting;
- on each node, the currently executing thread is alive;
- a thread is dormant if and only if it has an empty execution sequence;
- all queues and link sets are empty, and
- the auxiliary instruction return does not occur in any instruction sequence.

To avoid Zeno behavior, we require that for any point of time $t$ there exists a configuration $C_i$ in the sequence with $C_i(now) > t$.

3.5.3 Validation

The formal operational semantics has been validated by formulating it in the typed higher-order logic of the verification system PVS\(^1\) and verifying properties about it using the interactive theorem prover of PVS.

In fact, the formal operational semantics presented in this chapter is based on a much larger constructive (and therefore executable) operational semantics of the extended language, which has been specified in VDM++ itself. This “bootstrapping” approach \([67]\) allows us to interpret models written in the modified language by symbolic execution of its abstract syntax in the constructive operational semantics model using the existing and unmodified VDMTOOLS.

A large collection of test cases has been created to observe the behavior of each new language construct and we are fairly confident that the proposed language changes

\(^1\) The PVS files and all VDM++ models are available on-line at \(http://www.marcelverhoef.nl\). The PVS interactive theorem prover is freely available from \(http://pvs.csl.sri.com/\).
are consistent. The constructive operational semantics is currently approximately 100 pages including the test suite. It can be used as a specification to implement the proposed language changes in VDMTOOLS.

3.6 Related work and concluding remarks

One might argue that VDM and therefore this work, is not very relevant for distributed real-time embedded systems at all. Of course, we believe that this is not true. The Japanese company CSK, which owns the intellectual property rights to VDMTOOLS, is targeting this market in particular and they have already expressed interest in our ideas and results. For example, we were granted access to the company confidential dynamic semantics specification of the interpreter in order to perform our research.

Related to our formal semantics is work in the context of UML about the precise meaning of active objects, with communication via signals and synchronous operations, and threads of control. In [83] a labeled transition system has been defined using the algebraic specification language CASL, whereas [55] uses the specification language of the theorem prover PVS to formulate the semantics. Note that UML 2.0 adopts the run-to-completion semantics, which means that new signals or operation calls can only be accepted by an object if it cannot do any other local action, i.e., it can only proceed by accepting a signal or call. In our VDM++ semantics there are much less restrictions imposed on threads. In addition, none of these works deal with deployments. Related to that aspect is the UML Profile for Schedulability, Performance and Time, and research on performance analysis based on this profile [9].

In summary, we propose an extension of VDM++ to enable the modeling of distributed real-time embedded systems. These language extensions allows us to experiment with different deployment strategies at a very early stage in the design. On the syntactic level, the changes seem minor but they make a big difference. The model of the in-car navigation system presented in this chapter is significantly smaller than the model that was created earlier with Timed VDM++ in Section 2.3.5. Moreover, the new model covers a much larger part of the problem domain. We believe that important system properties can be validated in a very cost-effective way if these features are implemented in VDMTOOLS.

A constructive operational semantics was defined for a language subset to prototype and validate the required improvements in the semantics. The changes are substantial but they still fit the general framework of the full VDM++ dynamic semantics. Furthermore, a generalized abstract operational semantics, that is not specific to the VDM family of languages, is presented in this Chapter.
Chapter 4

Co-simulation of Distributed Embedded Real-Time Control Systems

4.1 Introduction

Computing systems that are intimately coupled to the environment which they monitor and control are commonly referred to as embedded systems. We focus on the class of embedded systems that control a physical process in the real world. We refer to these systems as embedded control systems. Examples are the control unit of a washing machine and the fuel injection system in a private car. Embedded control systems execute an algorithm that ensures the correct behavior of the system as a whole. The common element of all these systems is that timeliness is of concern. Control actions have to be taken on time to keep the physical process in the required state. Hence, embedded control systems are real-time systems.

This is in particular true for the class of high-tech systems such as for instance wafer steppers and high-volume printers and copiers. The productivity of these machines, which is often their most important selling point, depends on the performance of the embedded control system. Typically, these complex machines are composed of several subsystems that need to work together to get the job done, which may require multi-layer and distributed control. For example, each subsystem may have its own embedded control system to perform its specific function while another, dedicated, subsystem coordinates the system as a whole by telling the other subsystems what to do and when. It is not hard to imagine that the design of the control strategy for these systems is challenging.

This is complicated by the fact that systems are often developed out-of-phase. Typically, mechanical design precedes electronics design which precedes software design. Although there is a trend towards concurrent engineering to reduce development time, the lead times for mechanical design and engineering typically still exceed those of electronics and software. System level design considerations are validated during the test and integration phase, which may cause significant delays in the project in case an important issue was overlooked. Software is often the only part of the system that can be changed at this late stage. These late changes can cause a significant increase in the
complexity of the software, especially when a carefully designed software architecture is violated to compensate for some unforeseen problems in the hardware. Hence, it is important to get as much feedback as possible in the earliest stages of the system design life-cycle, to prevent this situation.

Model-based design addresses this challenge. Reasoning about system-level properties is enabled by creating abstract, high-level and multidisciplinary models of the system under construction. Mono-disciplinary models typically allow optimization of single aspects of the design, while multidisciplinary models allow reasoning about fitness for purpose across multiple system aspects. Suppose, for instance, that the position of a sheet of paper in the paper path of a printer is measured with a sensor that generates an interrupt when the edge of the sheet is observed. High interrupt loads can occur on the embedded control system if these sensors are placed physically close together, because they are triggered right after one another. A very powerful processor may be required in order to deal with this sudden peak load, in particular when a short response time must be guaranteed for each event. There is a clear trade-off between spatial layout and performance in this example. Analysis of multidisciplinary models provides valuable insight into the design such that these trade-offs can be made in a structured way, earlier, and with more confidence.

This approach was studied in the BODERC project [47] in which the author participated. We observed that creating multidisciplinary models is far from trivial. The notations and the engineering and analysis approaches that are advocated by the involved disciplines are different and the resulting models are typically not at the same level of abstraction. Henzinger and Sifakis [53] even claim that these are fundamental problems and that a new mathematical foundation is required to reason about these integrated multidisciplinary models. The approach taken in this chapter is different. We would like to be able to combine the state of the art in each discipline in a useful and consistent way. In other words, we want to construct multidisciplinary models from mono-disciplinary models. We are certainly not the first to propose this idea but we believe that our solution to this problem is novel.

**Contribution of this chapter.** We have reconciled the semantics of two existing formal notations such that system models, which are composed of sub-models written in either language, can be conveniently studied in combination. We also demonstrate how this is achieved in practice by tool coupling. The result is a light-weight modeling approach that enables construction of multidisciplinary models that can be simulated, in addition to the analysis techniques already available for each sub-model individually. Moreover, the reconciled semantics ensures reliable simulation results which can be obtained with little effort.

**Structure of this chapter.** An overview of the current state of practice is presented in Section 4.2 Modeling and analysis of embedded control systems is discussed by introducing a motivating case study in Section 4.3. The results of the simulation using the tool coupling are shown in Section 4.4. The semantic integration is presented from a formal perspective in Section 4.5. Finally, we look at related and future work and we draw conclusions in Section 4.6.

### 4.2 Current state of practice in academia and industry

The importance of model-based design is widely recognized and we observe that many contenders, typically originating from a specific discipline, are extending their techniques to cater for this wider audience. Matlab/Simulink is an example of this trend.
In combination with their Stateflow and Real-time Workshop add-on products, they provide a tool chain for embedded systems design and engineering. It is particularly well-suited for fine grained controller design. This is not surprising because the roots of the tools are firmly based in systems theory. Stateflow can be used to model the control software using finite state machines. However, this technique is not very convenient for specifying complex algorithms. One has to write so-called S-functions or provide a piece of C-code in order to execute the Stateflow model. Timing is idealized by the assumption that all transitions take a fixed number of timer ticks. Scheduling and deployment of software on a distributed system cannot easily be described and analyzed. Henriksson [52] designed and implemented the TrueTime toolkit on top of Simulink which provides a solution for describing scheduling and deployment, but the software models remain at a low abstraction level. We believe that these tools are not acceptable to embedded software engineering at large, because insufficient support is provided for modern software engineering approaches to design and implement complex real-time software.

A similar situation arises from IBM Rational Technical Developer (formerly known as Rational Rose Real-time) and Telelogic Rhapsody (now also an IBM company). These software development environments are increasingly used in real-time embedded systems development [26]. They provide modeling capabilities based on the Unified Modeling Language (UML) and the System Modeling Language (SysML) and are supported by mature development processes (RUP and Harmony respectively). Both tools aim to develop executable models that are deployed on the target system as soon as possible to close the design loop. This requires the model to evolve to a low level of abstraction early in the design process in order to achieve that goal. Actions are coded directly in the target (programming) language and timing can be specified by using so-called timer objects provided by the modeling framework. However, their resolution and accuracy is determined by the services of the operating system running on the target platform; they are not part of the modeling language. Moving code from one platform to another might lead to completely different timing behavior. Similarly, task priorities and scheduling are implementation specific. We believe that these tools are not acceptable to the control engineer at large, because no support is provided to design and analyze the control laws that the system should implement.

Is it possible to support control and software engineers using a single method or tool? Several attempts have been made to unify both worlds. For example, Hooman, Mulyar and Posta [54] have co-simulated Rose Real-time software models with control laws specified in Matlab/Simulink. They removed the platform dependent notion of time in Rose Real-time by providing a platform neutral notion of time instead. This is achieved by development of an interface that sits in between Rose Real-time and Simulink, which exposes the software simulator of Rose Real-time to the Simulink internal clock. While this is a step forward, it also shows that Rose Real-time is not very suitable for the co-simulation of control systems, because it lacks a suitable notion of simulation time and the run-to-completion semantics does not allow interrupts due to relevant events of the physical system under control. I-Logix has recently announced integration of Rhapsody with Simulink but the technical details have not yet been unveiled.

Lee et al [22] propose a component based, actor oriented approach. They define a framework in which all components are concurrent and interact by sending messages according to some communication protocol. The communication protocol and the concurrency policies together are called the model of computation. Ptolemy-II [22] is a system-level design environment that supports heterogeneous modeling and design us-
\[
\frac{dV}{dt} = f_I - f_O \quad (4.1)
\]

\[
f_O = \begin{cases} 
\frac{\rho}{A} g V & \text{if valve = open} \\
0 & \text{if valve = closed} 
\end{cases} \quad (4.2)
\]

Figure 4.1: The water tank level control case study

4.3 Modeling and analysis of embedded control systems

The complexity of embedded control design and analysis is probably best explained by means of a motivating example. We use the level control of a water tank in this chapter. This example is small and simple, but it contains all the basic elements of an embedded control system. These elements are presented in detail in this section. An overview of the case study is presented in Figure 4.1. The case study concerns a water tank that is filled by a constant input flow \( f_I \) and can be emptied by opening a valve resulting in an output flow \( f_O \). The volume change is described by equations (4.1) and (4.2), where \( A \) is the surface area of the tank bottom, \( V \) is the volume, \( g \) is the gravitation constant, \( \rho \) is the density of the liquid and \( R \) is the resistance of the valve exit.

From the system theoretic point of view, we distinguish the **plant** and the **controller** of an embedded control system, as shown in Figure 4.2. The plant is the physical entity in the real world that is observed and actuated by the controller. More accurately, we study feedback control in this chapter. Feedback controllers compute and generate a control action that keeps the difference between the observed plant state and its desired value, the so-called set-point, within a certain allowed margin of error at all times. The plant is a dynamic system that is usually represented by differential equations if it is described in the continuous time (CT) domain or by difference equations if it is described in the discrete time (DT) domain.

The water tank case study is an example of a continuous time system, described by differential equation (4.1). Controllers observe some property of the plant and they change the state of the plant by performing a control action, according to some control
law. This control law keeps the system as a whole in some desired state. In our case study, the water level is observed by three sensors: a pressure sensor at the bottom of the tank which measures the current water level continuously and two discrete sensors that raise an alarm if a certain situation occurs. The top sensor informs us when the water level exceeds the high water mark and the bottom sensor fires if the water level drops below the low water mark. The aim of the controller is to keep the water level between the low and high watermark. The controller can influence the water level by opening or closing a valve at the bottom of the tank. We assume that the valve is either fully open or fully closed. Plant modeling and controller descriptions are discussed in more detail in the following sections.

### 4.3.1 Plant modeling

To model the plant of the embedded control system, we use so-called bond graphs [61][13] in this chapter. Bond graphs are directed graphs, showing the relevant dynamic behavior of the system. Vertices are the sub-models and the edges, which are called bonds, denote the ideal (or idealized) exchange of energy. Entry points of the sub-models are the so-called ports. The exchange of energy through a port \( p \) is always described by two implicit variables, effort \( p.e \) and flow \( p.f \). The product of these variables is the amount of energy that passes through the port. For each physical domain, such a pair of variables can be specified, for example: voltage and current, force and velocity. The half arrow on the vertex at the bonds shows the positive direction of the flow of energy, and the perpendicular stroke indicates the computational direction of the two variables involved. They connect the energy flows to the two variables of the bond. The equations that define the relationship between the variables are specified as real equalities, not as assignments. Port variables obtain a computational direction (one as input, the other as output) by means of computational causal analysis on the graph. This efficient algorithm ensures that the underlying set of differential equations can be solved deterministically by rewriting the equations as assignment statements such that a consistent evaluation order is enforced whenever a solution is calculated. Bond graphs are physical-domain independent, due to analogies between the different domains on the level of physics. Mechanical, electrical, hydraulic and other system parts can all be modeled with bond graphs. Bond graphs may be mixed with block diagrams in a natural way to cover the information domain. Control laws are usually specified with block diagrams and the plant is specified with bond graphs to model a controlled mechatronic system. Figure 4.3 shows the bond graph plant model of the water tank case study. The \( S_f \) element is the input flow \( f_I \). The \( C \) element describes the water tank. The equations of the tank are next to the figure. The \( R \) element describes the drain. The \( X0 \) element is a so-called switching junction which describes the valve.
When the valve is opened, a flow $f_{O}$ will be drained from $C$. There is no flow from $C$ when the valve is closed.

Differential equations are the general format for representing dynamic systems mathematically. For specifying a plant model many continuous-time representations exist, e.g., bond graph models, ideal physical models, block and flow diagrams and so on. A common property is that all these model types are directly related to a set of differential equations. For the subset of linear time-invariant plant models, alternative description techniques exist, such as the $s$-plane, frequency response and state-space formats [70].

System theory has provided many analysis techniques for time-invariant linear models and design techniques for their associated controllers, for which certain properties can be proven to hold. However, real-world systems often tend to be nonlinear and time varying. The task of the control engineer is to find a suitable linearization such that system theory can still be applied to design a controller. Alternatively, simulation can be used if the dynamic system can be described by a collection of so-called ordinary differential equations. This includes the linear time-invariant models mentioned earlier, as well as non-linear and time varying differential equations. Partial differential equations can be approximated by lumped parameter models in ordinary differential equations and also non-deterministic (or stochastic) models can be simulated. Although simulation can never provide hard answers, it is often used because it can address a much larger class of problems than linear analysis. For example, it can be used to determine whether a linearized model is a good abstraction of the original non-linear model, since both models can be simulated.

The basic method used in simulation is to solve a differential equation numerically instead of analytically. Approximations of the solution are computed by means of integration of the differential equations. These numerical integration techniques are commonly referred to as “solvers” and they exist in many flavors. Examples of well-known solvers are Euler, Runge-Kutta and Adams-Bashforth [44] [45]. These solvers belong to the class of fixed step size integration algorithms. Also many variable step size algorithms exist. Selection of the right solver is non-trivial and requires a good understanding of the model itself. For example, variable step size solvers are typically required when the dynamic system is described by (combined CT and) DT models. In addition, since an approximation of the solution is computed, an integration error is introduced. This error might lead to instability if the solver, and its parameters, are not carefully selected.
4.3.2 Controller description

According to Cassandras and Lafortune [17], a system belongs to the class of discrete event systems if the state can be described by a set of discrete values and state transitions are observed at discrete points in time. We adopt this definition here. Discrete event models can be used to describe the behavior of digital computers, which implement certain control laws. Computers execute instructions based on a discrete clock. The result of an instruction becomes available after a certain number of clock ticks has elapsed. Sensor input samples and actuator output values are seen as discrete events in this model of computation.

In order to bridge the gap between continuous time and discrete event simulation, we obviously need to introduce the notion of events in the continuous time solver. Here, we distinguish two different event types: a) state events and b) time events. State events occur when the solution of a differential equation reaches some value \( p \). Time events occur when the solver has reached some time \( t \). Consider a solver that produces a sequence of time steps \( \text{time} \) and a sequence of solutions \( \text{state} \) for variable \( x \) then we can declare events as follows

\[
\text{REE}(x, p) \overset{\text{def}}{=} \text{state}(x, n - 1) - p < 0 \land \text{state}(x, n) - p \geq 0 \quad (4.3)
\]

\[
\text{FEE}(x, p) \overset{\text{def}}{=} \text{state}(x, n - 1) - p > 0 \land \text{state}(x, n) - p \leq 0 \quad (4.4)
\]

\[
\text{TE}(t) \overset{\text{def}}{=} \text{time}(n - 1) < t \land \text{time}(n) = t \quad (4.5)
\]

whereby \( n \) is the index used in both sequences. The event \( \text{REE} \) is the so-called rising edge zero crossing and \( \text{FEE} \) is the falling edge zero crossing. The zero crossing functions of the solver ensure that \( \text{time}(n) \) is an accurate approximation within user-defined bounds. The time event \( \text{TE} \) is generated as soon as the solver has exactly reached time \( t \), whereby the solver ensures that the solution \( x \) in \( \text{state}(x, n) \) at \( \text{time}(n) = t \) is an accurate approximation. For our case study, we define two edge triggered events: \( \text{REE}(\text{level}, 3.0) \) and \( \text{FEE}(\text{level}, 2.0) \), whereby \( \text{level} \) is a shared continuous time variable that represents the height of the water level in the tank. This variable is declared on line 2 of Figure 4.3 and line 4 of Figures 4.5 and 4.6. An event is declared as a normal equation in 20-SIM [19] as shown in Figure 4.4. In this example, we increment a simple event counter \( \text{eue} \) and inform the CT solver that the DE model needs to be updated, by setting the variable \( \text{fireDES} \).

```plaintext
// check for the upper water level limit
if (eventup(level - 3.0)) then
    eue = eue + 1;
    fireDES = true;
end;
```

Figure 4.4: The \( \text{REE}(\text{level}, 3.0) \) event in 20-SIM

We use VDM++ [30] in this chapter to describe the controller. We extend the notation reported in earlier work [101], which is also presented in the previous chapter, such that the behavior of this discrete event controller can be analyzed by means of cosimulation with the continuous time plant model. For simplicity, we assume a single processor system \( \text{cpu1} \) that executes the controller in our example.

We demonstrate that two styles of control can be used: event driven control, shown in Figure 4.5 and time triggered control, presented in Figure 4.6. Both models have
shared continuous sensor and actuator variables level and valve, which are declared on
Line 4 and 5. Whenever the VDM++ instance variable level is read, it will contain the
actual value of the level variable of the continuous time model as shown on line 11 of
Figure 4.3. Similarly, whenever instance variable valve is assigned a value in VDM++,
it will immediately change the state of X0 in Figure 4.3.

For event driven control, as shown in Figure 4.5, two asynchronous operations,
open and close are defined in lines 8 and 11 respectively. The former will be the
handler for the REE (level, 3.0) event and the latter is the handler for the FEE (level, 2.0)
event. In other words, these two asynchronous operations will be called automatically
by the simulation framework whenever the corresponding event fires. This will cause
the creation of a new thread. This thread will die as soon as the operation is completed.
In VDM++, all statements have a default duration, which can be redefined using the
duration and cycles statements. The duration statement on line 9 states that
opening the valve in this case takes 50 msec. The cycles statement on line 12 denotes
that closing the valve takes 1000 cycles. Assuming this class is deployed on a processor
with a capacity of 100000 cycles per second, then executing valve := false will
take 10 msec. Note that the result of the assignment is available after this time has
passed. The sync clause on line 14-17 states that the two operations are declared
mutually exclusive. This implies that only one operation call can be active at any
time and they cannot be interrupted by each other. All threads that do not meet this
requirement are blocked until the currently executing thread terminates or yields.

class EventDrivenControl
instance variables
static public level : real;
static public valve : bool := false -- default is closed
operations
async static public open: () ==> ()
own () == duration(0.05) valve := true;
async static public close: () ==> ()
close () == cycles(1000) valve := false;
sync
mutex(open, close);
mutex(open);
mutex(close)
end EventDrivenControl

Figure 4.5: Event driven control of the water tank in VDM++

Time triggered control, as presented in Figure 4.6, is provided by the loop operation
in line 8-15. The periodic clause in line 18 states that the operation loop is called
periodically, once per second, starting at t = 1 sec. Again we use the duration and
cycles constructs here to specify the time required to open and close the valve.

4.4 Tool support

We implemented a discrete event simulator to execute VDM++ models as described in
the previous section, as a proof of concept. We coupled this tool to the 20-SIM [19]
continuous time simulator for dynamic systems. This tool has the ability to make
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calls to user-defined libraries from within the simulation. We implemented a simple DLL in C++ to exchange arbitrary sequences of double precision reals over a TCP/IP connection. The same library is used in the VDM++ simulator to set-up a connection. The progress of time in the simulators on either end of the connection is synchronized by exchanging the current time, time steps, actuator and sensor values and events, whereby the current time is always strictly monotonically increasing. In this section we will focus on the construction and use of the interface. In the next section we will look at the semantics in more detail.

The behavior of the interface is shown in the UML sequence diagram in Figure 4.8. We use an XML configuration file to describe the information that is exchanged over the link. The interface is completely model independent. For brevity, we use an informal description as presented in Figure 4.7. The keywords sensor and actuator are defined as perceived from the perspective of the discrete event simulator. Basically, we define a sensor[] array, an actuator[] array and an event[] array. These arrays provide the bindings for all variables and events. The abort keyword is used to stop the simulation, in addition to other tool specific stop criteria that may be defined, and gives control back to the user, for example to inspect the state of the model.

sensor[1] = cpu1.Controller’level
event[1] = REE(level,3.0) -> cpu1.Controller’open
event[2] = FEE(level,2.0) -> cpu1.Controller’close
event[3] = TE(15.0) -> abort

Figure 4.7: The interface configuration file

The XML configuration file is read by both simulations when the interface is started, indicated by initialize in Figure 4.8. When a message is sent from VDM++ to 20-SIM, indicated as updateCT in Figure 4.8 the message contains the current time $T$, the target time step $t_s$, and the value of each defined actuator variable at $T$ from actuator[]. So, for our case study only three values are exchanged in this direction for every step. Upon arrival, the operation updateCTmodel calls the continuous

```java
01 class TimeTriggeredControl
02 instance variables
03 static public level : real;
04 static public valve : bool := false -- default is closed
05 operations
06   loop: () ==> ()
07     loop () ==
08       -- first check high water mark
09       if level >= 3
10         then duration(0.05) valve := true
11       -- then check low water mark
12       else if level <= 2
13         then cycles(1000) valve := false;
14      threads
15         periodic(1.0, 0.0, 0.0, 1.0)(loop)
16   end TimeTriggeredControl

Figure 4.6: Time triggered control of the water tank in VDM++
```
time solver and tries to perform the time step \( t_s \). Either this time was reached or the solver stopped due to an event that occurred at \( t_r \). When a message is sent from 20-SIM to VDM++, indicated as updateDE in Figure 4.8, the message contains the current time \( T \), the realized time step \( t_r \leq t_s \), the value of each defined sensor variable at \( T + t_r \) from \text{sensor[]} [1], followed by a monotone increasing counter for each declared event [1]. This counter is incremented when the event occurred at \( T + t_r \). This allows us to monitor the integrity of the interface. Several events can be detected at the same time, but an event can only occur once per iteration. Six values are offered when a message is sent from 20-SIM to VDM++ in the water tank model. Upon arrival, the operation updateDEmodel processes all events, updates the shared continuous variables and performs a simulation step on the discrete event model, after which we iterate.

![Figure 4.8: Tool interface behavior as a UML sequence diagram](image)

Figure 4.8 presents a co-simulation run for our case study using event driven control. In other words, we are studying the behavior of the two asynchronous operations open and close, as shown on lines 8-12 in Figure 4.5. The top screen shows the evolution of the level sensor variable. The middle screen shows the evolution of the valve actuator variable. The bottom screen shows when the controller has been activated. This is monitored by means of a simple counter that is increased whenever the VDM++ model executes either of these asynchronous operations. Note that these operations are only executed when either of the sensors is tripped.

Figure 4.9 presents a co-simulation run for our case study using time triggered control. In other words, we are studying the behavior of the periodic loop operation, as shown on lines 8-18 in Figure 4.6. The top screen shows the evolution of the level sensor variable. The middle screen shows the evolution of the valve actuator variable. The bottom screen shows when the controller has been activated. This is monitored by means of a simple counter that is increased whenever the VDM++ model executes the loop operation. Notice that the discrete controller is indeed invoked every second.
Moreover, observe that the valve was not opened at $t = 8\, \text{sec}$ because level was 2.96 at that time. The overshoot would have been substantially smaller if event based control was used or a smaller period was chosen.

We can change many system parameters in the discrete event simulator and observe their impact, such as the processor speed, task switch overheads, and the scheduling policy, without modifying the models shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6. Similarly, we can change parameters in 20-SIM, such as the input flow rate, the liquid density, the resistance of the valve exit, etcetera.

4.5 Reconciled operational semantics

We extend the abstract and formal operational semantics for distributed embedded real-time systems of Chapter 3 in this section. Recall that a two-phase elaboration is used. In the first phase, all active threads perform atomic actions asynchronously until they need to perform a time step. In the second phase, this time step is performed synchronously for all threads and all pending messages. One of the key features of the work presented here is that state modifications computed in phase one are only made visible after the time step in phase two has been completed, in order to guarantee consistency in the presence of shared continuous variables and arbitrary interleaving of multiple, concurrent, threads.

The main aim of the extended operational semantics presented here is to formalize the interaction between the discrete event simulator, which executes a control program,
Figure 4.10: Co-simulation of the water tank case study using time triggered control

and a solver for a continuous time plant model. We have omitted many details that have already been formalized in Chapter 3 such as the links between nodes, message transfer along these links, the definition of operations, guards and the concept to define periodic threads. In this section, we concentrate on the interaction between discrete event and continuous time models by means of sharing state variables and exchanging events. In Section 4.5.1, we define the syntax of a simple imperative language which serves as an illustration of the basic concepts, without trying to be complete. The operational semantics of this language is defined in Section 4.5.2. The tool support described in the previous section conforms to this formal operational semantics.

4.5.1 Syntax and informal semantics revisited

The distributed architecture of an embedded control program can be represented by so-called nodes. Nodes are used to represent computation resources such as processors. On each node a number of concurrent threads are executed in an interleaved way. Each thread performs a sequential program, that is, a statement (instruction sequence) expressed in the language of Table 3.1. In fact, we need to extend the syntax of the language in order to demonstrate the extensions to the operational semantics proposed here. Let $Value$ be a domain of values, such as the reals and let $Var$ be a set of variables. The syntax of our enhanced sequential programming language is given in Table 4.1 with $c \in Value$, $x \in Var$, and $d \in Time$. 
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Table 4.1: Abstract syntax of basic instructions - revisited

These basic instructions have the following informal meaning:

- **skip** represents a local statement which does not consume any time.

- **x := e** assigns the value of expression e to x.

- **call(oid, op)** denotes a call to an operation op of object oid. Depending on the syn? predicate, the operation can be synchronous (i.e., the caller has to wait until the execution of the operation body has terminated) or asynchronous (the caller may continue with the next instruction and the operation body is executed independently). There are no restrictions on re-entrance here, but in general this can be restricted in VDM by so-called permission predicates. These are not considered here and also parameters are ignored.

- **duration(d)** represents a time progress of d time units. When d time units have elapsed the next statement can be executed.

- **periodic(d) IS** leads to the execution of instruction sequence IS each period of d time units.

- **if b then IS1 else IS2 fi** executes instruction sequence IS1 if b evaluates to true and IS2 otherwise.

- **while b do IS od** repeatedly executes instruction sequence IS as long as b evaluates to true.

New in the approach taken here is that the execution of threads is interleaved with steps of the continuous time solver. The interface between the discrete event and continuous time models consist of shared variables and events. First, we define the shared variables.

Assume given a set of variables $Var = InVar \cup OutVar \cup LVar$ where $InVar$ is the set of input/sensor variables, $OutVar$ is the set of output/actuator variables, and $LVar$ a set of local variables. The input and output variables (also called I/O-variables) are global and shared between all threads and the continuous model. Hence, they can also be accessed by the solver of a continuous model, which may read the actuator variables and write the sensor variables. Let $IOVar = InVar \cup OutVar$.

Next, we define a notion of events. The continuous time solver may send events to the discrete event control program. Let $Event$ be a set of events, which can be defined by using the primitives $REE(x, c)$, $FEE(x, c)$, and $TE(d)$, as proposed in Equations 4.3 and 4.5. Assume that an event handler has been defined for each event, i.e., an instruction sequence and a node on which this statement has to be executed as a new thread, denoted by the function $evhdlr : Event \to Instr. Seq. \times Node$. 
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4.5.2 Formal Operational Semantics

A new issue arises with respect to the formal definition of the extended operational semantics, in addition to the questions already raised in Section 3.5.2:

- What is the effect of the interleaved execution of assignments to shared variables in different threads? Recall that the execution of basic statements such as skip and assignment takes zero time. Hence, in our semantics any sequence of statements between two successive duration statements is executed atomically (in zero time). For instance, if we execute the instruction sequence \( \text{duration}(1) \ x := 1 \) \( \text{duration}(1) \ x := x + 1 \) \( \text{duration}(1) \ y := 5 \) \( \text{duration}(1) \) in parallel with the sequence \( \text{duration}(1) \ x := 1 \) \( \text{duration}(1) \ x := x + 1 \) \( \text{duration}(1) \) then there are two possible results; we might get \( x = 5 \land y = 5 \) or \( x = 2 \land y = 5 \). This in contrast with \( \text{duration}(1) \ x := 1 \) \( \text{duration}(1) \ x := x + 1 \) \( \text{duration}(1) \) in parallel with \( \text{duration}(1) \ x := 5 \) \( \text{duration}(1) \ y := x \) \( \text{duration}(1) \), where additionally \( x = 2 \land y = 1 \), \( x = 2 \land y = 2 \), \( x = 6 \land y = 5 \), and \( x = 6 \land y = 6 \) are possible.

Hence, the execution of an instruction sequence might be interleaved with statements of other threads or a step of the continuous time solver. Concerning the shared I/O-variables in IOVar, this means that we have to ensure atomicity explicitly. Hence, we introduce a kind of transaction mechanism to guarantee consistency in the presence of arbitrary interleaving of steps. Thread \( i \) is only allowed to modify I/O-variable \( x \) if there is no transaction in progress by any other thread. The transaction is committed immediately after the thread performs a time step. This will be explained in detail in Defs. 4.5.2, 4.5.4 and 4.5.5.

To capture the state of affairs at a certain point during the execution, we introduce a configuration (Definition 4.5.1). Next we define the possible steps from one configuration to another, denoted by \( C \rightarrow C' \) where \( C \) and \( C' \) are configurations (Definition 4.5.3). This finally leads to a set of runs of the form \( C_0 \rightarrow C_1 \rightarrow C_2 \rightarrow \ldots \) (Definition 4.5.9).

Definition 4.5.1 (Configuration) A configuration \( C \) contains the following fields:

- \( \text{instr} : \text{Thread} \rightarrow \text{Instr. Seq.} \)
  which is a function which assigns a sequence of instructions to each thread.

- \( \text{curthr} : \text{Node} \rightarrow \text{Thread} \)
  yields for each node the currently executing thread.

- \( \text{status} : \text{Thread} \rightarrow \{\text{dormant, alive, waiting}\} \)
  denotes the status of threads.

- \( \text{lval} : \text{LVar} \times \text{Thread} \rightarrow \text{Value} \)
  denotes the value of each local variable for each thread.

- \( \text{ioval} : \text{IOVar} \rightarrow \text{Value} \)
  denotes the committed value of each sensor and actuator variable.

- \( \text{modif} : \text{IOVar} \times \text{Thread} \rightarrow \text{Value} \cup \{\bot\} \)
  denotes the values of sensor and actuator variables that have been modified by a thread and for which the transaction has not yet been committed (by executing a duration statement). The symbol \( \bot \) denotes that the value is undefined, i.e., the thread did not modify the variable in a non-committed transaction.
• \( q : \text{ObjectId} \rightarrow \text{queue}[\text{Thread} \times \text{Operations}] \)
records for each object a FIFO queue of incoming calls, together with the calling thread (needed for synchronous operations only).

• \( \text{linkset} : \text{Link} \rightarrow \text{set}[\text{Message} \times \text{Time} \times \text{Time}] \)
records the set of the incoming messages for each link, together with lower and upper bound on delivery. A message may denote a call of an operation (including the calling thread and called object) or a return to a thread.

• \( \text{now} : \text{Time} \)
denotes the current time.

For a FIFO queue, functions \( \text{head} \) and \( \text{tail} \) yield the head of the queue and the rest, respectively; \( \text{insert} \) is used to insert an element and \( \langle \rangle \) denotes the empty queue. For sets we use \( \text{add} \) and \( \text{remove} \) to insert and remove elements. For a configuration \( C \) we use:

• \( C(f) \) to obtain its field \( f \). For example, \( C(\text{instr})(i) \) yields the instruction sequence of thread \( i \) in configuration \( C \).

• \( \text{exec}(C, i) \) as an abbreviation for \( C(\text{curthr})(\text{node}(i)) = i \), which expresses that thread \( i \) is executing on its node.

• \( \text{fresh}(C, \text{oid}) \) to yield a fresh, not yet used, thread identity (so with status \text{dormant}) corresponding to object \( \text{oid} \).

To express modifications of a configuration, we define the notion of a variant.

**Definition 4.5.2 (Variant)** The variant of a configuration \( C \) with respect to a field \( f \) and value \( v \), denoted by \( C[f \mapsto v] \), is defined as:

\[
(C[f \mapsto v])(f') = \begin{cases} 
  v & \text{if } f' = f \\
  C(f') & \text{if } f' \neq f
\end{cases}
\]

Similarly for parts of the fields, such as \( \text{instr}(i) \).

We define the value of an expression \( e \) in a configuration \( C \) which is evaluated in the context of a thread \( i \), denoted by \( \llbracket e \rrbracket(C, i) \). The main point is the evaluation of a variable, where for an I/O-variable we use the \( \text{modif} \) field if there is an uncommitted change:

\[
\llbracket x \rrbracket(C, i) = \begin{cases} 
  C(\text{modif})(x, i) & \text{if } x \in \text{IOVar}, C(\text{modif})(x, i) \neq \bot \\
  C(\text{ioval})(x) & \text{if } x \in \text{IOVar}, C(\text{modif})(x, i) = \bot \\
  C(\text{lval})(x, i) & \text{if } x \in \text{LVar}
\end{cases}
\]

The other cases are trivial, e.g., \( \llbracket e_1 \times e_2 \rrbracket(C, i) = \llbracket e_1 \rrbracket(C, i) \times \llbracket e_2 \rrbracket(C, i) \) and \( \llbracket c \rrbracket(C, i) = c \). It is also straightforward to define when a Boolean expression \( b \) holds in the context of thread \( i \) in configuration \( C \), denoted by \( \llbracket b \rrbracket(C, i) \). For instance, \( \llbracket e_1 < e_2 \rrbracket(C, i) \) if and only if \( \llbracket e_1 \rrbracket(C, i) < \llbracket e_2 \rrbracket(C, i) \) and \( \llbracket \neg b \rrbracket(C, i) \) if and only if not \( \llbracket b \rrbracket(C, i) \).

**Definition 4.5.3 (Step)** \( C \rightarrow C' \) is a step if and only if it corresponds to the execution of an instruction (Definition 4.5.4), a time step (Definition 4.5.5), a context switch (Definition 4.5.6), the delivery of a message by a link (Definition 4.5.7), or the processing of a message from a queue (Definition 4.5.8).
Definition 4.5.4 (Execute Instruction) A step \( C \rightarrow C' \) corresponds to the execution of an instruction if and only if there exists a thread \( i \) such that \( \text{exec}(C, i) \) and \( \text{head}(C(\text{instr})(i)) \) is one of the following (underlined) instructions:

**skip:**
Then the new configuration equals the old one, except that the skip instruction is removed from the instruction sequence of \( i \), that is,
\[
C' = C[ \text{instr}(i) \mapsto \text{tail}(C(\text{instr})(i)) ]
\]
\[
x := e;
\]
We distinguish two cases, depending on the type of variable \( x \).

- If \( x \in \text{IOVar} \) we require that there is no transaction in progress by any other thread, that is, for all \( i' \) with \( i' \neq i \) we have \( C(\text{modif})(x, i') = \bot \). Then the value of \( e \) is recorded in the modified field of \( i \):
\[
C' = C[ \text{instr}(i) \mapsto \text{tail}(C(\text{instr})(i)), \text{modif}(x, i) \mapsto [ e ](C, i) ]
\]
As we will see later, all values belonging to thread \( i \) in \( C(\text{modif}) \) are removed and bound to the variables in \( C(\text{ioval}) \) as soon as thread \( i \) completes a time step (Definition 4.5.5). This corresponds to the intuition that the result of a computation is available only at the end of the time step that reflects the execution of a piece of code.

- If \( x \in \text{LVar} \) then we change the value of \( x \) in the current thread:
\[
C' = C[ \text{instr}(i) \mapsto \text{tail}(C(\text{instr})(i)), \text{lval}(x, i) \mapsto [ e ](C, i) ]
\]

**call(oid, op):**
Let \( IS \) be the explicit definition of operation \( op \) of object \( oid \). We consider four cases:

- Caller and callee are on the same node, i.e. \( \text{node}(i) = \text{node}(oid) \).
  - If \( \text{syn?}(op) \) then \( IS \) is executed directly in the thread of the caller:
  \[
  C' = C[ \text{instr}(i) \mapsto IS \text{tail}(C(\text{instr})(i)) ]
  \]
  - If not \( \text{syn?}(op) \), we add the pair \( (i, op) \) to the queue of \( oid \):
  \[
  C' = C[ \text{instr}(i) \mapsto \text{tail}(C(\text{instr})(i)), \q(oid) \mapsto \text{insert}(i, op), C(q)(oid) ]
  \]

- Caller and callee are on different nodes, i.e. \( \text{node}(i) \neq \text{node}(oid) \). Suppose link \( l \) connects these nodes. Then the call is transmitted via link \( l \), which is represented by adding message \( m = (\text{call}(i, oid, op), C(\text{now}) + \delta_{\text{min}}(l), C(\text{now}) + \delta_{\text{max}}(l)) \) to the linkset of \( l \).
  - If \( \text{syn?}(op) \), thread \( i \) becomes \( \text{waiting} \):
    \[
    C' = C[ \text{instr}(i) \mapsto \text{tail}(C(\text{instr})(i)), \text{status}(i) \mapsto \text{waiting}, \text{linkset}(l) \mapsto \text{insert}(m, C(\text{linkset})(l)) ]
    \]
  - Similarly for asynchronous operations, when not \( \text{syn?}(op) \), except that then the status of \( i \) is not changed:
    \[
    C' = C[ \text{instr}(i) \mapsto \text{tail}(C(\text{instr})(i)), \text{linkset}(l) \mapsto \text{insert}(m, C(\text{linkset})(l)) ]
    \]

**duration(d):**
A duration statement leads to global progress of time, including a time step in the
solver of the continuous model of the environment. This time step will be defined in Definition 4.5.5.

**periodic**(d) IS:
In this case, IS is added to the instruction sequence of thread i and a new thread j = fresh(C, o_j) is started which repeats the periodic instruction after a duration of d time units, i.e.,

\[ C' = C[ \text{instr}(i) \mapsto IS, \text{instr}(j) \mapsto \text{duration}(d)^{\text{periodic}}(d) \text{ IS}, \text{status}(j) \mapsto \text{alive} ] \]

```plaintext
if b then IS_1 else IS_2 fi
```

- If \[ b \] \((C, i)\) then \[ C' = C[ \text{instr}(i) \mapsto IS_1^{\text{tail}}(\text{C(instr)(i)}) ] \]
- Otherwise, \[ C' = C[ \text{instr}(i) \mapsto IS_2^{\text{tail}}(\text{C(instr)(i)}) ] \]

**while b do IS od:**
- If \[ b \] \((C, i)\) then
  
  \[ C' = C[ \text{instr}(i) \mapsto IS^{\text{while} b \text{ do IS} \text{ od}}^{\text{tail}}(\text{C(instr)(i)}) ] \]
- Otherwise, \[ C' = C[ \text{instr}(i) \mapsto \text{tail}(\text{C(instr)(i)}) ] \]

**return(j):**
In this case we have \(\text{node}(i) \neq \text{node}(j)\). Let \(l\) be the link which connects these nodes. Then \(m = (\text{return}(j), C(\text{now}) + \delta_{\text{min}}(l), C(\text{now}) + \delta_{\text{max}}(l))\) is transmitted via \(l\):

\[ C' = C[ \text{instr}(i) \mapsto \text{tail}(C(\text{instr})(i)), \text{linkset}(l) \mapsto \text{insert}(m, C(\text{linkset})(l)) ] \]

**Definition 4.5.5 (Time Step)** A step \(C \rightarrow C'\) is called a *time step* only if all current threads are ready to execute a duration instruction or have terminated. More formally, for all \(i\) with \(\text{exec}(C, i), C(\text{instr})(i)\) is \(\langle \rangle\) or of the form \(\text{duration}(d)^{\text{IS}}\). Then the definition of a time step consists of three parts: (1) the definition of the maximal duration of the time step as allowed by the VDM model, (2) the execution of a time step by the solver, leading to intermediate configuration \(C_s\) (3) updating all durations of all current threads, committing all variables of the current threads, and dealing with events generated by the solver.

1. Time may progress with \(t\) time units if
   - \(t\) is smaller or equal than all durations that are at the head of an instruction sequence of an executing thread, and
   - \(C(\text{now}) + t\) is smaller or equal than all upper bounds of messages in link sets.

Define the maximal length of the time step \(t_m\) as the largest \(t\) satisfying these conditions.

2. If \(t_m > 0\) the solver tries to execute a time step of length \(t_m\) in configuration \(C\). Concerning the variables, the solver will only use the \(\text{ierval}\) field, ignoring the \(\text{ival}\) and \(\text{modif}\) fields. It will only read the actuator variables in \(\text{OutVar}\) and it may write the sensor variables in \(\text{InVar}\) in field \(\text{ierval}\). As soon as the solver generates one or more events, its execution is stopped. This leads to a new configuration \(C_s\) and a set of generated events \(\text{EventSet}\). Since the solver takes a positive time step, we have \(C(\text{now}) < C_s(\text{now}) \leq C(\text{now}) + t_m\). If
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\[ C_s(now) < C(now) + t_m \text{ then } EventSet \neq \emptyset. \] Moreover, \( C_s(f) = C(f) \) for field \( f \in \{\text{instr}, \text{curthr}, \text{status}, \text{lval}, \text{modif}\} \).

If \( t_m = 0 \) then the solver is not executed and \( C_s = C \) and EventSet = \( \emptyset \). This case is possible because we allow \textbf{duration}(0) to commit variable changes, as shown in the next point.

3. Starting from configuration \( C_s \) and EventSet, next (a) the durations are decreased with the actual time step performed, leading to configuration \( C_d \) (b) transactions are committed for threads with zero durations, leading to configuration \( C_m \), and (c) new threads are created for the event handlers, leading to final configuration \( C' \).

Let \( t_s = C_s(now) - C(now) \) be the time step realized by the solver.

\begin{itemize}
  \item[(a)] Durations in instruction sequences are modified by the following definition which yields a new function from threads to instruction sequences, for any thread \( i \),
  \[
  \text{NewDuration}(C, t_s)(i) = \begin{cases} 
    \text{duration}(d_i - t_s)^* \text{tail}(C(\text{instr})(i)) & \text{if } \text{head}(C(\text{instr})(i)) = \text{duration}(d_i) \\
    C(\text{instr})(i) & \text{otherwise}
  \end{cases}
  \]
  Let \( C_d = C_s[\text{instr} \mapsto \text{NewDuration}(C, t_s)] \)
  \item[(b)] Let \( \text{ThrDurZero}(C) = \{i | \text{exec}(C, i) \text{ and } \text{head}(C(\text{instr})(i)) = \text{duration}(0)\} \) be the set of threads with a zero duration. For these threads the transactions are committed and the values of the modified variables are finalized. This is defined by two auxiliary functions:
  \[
  \text{NewIoval}(C)(x) = \begin{cases} 
    v & \text{if } \exists i \in \text{ThrDurZero}(C) \text{ and } C(\text{modif})(x, i) = v \neq \bot \\
    C(\text{ioval})(x) & \text{otherwise}
  \end{cases}
  \]
  Note that at any point in time at most one thread may modify the same global variable in a transaction. Hence, there exists at most one thread satisfying the first condition of the definition above, for a given variable \( x \).
  The next function resets the modified field, for any \( x \) and \( i \),
  \[
  \text{NewModif}(C)(x, i) = \begin{cases} 
    \bot & \text{if } i \in \text{ThrDurZero}(C) \\
    C(\text{modif})(x, i) & \text{otherwise}
  \end{cases}
  \]
  Then \( C_m = C_d[\text{ioval} \mapsto \text{NewIoval}(C), \text{modif} \mapsto \text{NewModif}(C)] \)
  \item[(c)] For each event \( e \in \text{EventSet} \) with evhdlr\((e) = (IS_e, ne)\), let \( i_e \) be a fresh - not yet used - thread identity with status \textit{dormant} and \textit{node}(i_e) = ne. Then we define an auxiliary function EventInstr\((C) : \text{Thread} \rightarrow \text{Instr. Seq.} \) which installs event handlers. For any thread \( i \),
  \[
  \text{EventInstr}(C)(i) = \begin{cases} 
    IS_e & \text{if } i = i_e \text{ for some } e \in \text{EventSet} \\
    C(\text{instr})(i) & \text{otherwise}
  \end{cases}
  \]
  In addition, we awake the threads of the event handlers by changing their status. Define, for any \( i \),
The current thread and a duration of behavior, such as round robin or priority-based pre-emptive scheduling.

Note that more than one thread may be eligible as the current thread on a node at a certain point in time. In that case, a thread is chosen nondeterministically in our operational semantics. Fairness constraints or a scheduling strategy may be added to reduce the set of possible execution sequences and to enforce a particular type of node behavior, such as round robin or priority-based pre-emptive scheduling.

**Definition 4.5.6 (Context Switch)** A step $C \rightarrow C'$ corresponds to a context switch if and only if there exists a thread $i$ which is alive, not running, and has a non-empty program which does not start with a duration, i.e., $\neg \text{exec}(C, i), C(\text{status})(i) = \text{alive}$, $C(\text{instr})(i) \neq \emptyset$, and $\text{head}(C(\text{instr})(i)) \neq \text{duration}(d)$ for any $d$. Then $i$ becomes the current thread and a duration of $\delta_{cs}$ time units is added to represent the context switching time:

$$C' = C[\text{instr}(i) \mapsto \text{duration}(\delta_{cs}) C(\text{instr})(i), \text{curthr}(\text{node}(i)) \mapsto i]$$

Note that more than one thread may be eligible as the current thread on a node at a certain point in time. In that case, a thread is chosen nondeterministically in our operational semantics. Fairness constraints or a scheduling strategy may be added to reduce the set of possible execution sequences and to enforce a particular type of node behavior, such as round robin or priority-based pre-emptive scheduling.

**Definition 4.5.7 (Deliver Link Message)** A step $C \rightarrow C'$ corresponds to the message delivery by a link if and only if there exists a link $l$ and a triple $(m, lb, ub)$ in $C(\text{linkset})(l)$ with $lb \leq C(\text{now}) \leq ub$. There are two possibilities for message $m$:

- $\text{call}(i, oid, op)$: Insert the call in the queue of object $oid$:

  $$C' = C[ q(oid) \mapsto \text{insert}((i, op), C(q)(oid)), \text{linkset}(l) \mapsto \text{remove}((m, lb, ub), C(\text{linkset})(l))]$$

- $\text{return}(i)$: Wake-up the caller, i.e.

  $$C' = C[\text{status}(i) \mapsto \text{alive}, \text{linkset}(l) \mapsto \text{remove}((m, lb, ub), C(\text{linkset})(l))$$

**Definition 4.5.8 (Process Queue Message)** A step $C \rightarrow C'$ corresponds to the processing of a message from a queue if and only if there exists an object $oid$ with $\text{head}(C(q)(oid)) = (i, op)$. Let $j = \text{fresh}(C, oid)$ be a fresh thread and $IS$ be the explicit definition of $op$. If the operation is synchronous, i.e. $\text{syn?}(op)$, then we start a new thread with $IS$ followed by a return to the caller:

$$C' = C[\text{instr}(j) \mapsto IS, \text{return}(i), \text{status}(j) \mapsto \text{alive}, q(oid) \mapsto \text{tail}(C(q)(oid))]$$

Similarly for an asynchronous call, where no return instruction is added:

$$C' = C[\text{instr}(j) \mapsto IS, \text{status}(j) \mapsto \text{alive}, q(oid) \mapsto \text{tail}(C(q)(oid))]$$

**Definition 4.5.9 (Operational Semantics)** The operational semantics of a specification in the language of Table 4.1 is a set of execution sequences of the form $C_0 \rightarrow C_1 \rightarrow C_2 \rightarrow \ldots$, where each pair $C_i \rightarrow C_{i+1}$ is a step (Definition 4.5.3) and the initial configuration $C_0$ satisfies a number of constraints:

- no thread has status $\text{waiting}$;
- on each node, the currently executing thread is $\text{alive}$;
- a thread is dormant if and only if it has an empty execution sequence;
- the $\text{modif}$ field is $\bot$ everywhere;
• all queues and link sets are empty, and
• the auxiliary instruction return does not occur in any instruction sequence.

To avoid Zeno behaviour, we require that for any point of time \( t \) there exists a configuration \( C_i \) in the sequence with \( C_i(now) > t \).

4.6 Concluding remarks

A multidisciplinary modeling approach shall provide sufficient means of abstraction to support all monodisciplinary views in order to be industrially applicable. A solid semantic foundation of the combination of these views is required to support meaningful and reliable analysis of the heterogeneous model. We believe that this can be achieved by taking a “best of both worlds” approach whereby the software discipline uses a formal specification technique. Firstly, because it provides abstraction mechanisms that allow high-level specification and secondly because its well-defined semantics provides a platform independent description of the model behavior that can be analyzed properly. Software models as advocated by IBM Rational Technical Developer and I-Logix Rhapsody are, in our opinion, not suited for this purpose in particular because they lack a suitable notion of abstraction, time and deployment. We showed how tool integration can be achieved based on the formal semantics proposed in this chapter, which we applied to a case study. Note however that the approach taken here is not specific to any tool in particular.

Nicolescu et al \[77\] propose a software architecture for the design of continuous time / discrete event co-simulation tools for which they provide an operational semantics in \[41\]. Our work is in fact an instantiation of that architecture, however, with a difference. Their approach is aimed at connecting multiple simulators on a so-called simulation bus, whereas we connect two simulators using a point-to-point connection. They use Simulink and SystemC whereas we use 20-sim and VDM++ to demonstrate the concept. The type of information exchanged over the interfaces is identical (the state of continuous variables and events). They have used formal techniques to model properties of the interface, whereas we have integrated the continuous time interface into the operational semantics of a discrete event system. We believe that our approach is stronger because a weak semantics for the discrete event model may still yield unexpected simulation results even though the interface is proven to work consistently. An in-depth comparison of both approaches is subject for further study.

The interface between the continuous time and discrete event models seems to be convenient when resilience of a system is studied. Early experiments performed in collaboration with Zoe Andrews at the Centre for Software Reliability at Newcastle University have shown that it is possible to use this interface for fault injection \[4\]. Values and events exchanged over this interface can be dropped, inserted, modified, delayed and so on to represent the failure mode of a sensor or actuator, such as for example “stuck at \( x \)”. The advantage of this approach is that the failure model can remain orthogonal to the continuous time and the discrete event models. These system models need no longer be obscured by explicit failure mode modeling in either plant or controller, which usually clobbers the specification. We certainly plan to explore this further.
Chapter 5

A Development Process for Embedded Control Systems

The market success of novel high-tech systems depends more and more on the ability to address system-level, multi-disciplinary, design issues. The BODERC project suggests to follow a model-driven design philosophy to address this challenge [47]. The proposition is that reasoning about system-level properties is enabled by creating abstract, high-level and multi-disciplinary models. Analysis of these models will provide valuable insight into the system under construction. This closes the design feedback loop in the early stages of the life-cycle instead of postponing it to the system integration phase. It also prevents late changes in the design with obvious positive effects on time, cost and quality.

But how do we come up with these high-level multi-disciplinary models? What steps need to be taken to create and evaluate them? When do we stop modeling and how do the resulting artifacts relate to the design of the system? It is clear that a suitable process needs to be put in place in order to address these issues. Industrial development of high-tech systems simply requires a step-wise approach because of the inherent scale of the effort involved. Usually, project teams consist of tens of engineers which are possibly working on multiple locations. A development process is a “golden reference” which provides focus to a team, because it suggests a specific order in the activities to perform and it defines the expected output of each activity. Progress can be monitored by observing when specific outputs are delivered while quality can be assessed by inspecting these intermediate artifacts. In other words, a development process is essential for the effective and efficient use of tools, techniques and human resources within a project.

The aim of this chapter is to put the results presented in Chapters 3 and 4 into the context of an industrially viable development process. First, the system-level reasoning approach proposed in the BODERC project is presented in Section 5.1. It is argued how these abstract and high-level models can be used for design oriented activities in sections 5.2 and 5.3. The former section concentrates on the control engineering design process, the latter on the software engineering design process. And finally, the relationship between these processes is assessed and discussed in Section 5.4.
5.1 System-level reasoning

The complexity of the products being developed by industry today is increasing at an astonishing rate. This is partly caused by the advances in the implementation technology used but also by the sheer volume of design related information and its average rate of change. The design process has primarily become an exercise in information management: acquire, evaluate, categorize, prioritize, report and distribute. The efficiency of this activity has a strong influence on the ability to innovate and to meet time-to-market targets. The basis of the system-level reasoning approach suggested in the BODERC project is the CAFCR methodology proposed by Muller in [76]. This methodology is shown in Figure 5.1 and uses a system architectural description decomposed into five related views to structure design information:

“C” the Customer objectives view - identifying what the customer wants to achieve.

“A” the Application view - identifying how the customer objectives are to be achieved.

“F” the Functionality view - identifying what functional and extra-functional properties must be accommodated.

“C” the Conceptual view - identifying how the functional and extra-functional properties are satisfied.

“R” the Realization view - identifying how the system concept is implemented.

Figure 5.1: Overview of the CAFCR framework from [76]

The framework is focused on capturing the relationship between the customer and the product. The job of the system architect is to safeguard the consistency of these views in order to create a valuable, usable and above all feasible product. However, this work is usually performed within tight industrial constraints, such as project duration and available man power. It is therefore essential to dedicate a significant portion of the available time and effort to the most critical issues. The design methodology for high-tech systems proposed in the BODERC project [50] addresses this particular concern. An iterative approach is proposed which consists of the following three steps per iteration:

1. **Preparation.** The purpose of this step is to gather existing knowledge in order to obtain a good understanding of the product to be developed. It involves making core domain knowledge explicit and identifying dominant realization concerns and system requirements. This provides a level playing field for all the stakeholders involved.
2. **Selection.** The purpose of this step is to select the critical design aspects. It involves the identification of tensions or trade-offs between individual design issues and a qualitative assessment of their associated risk and priority. These can be based on expected customer value, inherent difficulty of the problem or its expected impact on the system as a whole. This approach focuses the attention on the most essential design decisions and prevents spending effort on less relevant issues.

3. **Evaluation.** The purpose of this step is to gain quantitative insight into the identified high priority tensions from the previous step. These results can be obtained either by model-based analysis or by performing measurements on a prototype or comparable system. The aim is to use simple, light-weight, models that can be built and evaluated within hours or a few days at most. This requires finding the appropriate level of abstraction that provides the level of accuracy required. Initially, it may suffice to perform a back-of-the-envelope calculation while more detailed models are required in later stages.

The knowledge gained in the evaluation step is consolidated and evaluated by the design team. Usually, interpretation of the results leads to the identification of new requirements or concerns. Alternatively, the results may give rise to changing the risk or priorities of the critical design aspects. It is clear that iteration is required until the risks associated with each critical design aspect has reached an acceptable low threshold. Note that a design record is built during the iterations which captures the decisions made along the way. These design choices can be rechecked whenever requirements change over time, which is very likely to occur. This is a major benefit over contemporary approaches where usually only the end result of the decision is kept up-to-date, causing significant amounts of rework when requirements change. The industrial strength of the BODERC methodology is based on the embedded process awareness to maintain focus on the important design issues by evaluating risks and assigning priorities. Furthermore, the modeling, measurement and analysis activities are limited in scope to what is essentially required. This time and effort boxed approach provides optimum support for the inherently iterative nature of the design process. The core support techniques used in the BODERC methodology described previously are:

1. the key driver method [48, 49]
2. threads of reasoning [88, 87]
3. budget-based design [38, 39]

These techniques will be discussed in the following sub-sections.

### 5.1.1 The key driver method

The key driver method is a technique that helps to structure information obtained during requirements elaboration. It presents the relationship between the essential customer objectives and the dominant requirements of the system from the viewpoint of a specific stakeholder as a structured graph. Usually only a few customer objectives, or key drivers, are mapped onto tens of requirements. In other words, it provides a visual presentation of the requirements justification because each requirement can be traced back to the customer objective from which it originates. It is useful for the designers
to understand why a requirement is important and how it relates to the other system requirements. The graphical presentation is more convenient for gaining overview, while an exhaustive textual description can be used to capture the rationale. The key driver method covers the CAF-views of the CAFCR framework. The key drivers represent the main customer objectives from the “C”-view and they are placed on the left of the diagram. The system requirements from the “F”-view are presented on the right of the diagram and the application drivers from the “A”-view are placed in the middle of the diagram. Arrows are used to express the relationships, whereby the line width is used to indicate the importance of the relationship. Rows can be used to indicate priority, i.e. top row has highest priority, bottom row has lowest priority and so on. Drawing conventions, such as line color, can be used to increase readability. A square box around a requirements indicates a “must-have” property while a rounded box indicates a unique selling point of the product. An example key driver model of a copier is shown in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2: An example key driver model of a copier from [50]
5.1.2 Threads of reasoning

Engineers are typically confronted with many possible realization options at design time. Each potential solution, or design driver, has advantages and disadvantages and usually there is also a significant amount of uncertainty involved. This leads to conflicts in the design. A conflict is defined as the situation where a specific design choice influences one or more design drivers positively, while influencing others negatively. The threads of reasoning technique aims at composing a graphical overview of the conflicts that relate to a number of selected design drivers. These design drivers, the design choices and their consequences are referred to as threads. The method is called threads of reasoning because it reveals the rationale behind the decision making. In other words, the decision making is made explicit and traceable which enables and supports the objective dialogue on complex trade-off issues during the design. Threads of reasoning can use information from all CAFCR-views. An iterative and step-wise approach is used to define and elaborate the threads:

1. Select a starting point. Typically the most critical design driver is used as a starting point. Whether or not it really is the most critical one is not important because the elaboration process will quickly reveal the true relevance of the design driver. Another design driver will be selected at the next iteration if the importance of the current design driver was initially overrated.

2. Create insight. The second step is used to produce an inventory of known facts and questions about the chosen design driver. This information is gathered by means of informal analysis, for example using the story telling technique [76]. The inventory is consolidated and communicated to all stakeholders.

3. Deepen insight. The third step is aimed at answering the questions identified in the second step. This can be done by model-based analysis or by test and measurements on existing systems. Back-of-the-envelope calculations or rules of thumb may suffice in the first iteration but usually in-depth modeling and

Figure 5.3: Overview of the threads of reasoning approach

1. Select a starting point. Typically the most critical design driver is used as a starting point. Whether or not it really is the most critical one is not important because the elaboration process will quickly reveal the true relevance of the design driver. Another design driver will be selected at the next iteration if the importance of the current design driver was initially overrated.

2. Create insight. The second step is used to produce an inventory of known facts and questions about the chosen design driver. This information is gathered by means of informal analysis, for example using the story telling technique [76]. The inventory is consolidated and communicated to all stakeholders.

3. Deepen insight. The third step is aimed at answering the questions identified in the second step. This can be done by model-based analysis or by test and measurements on existing systems. Back-of-the-envelope calculations or rules of thumb may suffice in the first iteration but usually in-depth modeling and
analysis is required in order to take well-founded design decisions with greater accuracy at later stages.

4. **Broaden insight.** Design drivers are usually closely related and can therefore typically not be studied in isolation. The fourth step is used to establish the volatility of other design drivers with respect to changes in the design driver under study. This may for example influence the risk and priority properties associated with those design drivers.

5. **Define and extend the thread.** The previous steps have generated a wealth of new information and has most likely also uncovered new potential problems as well. Step five aims to organize and prioritize this information and present it concisely to all stakeholders as a thread of reasoning. This requires filtering of the information whereby emphasis is put on decisions that are the most conflicting or have the highest impact for the customer. The objectivity is not lost because the underlying information is still available for inspection.

![Figure 5.4: An example thread of reasoning in the design of a printer paper path](image)

### 5.1.3 Budget-based design

Designing distributed embedded real-time systems is difficult because the system has to operate within well-defined resource constraints in order to guarantee deterministic behavior at all times. For example, the performance of the CPU, the bandwidth of the network or the amount of available memory is usually limited. But also power usage or heat dissipation may become an issue. Design complexity is increased significantly if these scarce resources are shared among multiple subsystems or when the resource consumption depends on the dynamic behavior of the system as a whole. This usually leads to conflicts at design time because designers will either try to claim the critical resource or they ignore the embedded restriction entirely in order to meet their local design goal. The BODERC methodology addresses this problem with the budget-based design technique. The general principle is simple. The amount of available resource is the so-called budget. The budget is split into parts and each part is assigned to a specific product function or subsystem. It is the responsibility of the designer of that function or subsystem to allocate the assigned budget to its components, and so on. Making such an explicit budget raises the awareness among engineers that resources are indeed limited available. This causes a healthy design dialogue across all disciplines early in the life cycle whereby a budget request is typically scrutinized by the other
users of the critical resource. This may result in exploring other design alternatives, for example if the budget is deemed insufficient. The technique involves four steps:

1. **Scope of the budget.** It is important to define the scope of the budget explicitly, for example to define which parts of the design are included. Add-on modules may be regarded as part of the entire product and thus part of the budget but others may not. Similarly, the applicable operating modes of the product need to be defined appropriately.

2. **Select a decomposition.** The budget needs to be decomposed into parts in order to manage it successfully. There is no universal recipe for defining such a decomposition, but usually physical or functional decomposition is used. Each budget item is allocated to a specific subsystem or function and a responsible designer. This person collects the required performance data and is responsible for meeting the budget.

3. **Find quantitative data.** Finding suitable performance numbers for a subsystem or function can be very difficult because they are in general hard to measure or estimate. Sometimes measurements from existing systems can help but in many cases guestimates or simulations are required in order to obtain quantitative data. The budget-based design approach forces the engineer to think about management of the resources in advance.

4. **Provide a clear overview.** A clear overview must reveal the essence of the budget to the system architect and his stakeholders, preferably in the glimpse of an eye. A good budget has at most tens of quantities listed which are graphically presented. A budget is an evolutionary design artifact which needs to be checked and updated on a regular basis.

![Figure 5.5: Graphical representation of the power budget of a copier](image-url)
5.1.4 From analysis towards design

The BODERC methodology presented in the previous sections is aimed at supporting the high-level reasoning process in the very early stages of the life-cycle. Model-based design is used to support this activity and the complexity of those models will grow over time. Firstly because the demands for the required accuracy of the models is usually increasing and secondly because the scope of the models typically grows. The purpose of the models evolves from analysis towards design, whereby we enter the realm of the domain specific methods and tools more and more. These methods and tools are presented in the next sections. A typical control engineering development process is presented in Section 5.2 and a software engineering approach is discussed in Section 5.3.

5.2 Control engineering process

Visser and Broenink have taken a control engineering viewpoint and suggest a systematic design trajectory for embedded control systems in [104, 103]. This design trajectory is based on a workflow for the development of embedded control systems which was proposed earlier by Broenink and Hilderink in [14] and is shown in Figure 5.6. First, the dynamic behavior of the system is described in the physical systems modeling activity. The models from this phase can be investigated by means of simulation or analyzed mathematically. Second, the control law design takes place. The control laws can be studied using simulation or mathematically analyzed, for example with respect to convergence and stability. Third, the embedded control software design is created. Usually, some semi-formal notation is used to describe the software architecture and these design artifacts may be demonstrated using simulation or checked mechanically using some static analysis tool. And finally, the embedded control software realization takes place. After coding the software, which may be (partly) automated, the implementation is integrated and tested on the real hardware. The embedded control system is validated by exposing it to a significant number of test cases. Iteration is required in each phase if irregularities are exposed during analysis. Larger errors may require moving back to a previous step.

Figure 5.6: Embedded control system development workflow

The problem with this workflow is that the block arrows in Figure 5.6 between the different phases usually cause a paradigm shift. Modeling and analysis approaches on either side of the arrow are not compatible and there exists no smooth transition from one phase to the next or vice versa. Partial, automated, solutions exist for some of these issues but in general it involves human intervention causing substantial amounts of work. This is expensive because it needs to be repeated whenever an iteration is performed and moreover it is very error prone. In our opinion, this is a blocking fac-
tor for industrial application, a show stopper in fact for truly iterative and concurrent design, that must be addressed in order to achieve a significant process improvement. Visser and Broenink propose an alternative in [104]: a step-wise refinement approach that provides a near-seamless transition from model to realization.

Figure 5.7: Basic embedded control system decomposition proposed in [104]

The usual way to describe embedded control systems is to distinguish the so-called controller and the plant. The former is the computer system implementing the control strategy, the latter is the physical process that is being controlled. Visser and Broenink propose to add an explicit interface notion to this paradigm, the so-called I/O model, as shown in Figure 5.7. The absence of this particular model in contemporary design trajectories, such as Matlab/Simulink, is one of the reasons for the aforementioned paradigm shifts. Interface requirements are considered too late in these approaches, which usually causes substantial rework when models are elaborated. Maintenance of these models then becomes very costly, for example when requirements change, because at least four models (one controller-plant pair with and one pair without I/O model) need to be updated. Furthermore, the introduction of an explicit interface model introduces a higher level of abstraction at the model level: we move from mere wire connections to strongly typed ports which exchange flows or signals. This allows for seamless modeling in port-based design methods, such as bond graphs [13].

The design trajectory based on this enhanced system decomposition strategy provides the basis for a step-wise, model driven, approach to move from model towards implementation, whereby both the controller and the plant will evolve. Various so-called “x-in-the-loop” simulation techniques are used to check whether each elaboration step is still compliant to the high-level system-level requirements. This provides a gradual introduction of increased system complexity instead of the “direct-to-target” approaches advocated by the leading tool vendors. Furthermore, the design trajectory is easier to manage because explicit decisions are made when, where and how complexity is added. In each step, model abstractions are replaced by their elaborated counterparts, which can then be subjected to analysis. This leads to less errors because attention of the designer is very focused whereby development time can be time-boxed in order to ensure overall productivity. The development trajectory consists of six stages, which are summarized in Table 5.1.

The purpose of this design trajectory is not to create the optimal controller for the given plant but to optimize the design of the complete system. As mentioned before, the explicit structure of this process ensures a consistent view of the I/O throughout the design trajectory. The trajectory is roughly split into two parts, the simulated time and the real-time part. In the former (stages 1-3), we have total control over the notion of time on either side of the interface. Progress of time at the system-level can be managed explicitly. This enables for example faster than real-time simulations required to obtain design feedback quickly in the early stages of the life-cycle. In the latter case (stages 4-6), the so-called wall-clock, which is the locally perceived notion of time, is equal to a physical clock in the real world on at least one side of the interface. The synchronicity to this physical clock dictates the system-level notion of time.
**Stage 1** – Embedded Control System specification using state-of-the-art dynamic systems modeling tools, whereby the interface layer is explicitly modeled.

**Stage 2** – Software artifacts are created for the controller, whereby “Software-in-the-loop” co-simulation is used to check the control code against the (unmodified) plant model.

**Stage 3** – The controller and plant models are executed on separate computers, which enables CPU usage estimation for the control code and validation of the interfaces.

**Stage 4** – The controller code is moved to the real-time *test* platform and the plant model is executed on a real-time simulator.

**Stage 5** – The controller code is moved to the real-time *target* platform and the plant model is executed on a real-time simulator.

**Stage 6** – The controller code, running on the target platform is connected to the physical plant. Test scenarios are executed to validate the total system.

Table 5.1: Control system design trajectory proposed by Visser and Broenink in [104]

The transition from stage 3 to 4 should therefore be addressed with care. In stage 4 we run a simulation of the plant in real-time. The time required to perform the computation to update the state of the plant model is very important. It is firstly bounded by the dynamics of the continuous time model and secondly by the imposed controller constraints. The first point implies that the reciprocal of the maximum computation time should be less than half of the highest possible frequency that may occur in the continuous time model. The second point is determined by the style of control. In the case of time-driven (synchronous) control, the computation time should not exceed the smallest possible sample time interval length. In the case of event-driven (asynchronous) control, the computation time should not exceed the required maximum observation delay for an event. The strongest of these bounds should be taken, otherwise we possi-
bly introduce unwanted system behaviors. The usual approach to limit these effects and
to circumvent the associated problems is to assume a fixed time delay between action
and observable reaction. This can be modeled as a simple time delay in stages 4-5, as
shown in Figure 5.8. In addition, if time-driven control is applied then the use of fixed
step-size solvers is advocated for both controller and plant, whereby this time delay
corresponds to the step size of the continuous time solver. The time delay is removed
in stage 6 since the real plant reacts infinitely fast.

![Figure 5.8: Standard (left) and elaborated (right) I/O model in stages 4-5](image)

Although the design trajectory proposed by Visser and Broenink is a significant
step forward from the control engineering perspective, it does not necessarily address
the needs of the engineer that produces the software artifacts in stage 2. The implicit
assumption in the approach of Visser and Broenink is that the control code is automati-
cally generated from the dynamic system models and this is in practice quite problem-
atic. The primary cause for this problem is that the amount of code for the controller
is usually only a very small portion of the total application software, in particular in
the area of high-tech systems. Furthermore, the techniques used to design these other
parts of the application software, are not well suited for modeling control applications,
and vice versa. In order to understand this mismatch, we need to look at the software
development processes in more detail.

### 5.3 Software engineering process

The basis for most industrial software engineering processes is the well-known “V”-
model as shown in Figure 5.9. We use the ESA PSS-05 definitions here for conve-
nience, but this standard is comparable to other industry standards such as ARP 4754
[43] and DO-178B [90]. The “V”-model provides a step-wise approach for the develop-
ment of software. Originally, it was regarded as a single-shot process whereby the
deliverables from one phase where the input to the next phase. This process is usually
referred to as the “waterfall” approach which was suggested by Royce in [86]. In many
cases, this cascade of intermediate design artifacts, which increase in number, size and
complexity as the project evolves, typically leads to severe productivity losses since
more effort is required to create and maintain them as time progresses. Brooks [15]
and Johnson [60] have shown that the key problems with this approach are: lack of
project and product overview and lack of problem and client interaction. Alternate ap-
proaches are suggested to overcome this situation. For example, Boehm proposed the
so-called “spiral development” model in [11]. He suggests to deliver the total system
using increments whereby the scope of the system is enlarged after each iteration. Se-
lection of the extended scope is driven by explicit risk analysis, whereby he proposes
to attack the highest risk components first. Within each iteration, the waterfall process
is being used but this is far less problematic due to the restricted scope per iteration.

Most modern software development processes such as the Rational Unified Process
(RUP) are inspired by this approach [64]. The related Dynamic Systems Development
Method[d] (DSDM) has been notably successful applying this iterative development process, in particular in the area of database enabled client-server applications. Explicit priority-based requirements management, time-boxed system development and tailored tool support are the key success factors for this approach. Many of today’s web applications have been developed using these techniques and this has been a major contributor to the interest in so-called agile system development. Iterative design is also acknowledged in the field of high-tech systems as can be observed in the ECSS-E-40[2] standard, developed jointly by the European Space Agency and industry. However, these light-weight management processes have not yet demonstrated their added value in practice. We believe that this is mainly due to the fact that the equivalent of the relational database paradigm, which has been the driving force behind the success of the rapid application development techniques described earlier, is missing in this particular application field. There is no commonly accepted way to characterize the class of distributed real-time embedded control systems. The Unified Modeling Language[3] (UML) seems to gain industrial acceptance because of its flexibility and versatility and the notation has become more mature with the recent release of version 2.0 of the standard. Several domain specific modeling extensions have been proposed, the so-called profiles, but their industry acceptance is still rather poor, mainly because tool support
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1 See [http://www.dsdm.org](http://www.dsdm.org).
2 See [http://www.ecss.nl](http://www.ecss.nl).
is lacking. The Model Driven Architecture (MDA) philosophy that is proposed by the Object Management Group (OMG) to address this issue is still far from mature.

We propose to use formal description techniques to address this challenge. This class of languages, with a well-defined syntax and semantics, are used to create models which can be subjected to rigorous formal analysis. The results from the analysis drives the, usually informal, reasoning process about the system and its properties, which in turn drives the elaboration of the formal model. In other words, formal methods are inherently model-driven. This approach usually exposes potential problems in early phases of the design and moreover, explicitly describes the way these issues are addressed. This contributes positively to the increased quality and reduced cost of the system development. We have demonstrated in the previous chapter that this is technically feasible for the development of distributed embedded real-time control systems, even in the early stages of design, using a combination of VDM++ and bond-graphs. VDM++ is a general purpose model oriented formal specification language that is well-suited for the description of large-scale industrial systems. Furthermore, the industrial grade tool support enables round-trip engineering with UML, which provides a bridge towards the currently accepted mainstream software engineering practice in industry. But so far, the impact on the development processes have not yet been considered.

Mukherjee, Larsen and Verhoef and others have proposed a set of guidelines for the specification, analysis and development of real-time systems using VDM++ in [21]. These guidelines are inspired by [35] and extend the more traditional specification process described in [30]. This guideline document provides a step-wise plan comparable to the approach taken by Visser and Broenink for control applications. Each step elaborates the previous step by focusing on certain aspects of the system. Complexity increases over time because the system scope grows due to this refinement. This process remains manageable due to the abstraction mechanisms offered by the formalism and the powerful tool support for analysis. The steps are summarized here for convenience.

- **step 1**: Requirement capture (URD / SRD in Figure 5.9).
  Requirements elicitation is performed using a mix of formal and informal techniques. Typically, Use-Case analysis is performed whereby critical parts of the system are formally modeled, in our case using VDM. The resulting specifications are at a high-level of abstraction, focusing on the key properties of the system. Specifications do not necessarily reflect a particular system structure, in order to prevent design bias at the requirements level. These formal specifications can be subjected to rigorous analysis using powerful tools to ensure their internal consistency and integrity. The same techniques can also be used to validate the requirements, for example by testing, model checking or formal proof. Conjectures about the system are formulated and the analysis shows whether or not, or under which circumstances, these properties hold. Usually it takes several iterations to obtain a consistent view of the system. The level of formality that is applied follows from the type of application that is being developed. In our vision, and to stimulate industrial uptake, a light-weight approach should be followed whenever possible. In this thesis we use prototyping, simulation and testing as our means to validate the formal models. The resulting test suite forms the basis of the system acceptance test, which closes the “V”-cycle already from day one.

- **step 2**: Software architecture - static structure (ADD in Figure 5.9).
The formalized requirements from step 1 are transformed into a potential system architecture. Again a mix of formal and informal techniques are used to specify the system, whereby we focus on its static structure. This approach follows the usual object-oriented design paradigm. What sub-systems can we identify and what are the interfaces between them? How do the interfaces relate, what services do they offer and what kind of data is exchanged between them? The result of this step is a description of the design in UML, whereby critical parts of the model are elaborated in VDM++, in particular for the sequential behavior of the identified operations in the model. Round-trip engineering tool support is available to enforce consistency between the UML and VDM++ models and to generate consistent documentation directly from these models. The VDM++ models can again be subjected to rigorous formal analysis, whereby the validation suite from step 1 drives the validation of this step. Note that an explicit environment model is required to assess the system model, in particular for embedded systems. The rigorous analysis and the different viewpoints taken in this step usually highlight additional requirements that will force iteration back through step 1. The test suite has evolved as well. It will reflect the chosen system structure defining tests to be performed at the sub-system level for example. Note that we move down on both sides of the “V”-cycle at the same time.

**step 3**: *Software architecture - dynamic structure (ADD / DDD in Figure 5.9)*. The architecture which was designed in step 2 will be adapted to reflect the dynamic behavior of the system. Concurrency considerations drive the selection of so-called active and passive classes in the design which may require restructuring parts of the static architecture. The latter forces iteration through steps 1 and 2 but the impact is usually rather limited because the complex sequential behavior remains intact in most cases. The power of rigorous formal analysis is perhaps best demonstrated in this phase because absence of e.g. dead-lock is notoriously hard, if not impossible, to demonstrate using informal means.

**step 4**: *Hardware architecture and software deployment (DDD in Figure 5.9)*. Real-time embedded systems usually operate in a constrained environment which limits the implementation options. The purpose of this step is to deploy the software architecture from step 3 onto some abstract representation of the possibly distributed hardware architecture and to enrich these models with performance data. The combined hardware, software and environment models can then be used for performance analysis, such that system fitness for purpose can be assessed prior to implementation. This step enables investigation of many extra-functional system properties such as timeliness and throughput. The designer may wish to modify either the software or the hardware design if the expected performance is not within some safe margin of error of the required value. The former forces iteration through steps 1 to 3 if it cannot be solved by means of changing the hardware architecture or the deployment.

**step 5**: *Implementation (software in Figure 5.9)*. The system design that results from step 4 provides the baseline for the distributed implementation. The level of abstraction of the specification is lowered by repetitive refinement until a fully explicit model is available. This model is translated into the target implementation language, either by manual coding or automated code generation. Each refinement step is checked by means of the validation suite already developed, component by component. It is equally im-
important to check the extra-functional properties of the implemented component on the target platform after the functional correctness has been demonstrated. This may force iteration through the previous steps, if the measured performance does not conform to the assumptions made in step 4.

5.4 Discussion and conclusion

A system-level reasoning approach was already presented in Chapter 2 of this thesis. The so-called “Y-chart”, as shown in Figure 2.1 is used for the evaluation of performance properties of embedded system architectures. The approach taken in the BODERC project is related but it is not specific to performance modeling, it has a substantially wider scope. The BODERC methodology [50] covers requirement capture towards design while the Y-chart assumes the system requirements to be known a priori and focuses on design space exploration as the primary activity. The aim of the BODERC methodology is to gain focus on the most critical system aspects as soon as possible, using simple models that create insight into a design issue within a reasonable amount of time.

Perhaps best proof of the success of this approach is provided by Beckers, Heemels, Bukkems and Muller in [6]. They have developed a high-level simulation model of the Varioprint paper path using Matlab/Simulink. A topological view of the paper path can be abstracted directly from the original mechanics drawing in just a few hours by means of a purpose built support tool. This two dimensional topological view, the so-called track, is then enriched with the position information of the pinches, sensors, switches and the connection between motors and pinches. A timing table is provided for each motor detailing its predicted angular speed at each moment in time. Simple logical rules can be added to influence the timing table contents. Together with job and sheet information, such as number of pages to print, inter-sheet distance and the page size per sheet, this provides sufficient information for a coarse grain simulation. The result is a set of position-time and velocity-time diagrams. These can be used to check whether sheets are, for example, hitting each other or overlapping. Moreover, the movement of sheets can be animated, superimposed over the original CAD drawing, as shown in Figure 5.10. This provides valuable input during the design of the paper path layout. Trade-offs between spatial layout, positioning of sensors and actuators and sheet scheduling can be investigated. The light-weight modeling approach enables a turn-around time of just a few hours which supports the interactive nature of the design process in these early stages. Furthermore, the model can be extended easily to address other concerns.

Orbons claims in [47] that this approach has already led to a significant cost and time reduction at Océ. A complete engineering prototype and development iteration could be skipped, saving many man-years of effort. The success of this modeling approach was largely due to the conscious simplification of the model, where only the desired behavior of a sheet and ideal movement of parts is considered. All disturbances and variations of actual hardware performance are ignored. However, the most critical effects are taken into account, such as software and actuation delays and maximum acceleration and deceleration rates. This provides valuable input to downstream engineering activities that can follow a budget-based design approach to meet these identified margins of error. However, this so-called “Happy Flow” kinematic model does not provide guidance on how to design the embedded control system software that controls the paper path. Neither does it assist in deciding what to do if the dynamic effects of
some sub-system exceed the allocated design margins from the kinematic model. The solution is to build a truly dynamic system model, but with virtually the same level of abstraction, flexibility and ease of use as the “Happy Flow” kinematic model.
Chapter 6

Embedded Control of a Printer
Paper Path - a Case Study

6.1 Introduction

We introduced the extension of the VDM++ language with an explicit notion of system architecture and deployment in Chapter 3 and we looked at co-simulation of discrete event VDM++ models with continuous time Bond graph models in Chapter 4. Furthermore, the development process of embedded control systems was considered in Chapter 5. We will now apply these partial results to a case study: the paper path of an office printer, as presented in Figure 6.1. The purpose of this case study is to demonstrate a typical design flow for such a system, using the method and techniques proposed in the previous chapters. We focus on modeling and analysis of an important subsystem of a printer: the control system of the so-called paper path. This subsystem is responsible for the internal logistics, it is in charge of managing the flow of sheets through the printer. Therefore, it directly influences the overall productivity and quality of the system as a whole. In nowadays office printers, the paper path can be very complex because of the physical layout, the operating modes (simplex, duplex or mixed mode printing) and different paper sizes that need to be supported, even within a single print job. Throughput and time-to-first-print are important design drivers, whereby 50-100 pages per minute and 5-10 seconds are realistic values for current products in the mid-range market. It is not uncommon that the paper path control system design needs to cater for a whole range of products or even a product family.

One of the most important design criteria however, is the so-called sheet-to-image synchronization. We use the term sheet to denote the physical piece of paper that is transported through the printer and we use the term image to denote the bitmap that is ultimately printed on the sheet. The former implies the process of managing moving objects and the latter implies the process of managing large volumes of data. At some point in time, these processes need to synchronize, such that the first line of the image is exactly printed near the leading edge of the sheet. The accuracy of this synchronization is determined by the tolerances of all subsystems. It is the primary task of the paper path control system to ensure that this tolerance is dynamically kept within a predefined range, typically expressed in terms of several micrometers.

Printing is the process whereby dry ink particles, the so-called toner, is transferred to the paper and fused. In the system we study here, fusing is performed by applying
both heat and pressure, whereby the toner melts and bonds to the paper. This process is complicated by the fact that transferring the toner to the paper is in fact a two-stage process, as presented in Figure 6.2. The first stage is the so-called cold process. The printer contains an endless (but not seamless) optical photoconductive belt, or OPC, that is continuously rotating and is uniformly electro-magnetically charged. The belt passes a light-emitting diode (LED) array that covers the width of the belt. The digital bitmap image is transferred onto the photoconductor belt, line by line. Each pixel in the image line causes a LED to turn on. The emission of light from the LED removes the charge from the photoconductive belt locally. And vice versa, the photoconductive belt remains charged if the LED was not turned on when passing the LED array. The belt is exposed to the toner and the toner will stick to the places where charge is still left on the photoconductor. The toner image is then transferred to the second stage, the so-called warm process and finally the photoconductor is cleaned and recharged, ready for the next round.

The warm process consists of a seamless and endless rubber belt, often referred to as the toner transfer belt, or TTF, that is rotating with the same speed as the photoconductor belt. The TTF is heated and since these two belts are touching at some point, toner will stick to it temporarily. Hence, the toner image is transferred from the OPC to the TTF. The rubber belt is then forced through a so-called warm fuse pinch, where it meets a preheated sheet of paper. The distance between the two rolls of the fuse pinch is kept marginally smaller than the thickness of the rubber belt. The rubber belt and the paper are forced through the slit. The elasticity of the belt causes the force necessary to fuse the toner image on the sheet and finally the TTF is cleaned, ready for the next round.

The resulting quality of the image on paper is determined by the properties of the total fusing process, which is an intricate interplay between the mechanical, electrical, physical and chemical sub-processes as described above. Stability of the fusing process is important to guarantee consistent printing quality. It is therefore the dominant driver in the design of the overall control architecture. The photoconductor belt and TTF run at a constant speed to avoid fluctuations as much as possible. The LED array is synchronized on the measured speed of the belt to ensure that all image lines are equidistant and to avoid the seam on the photoconductor. The image processing equipment follows this as a slave process, it has to ensure that the bitmap data for each line is supplied in time. Similarly, the paper path sub-system has to ensure that the sheet
of paper is available at the fuse pinch on time and with the right speed. Otherwise, the image would be misaligned and the fuse pinch would be polluted. This high-level control approach is called sheet-follows-image.

The case study described in this chapter abstracts away from the complexity of the image transfer process entirely. We assume it works nominally here, it runs at some preset, constant, speed. Instead, we focus on the derived requirement imposed on the paper path sub-system to deliver sheets at the right speed at the right moment in time at a particular location. The paper path sub-system is a so-called mechatronic system that is composed of many parts. It consists of a number of so-called pinches that are used to transport the paper. Each pinch consists of a set of rubber rolls on a metal axis each, whereby the rubber rolls touch each other. The paper moves in between those rolls due to friction. The pinches are set along the paper track, whereby the distance between two pinches is chosen to be less than the smallest paper size dimension that the printer needs to support. This ensures that each sheet is always in control of at least one pinch. Special care has to be taken if a sheet is in multiple pinches at the same time. The paper would either tare or blouse if these pinches would rotate at significantly different speeds.

The pinches are driven by electric motors, typically brushless direct current (BLDC) or stepper motors. The motors are connected to the pinches using a toothed rubber belt over cogged wheels. A drive ratio can be realized by using different diameter cogged wheels. Uni-directional bearings, which allow free rotation in one direction, can be used to circumvent the multiple pinch problem described previously. Sometimes, a single motor and rubber belt drives multiple pinches, in order to save cost. Deciding which pinches to combine is an important task during the design, as is the placement of the paper sensors. Usually, paper sensors are optical sensors that are able to detect the leading and trailing edge of each sheet as it moves through the paper path. Their position is usually a trade-off between mechanical and control requirements. In office equipment, space is usually a scarce resource and sensors need to be mounted such that they can be serviced if needed. However, the position of each sensor determines its control effectiveness and computational demands. Sensors located close to some critical control objective might require potent computers in order to live up to the short response times and sensors located far away may impede the required control accuracy. In many cases, this leads to complex multi-disciplinary design tradeoffs.
Organization of this chapter. The purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate how these design challenges can be supported using the methods and techniques presented in the previous chapters. First the experimental set-up that is used in our experiments is presented in Section 6.2. The modeling approach and the models themselves are discussed in Section 6.3. Last but not least, we present the results from our analysis in Section 6.4 and we draw some conclusions from our work in Section 6.5.

6.2 The paper path experimental set-up

The paper path we study in this chapter is inspired on the Océ Varioprint 2090 mid-range black and white office printer, which is presented in more detail in Figure 6.3.

![Figure 6.3: Schematic overview of the Océ Varioprint 2090 paper path](image)

The paper path consists of twelve normal pinches, marked P0 to P12 and seven sensors, marked as closed black dots. In addition, two special pinches, so-called pre-heaters, are available. They are positioned close to the fuse pinch. Sheets are inserted into the paper path by the paper input module, or PIM. These are typically stand-alone units that have a simple interface to request each single sheet. This sheet will be delivered with a certain margin of error and the paper path has to compensate for the timing tolerances imposed by this unit. The time difference can be measured by SENSOR1. When the sheet has reached SENSOR2, the sheet will be stopped by pinch P3 and aligned. Alignment is required to compensate for skewed sheets and the alignment unit will ensure that the four corners of the sheet are equidistant to the heart line of the paper path. The sheet is then accelerated towards P4 and passes the first pre-heater. Pinch P5 is the last pinch that can compensate for tolerances in speed and position of the sheet. SENSOR5 is used to detect the final margin of error of the leading edge of the sheet. The compensation has to be completed before the leading edge of the sheet enters the second pre-heater, because it is physically coupled to the motor that drives the fuse pinch and therefore always runs at the same speed. After the fuse pinch, the sheet is either ejected to the finisher (FIN) via P9-P12 or it is re-inserted into the paper path via the duplex loop at P8. Pinch P3 will catch, stop and align the sheet before moving it down again towards P4 for the second run. Note that the actuator at P7 to force simplex or duplex printing is not shown in Figure 6.3. Observe that double sided
printing needs to be carefully planned ahead of time, to prevent hitting sheets coming from the paper input module. It is obvious that designing the control algorithm for managing this subsystem productively is challenging.

Selection of the appropriate embedded hardware and software architecture to support such a system is equally difficult and important because it has a potential high impact on both cost-price and performance. It is clear that a mixture of hard- and soft real-time task needs to be accommodated by the system, whereby the physical decomposition into subsystems need to be taken into account. A distributed architecture, consisting of several networked computers, is typically suggested as a way to achieve separation of concerns. However, the economic drive towards low-cost price suggests maximum integration instead, to reduce the number of components as much as possible. The tension between these two extremes is complicated even more when development and life-cycle requirements are taken into account. Separate computers for each task would allow for maximum decoupling of development teams which would enable concurrent development to improve the time-to-market whereas a single common platform could complicate this. Capital goods, such as printers, are usually designed as a product family, whereby different product configurations cater for different market segments but are typically based on a common design and architecture. A low-cost product would perhaps require a highly integrated platform while a high-end product would need a much more potent, and possibly distributed, architecture. Last but not least, design of these complex systems can take several years, therefore spanning several technology generations. Adoption of new embedded control solutions mid-project is no exception in order to keep competitive. A flexible way to investigate and accommodate these kind of changes is of course most helpful.

Unfortunately, support for these kinds of system-level design trade-offs is very limited in practice. Design tools are often targeted towards a single technology, architecture or discipline. In the BODERC project [47], we proposed to create abstract, high-level and multidisciplinary models of the system under construction. This model driven design approach allows for early impact analysis of proposed solutions. An experimental set-up was created that allows research on the design and analysis of the paper path sub-system. The experimental set-up was build by the Control Engineering group of the department of Electrical Engineering, Mathematics and Computer Science at the University of Twente [3]. The set-up is in fact a simplification of the Varioprint 2090 paper path, but it exhibits the same basic control challenges. We will now provide a description of the experimental set-up, as presented in Figure 6.4.

![Figure 6.4: Schematic overview of the experimental set-up from [3]](image)

The system can simulate single-sided printing and it is composed of a simple paper input module, which includes a motor-pinch subsystem with a uni-directional bearing and a paper path composed of four pinches. Each pinch on the paper path is driven by a separate electric brushless DC motor. This motor is connected to the pinch by means of a toothed rubber belt over two cogged wheels. Each motor has a built-in rotation
sensor, a so-called quadrature encoder which measures the angular position. This sensor delivers a pulse train whereby the frequency corresponds to the rotation speed of the motor axis. The sign of the signal encodes the direction of rotation, clockwise or anti-clockwise. Sheets are delivered into a passive paper tray at the end of the paper path. Four optical sensors, referred to as so-called paper detectors, are mounted in the experimental set-up to observe the leading and trailing edges of the sheets. Each pinch is assigned a specific task:

- The first and second pinch act as the paper input module. Their task is to supply single sheets with a constant speed. They correspond to the pinch P0 in Figure 6.3. A paper detector is mounted right after the second pinch to simulate SENSOR1 and we will refer to it as PD<sub>PIM</sub>.

- The third pinch acts as the alignment pinch and it corresponds to pinch P3 in Figure 6.3. Its task is to align the sheet. This process is simulated by temporarily stopping each sheet for a specified amount of time. A paper detector is mounted right after the third pinch to simulate SENSOR2 and we will refer to it as PD<sub>ALIGN</sub>.

- The fourth pinch acts as the correction pinch and it corresponds to pinch P5 in Figure 6.3. Its task is to ensure that each sheet is delivered on time and with the right speed at the fuse pinch. A paper detector is mounted right after the fourth pinch to simulate SENSOR5 and we will refer to it as PD<sub>CORR</sub>.

- The fifth pinch acts as the fuse pinch from Figure 6.3. This pinch rotates at some preset and constant speed. A paper detector is mounted right after the fifth pinch and we refer to it as PD<sub>FUSE</sub>.

![Figure 6.5: Overview of the embedded control system architecture](image)

The experimental set-up is controlled by a distributed embedded control system as shown in Figure 6.5. It consists of four nodes. Each control node consists of a processor board, a Controller Area Network (CAN) field bus interface and a field programmable gate array (FPGA) board, all using the PC104 form factor. The processor
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board contains an Intel x86 compatible processor with a built-in VGA graphics adapter, flash and DRAM memory and an Ethernet network interface. The processor board can run any operating system, in the case study presented here RTAI real-time Linux is used. TCP/IP over Ethernet is used for on-target debugging, remote file system access and software download. The development station is connected to all nodes over this interface. The CAN and FPGA interfaces are directly connected to the PC104 ISA interface of the processor board. The CAN field bus is used to communicate between the nodes when executing the embedded control application. The FPGA board is used to implement low-level input and output interfaces, for example to handle the quadrature encoder signal and to generate the pulse-width modulation (PWM) signal for each motor. Furthermore, the FPGA I/O board enables high speed and high accuracy measurements that are completely independent from the software running on the x86 CPUs. The distributed embedded control system is designed such that any potential system configuration can be created, which provides maximal flexibility when performing experiments. For example, the H-bridges and amplifiers that drive each motor can be connected to any of the nodes by changing a simple patch cable. All motors can be controlled from a single node, or each motor can be controlled from a separate node. Similarly, software can be deployed on the distributed embedded control system in any configuration. A picture of the experimental set-up is shown in Figure 6.6. The paper input tray and the pinches are on the top of the set-up. The four embedded controller nodes are visible below the paper path. The cross-development system, which is an ordinary personal computer, is not shown in the photograph.

Figure 6.6: The experimental set-up at University of Twente, photo by P.M. Visser
6.3 Modeling the experimental set-up

The experimental set-up described in the previous section has been extensively studied using formal techniques in the BODERC project. We have followed a three level development approach to address the complete system development life-cycle of this system, which is graphically represented in Figure 6.7.

- **First level.** In the first level, the emphasis is on system analysis by modeling, simulation and analysis using formal techniques. It does not necessarily require the use of the experimental set-up. A model of the dynamic behavior of the system (the plant) was built using Bond graphs. This model is presented in detail in Section 6.3.1 and was studied using 20-SIM. A model of the controller software was built using VDM++. This model is presented in detail in Section 6.3.3 and it was studied using VDMTOOLS. The semantic extensions presented in Chapter 4 are used to investigate the interaction between these models to support the multi-disciplinary design dialogue in this phase.

- **Second level.** In the second level, the emphasis is on elaborating the software model of the control application. It does not necessarily require the use of the experimental set-up. The level of detail in the VDM++ model is incrementally increased until source code can be constructed from it straightforwardly. We use automatic code generation, directly from the VDM++ models. The generated code is compiled using a standard C++ compiler running on the simulator host, in our case a normal personal computer running on the Windows platform. The resulting dynamic link library (DLL) can be used for so-called software-in-the-loop simulations against the unmodified model of the plant in 20-sim.

- **Third level.** In the third level, the unmodified C++ code generated from the VDM++ models developed in the second level is compiled for the target platform. The resulting application can be uploaded to the embedded controllers of the experimental set-up for testing. Measurements are taken during the execution of the experiment.

---

Figure 6.7: The overall development strategy - a three level approach
The philosophy behind this approach is to obtain a design trajectory which enables continuous validation of the system under development for both controller and plant. In the first level, light-weight system models are developed that enable the investigation of multi-disciplinary design trade-offs due to the co-simulation capability. In addition, the VDM++ models developed here can be studied using domain specific analysis tools, e.g. to verify internal consistency of the model using static analysis, testing or even proof. Similarly, the Bond graph models can be scrutinized with the usual control engineering specific analysis approaches for example to investigate control law stability and convergence. System identification techniques can be used to ensure that the dynamic system model is an accurate representation of the physical plant. Of course, this last activity can only take place if the system (or part of the system) is available to perform measurements upon.

In the second level, the software engineer will elaborate the high-level VDM++ models into an implementable software architecture which is also specified in VDM++. Design decisions are made that may affect the behavior of the system as a whole. Major architectural decisions such as deployment of the application on a distributed hardware architecture and the type of scheduling used on and the available performance of each computation and communication element are decided upon. The designer has the ability to assess the impact of these design choices by comparing the simulation results from the second level to those of the first level. This may give rise to partial redesigns if significant differences are reported. This process is iteratively repeated until eventually the source code level is reached. Domain specific analysis techniques can be used after each iteration to verify these refinement steps, e.g. by testing. But in addition, it is also possible to continuously validate the behavior of the system as a whole due to the software-in-the-loop capability.

In the third level, the controller application software is moved from the simulation host to the embedded target. This implies at least recompilation at the source code level and integration of the application with the real-time operating system running on each processor. This step can be verified by comparing the measurements from the experiment performed on the embedded target to the simulations from the first two levels. Any discrepancy which exceeds predefined design margins must either be related to a problem in the target compiler, the operating system and device drivers or it is an incorrect assumption in either of the controller or plant models.

In the next two subsections we will present the model of the printer paper path. The aim is to give the reader some insight into the scope and level of detail that was achieved. We do not show how these models were obtained through refinement, we merely present the end result of that iterative design and analysis activity at the end of the second level. However, we will explain the major decisions that were taken during the elaboration process.

### 6.3.1 Modeling the plant

A dynamic system model of the experimental set-up was developed by Ambrosius and Visser and is presented in detail in [3]. They developed a model for both plant and controller using Bond graphs. In this work, we will only reuse the plant sub-model and we will replace the controller model by a model written in VDM++ in Section 6.3.3. The important elements from the plant model are summarized here for convenience. As suggested in Chapter [5] a very important decision that drives the modeling work is the choice of the appropriate I/O interface between the plant and controller. Ambrosius and Visser have put this interface at the level of the interconnect matrix shown in Figure 6.5.
and is presented in more detail in Figure 6.8. The primary reason for the choice of this particular interface is the high likelihood that this interface remains stable during the entire life cycle of the system, since it is commonly used in these kinds of applications. It is composed of the following items:

- The output of the discrete controller model is a real value in the interval $(-1, 1)$ per motor which represents the so-called duty cycle of the pulse-width modulation (PWM) signal that drives the power amplifier. Assume a square wave signal with a fixed frequency. The duty cycle is then defined as the ratio between the pulse duration and the period. The sign determines the direction of rotation (clock-wise or anti clock-wise).

- The input of the discrete controller is a signed integer value per motor which represents the rotational direction and the number of counted pulses of the rotary encoder that is connected to each motor axis.

- The paper detectors (input to the discrete controller) are modeled as Integer values whereby 0 represents the absence of paper and 1 the presence of paper at the sensor position.

Figure 6.8: Overview of the controller - plant I/O interface

The top-level bond graph model of the plant is shown in Figure 6.9. At the bottom of the figure, we see the interface towards the controller. There is a pair of PWM and encoder signals connected to each motor-belt-pinch icon. These icons represent lower level bond graph models, or sub-models, which we will present later in more detail. The plant model has four motor-belt-pinch sub-models while our experimental set-up has five. The first motor in the set-up is only used to inject new sheets into the paper path. Since its operation is only of minor importance to the total system behavior it is only abstractly represented in the plant model by means of the FeedSheet signal. The behavior of the individual sheets is represented by the photographic icon. This sub-model maintains the state of each sheet in the paper path, such as for example its current speed and position. The state of the PaperDetectors signal is automatically derived from this information. If the position of a paper detector is in between the leading and trailing edge of at least one sheet then it will yield 1 else 0. Similarly, the sheet is in control of a pinch if the position of the pinch is in between the leading and trailing edge of the current sheet position. The animation icon is used as a monitor which allows us to visualize the simulation graphically.

The pinches drive the sheets and this transfer of energy is influenced by friction. In kinematic models the friction is assumed to be zero but this is usually not very realistic. The friction force which is imposed on each sheet is a function of the mass of the sheet and the speed difference between the sheet and pinch. Of course, the friction force is

\[ \text{friction force} = \mu \cdot \text{normal force} \]

where $\mu$ is the coefficient of friction. The normal force is the force perpendicular to the surface of the sheet and pinch.

\[ \text{normal force} = \text{mass} \cdot \text{gravity} \]

Therefore, the friction force is

\[ \text{friction force} = \mu \cdot \text{mass} \cdot \text{gravity} \cdot \text{speed difference} \]

The normal force is always present since it is the force provided by the pinch to keep the sheet flat and aligned with the pinch. The coefficient of friction depends on the materials used and can vary significantly. A higher coefficient of friction will result in a greater friction force, which will slow down the sheet more.

Figure 6.9: Top-level bond graph model of the plant

\[ \text{controller} \quad \text{electronics} \quad \text{motor, belt, pinch, paper} \]

1See [http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rotary_encoder]
imposed if and only if the sheet is in control of a pinch. What happens if a sheet is in control of two pinches? In our model we assume that the pinch near the leading edge of the sheet dominates the pinch near the trailing edge. The assumption is that the force imposed by the leading edge pinch will cause the sheet to slip in the trailing edge pinch. This abstraction can be used if and only if the speed of the leading edge pinch is equal to or slightly higher than the speed of the trailing edge pinch. This condition can be checked at simulation time. Of course, only a very trivial friction model is used here, but it can simply be replaced by more complex hybrid friction models if the need arises, without affecting the plant model architecture demonstrated here.

The Bond graph sub-model for the motor, belt and pinch is presented in Figure 6.10. This iconized diagram demonstrates at a very high level of abstraction how the control signal relates to the movement of the sheet. For example, observe that the behavior of the power electronics, the so-called H-bridge, has been modeled as a simple multiplication (or gain) factor. In other words: the amount of power provided to the motor is linear proportional to the duty cycle of the pulse-width modulated input signal obtained from the controller. The motor converts this electrical energy into torque. The torque causes the belt to rotate and the belt in turn drives the pinch, whereby the “Belt and Gear” sub-model simply multiplies the rotational speed of the motor with the gear ratio. And finally, the pinch transfers its energy towards the sheet of paper as described previously. The angular velocity is measured at the motor axis and this value is mul-
multiplied by $2\pi$ to obtain the number of rotations per second. We will see later how this value is converted into encoder values in the detailed I/O interface model.

![Figure 6.10: Bond graph of the motor, belt and pinch subsystem](image)

The “DC motor” icon in Figure 6.10 is itself a Bond graph sub-model as shown in Figure 6.11 which again demonstrates the explicit hierarchy in the model. The inductance $L$, internal resistance $R$, motor torque constant, rotor inertia and Coulomb friction parameters required by this sub-model can usually be found in the supplier data sheet. In our case we use the Maxon RE25 motor.

![Figure 6.11: Bond graph of the DC motor from Figure 6.10](image)

Finally, we revisit the I/O interface model. The I/O model acts as a mediator between the discrete time controller model and the continuous time plant model, as shown earlier in Figure 6.8. In other words, discrete values need to be converted into continuous signals and vice versa and we have to ensure that this conversion process does not affect the overall analysis at the system level. A detailed overview of the I/O model is shown in Figure 6.12. The top row demonstrates from left to right how the discrete PWM values are converted into their continuous counterpart, in this case an analog voltage between $(-1, 1)$ Volt. This value is delayed by one integration time step in order to keep the real-time properties of the model consistent, as described in Chapter 5 and Figure 5.8. The middle row shows, from right to left, how the rotation of the motor axis is translated into a discrete encoder value. First, the motor speed is integrated into its position. This value is multiplied by $n/2\pi$, whereby $n$ is the number of encoder steps that can be measured per revolution. This value is rounded to the nearest integer and finally sampled. At the bottom similar steps are taken to discretize the paper detector sensor into an Integer value.

2The data sheet can be found at [http://www.maxonmotor.com](http://www.maxonmotor.com)
6.3.2 Validating the plant model

The core of the plant model is now available, but how do we know if it is fit for purpose and whether or not it accurately describes the system? The usual approach is to validate parts of the model by system identification: tuning the model by performing measurements on (parts of) the system. Consider the Bond graph sub-model for a pinch as shown in Figure 6.13. The model demonstrates how rotation is transformed into translation of the sheet and which disturbances play a role in this process. The major contributors are the inertia and friction properties of the pinch. These values can be estimated, measured or calculated. The impact of the friction parameters was known to be low from previous experience. Their order of magnitude was estimated and this was checked by simple measurements using open-loop control. The inertia of the metal axis is by far the most dominant part of the pinch, therefore its value was calculated based on its mass and radius.

An interesting observation was made when a single motor-belt-pinch sub-system was put on the test bench. A low frequency sinusoid oscillation was detected during speed measurements, when the motor was controlled in open loop with a preset and constant duty cycle. The frequency of this disturbance was linear related to the angular velocity of the motor and the length of the rubber belt. The cause of this phenomenon was that the belt is not homogeneous in width and thickness, a common problem occurring with off-the-shelf components which was demonstrated by the fact that other rubber belts appeared to have exactly the same problem. Ambrosius and Visser decided to update the plant model to address this issue. A squared sine wave with a small amplitude (as measured on the test bench) was added to the motor angular velocity. A low-pass filter was added to ensure that this disturbance is only related to the mean velocity and has no effect at higher speeds, as was demonstrated in the measurements. This also required a change at the higher level Bond graph model since the angular velocity is now needed as an input to the disturbance model. An overview of these improvements is presented in Figure 6.14.
Also the behavior of the paper detectors was checked. Light sensitive optical sensors are used to detect the edges of each sheet. However, the light receptacle of the sensors used have a rather wide opening angle which becomes a problem when the sensor cannot be mounted physically close to the sheet. At low speeds, it may actually take a few samples before the sensor is completely covered which would make sheet detection very inaccurate. This problem could be solved in the plant model, for example by adding an hysteresis filter. But instead, Ambrosius and Visser decided to modify the sensor receptacle such that only a narrow beam of light can be detected. The interested reader is referred to [3] for more details on the design of the plant model.

6.3.3 Modeling the controller

An overview of the paper path and the experimental set-up has been presented in Section 6.2. We have fully abstracted away from the image processing part of the Océ Varioprint 2090 in the experimental set-up. We assume that images are delivered at a user defined constant rate, which is simulated in the experimental set-up by the constant angular velocity of the fuse pinch. This velocity \( \omega \) is determined by the required system throughput performance as described in the following equations:

\[
V_{\text{fuse}} = \frac{\text{pagesize} + \text{isd}}{60} \cdot \frac{\text{tp}}{\text{mm} / \text{sec}} \quad (6.1)
\]

\[
\omega = \frac{V_{\text{fuse}}}{2\pi} \cdot r_{\text{pinch}} \quad (\text{rad} / \text{sec}) \quad (6.2)
\]

whereby \text{pagesize} represents the size of a sheet (in mm), \text{isd} represents the inter-sheet distance (in mm), \text{tp} represents the throughput (in pages per minute) and finally \( r_{\text{pinch}} \) represents the radius of the fuse pinch (in mm). The inter-sheet distance is defined as the distance between the trailing and leading edge of two consecutive sheets. The primary task of the paper path sub-system is to deliver each sheet on time and at the right speed at the fuse pinch. This requirement has two implications:

1. With respect to "on time". The inter-sheet distance shall be maintained in order to meet the required system performance and to ensure the correct alignment of the image on the sheet. A maximum deviation of 0.5 mm is allowed exactly at the fuse pinch but the inter-sheet distance may vary elsewhere as long as two consecutive sheets do not collide or overlap.

2. With respect to "right speed". The leading edge of each sheet shall have the nominal speed \( V_{\text{fuse}} \) just before it is in control of the fuse pinch. Printing quality will deteriorate if the speed is too low, because pulling the sheet from the penultimate pinch may cause slip in the fuse pinch. Alternatively, the sheet may
blouse causing folds in the sheet or even paper jams can occur if the sheet is delivered too fast. A maximum deviation of $V_{fuse}$ of 2% is allowed.

Now the main control goal has been identified, we can look at the secondary tasks to perform by the control application. Considering the pinches in the experimental set-up, we have the following additional requirements:

1. The first pinch is part of the paper input module and it is used to retrieve sheets from the tray. The challenge is to ensure that single sheets are separated. The solution is to control this motor belt pinch sub-system in open loop. Basically the motor is told to accelerate as fast as possible for a very short period of time and then immediately decelerate. The friction force between the pinch and the top sheet is larger than the friction force between the top two sheets, which will cause clear separation of a single sheet.

2. The purpose of the second pinch is to get the sheet under control by moving it down the paper path at the nominal speed $V_{fuse}$.

3. The purpose of the third pinch is to decelerate, stop and accelerate the sheet. This will simulate the alignment process of the sheet in the Océ Varioprint 2090. The length of the stop period is user defined.

4. The purpose of the fourth pinch is to ensure that the sheet is delivered with the correct inter-sheet distance and speed to the fuse pinch. It will have to compensate for the time lost during alignment of the sheet at the previous pinch.

5. The fifth pinch simulates the fuse pinch. But since it is also the last pinch in the experimental set-up, it also acts as the finisher pinch. As soon as the pinch is in control of a sheet and the leading edge has been detected by the fuse pinch paper detector, it will briefly accelerate to ensure proper delivery to the finisher. The fuse pinch needs to return to $V_{fuse}$ and stabilize before the scheduled arrival of the next sheet.

The control application will have to satisfy all these sub-goals simultaneously. The behavior of a sheet, in terms of its speed through the paper path, is graphically presented in Figure 6.15. The numbers 2 to 5 correspond to the pinch that is in control of the sheet at a given point in time. The grey areas indicate where the paper is in control of two pinches simultaneously. The control application will need to ensure that the angular velocity of the pinch with the higher number is equal or marginally greater than the pinch with the lower number in order to prevent hybrid control phenomena as described in Section 6.3.1.

We will take a step-by-step look at the lifetime of a sheet during its travel through the pinches in order to get a feeling for the control complexity involved. The events mentioned are also shown in Figure 6.15.

1. A new print job arrives and the image processing starts. Meanwhile pinches 2 to 5 are booted up until they run at $V_{fuse}$ and then the first sheet is requested from the paper input tray. The sheet is separated by pinch 1 and it is inserted into the paper path. It will hit pinch 2 with some force and at the wrong speed since we use a rather brute force separation method.

2. Pinch 2 accepts the first sheet and will try to stabilize its speed to $V_{fuse}$. The timing tolerance caused by the brute force separation is known when the leading edge of the sheet is detected by $PD_{pim}$, as shown by the |-arrow.
3. The sheet continues to move downstream and gets into joint control of pinches 2 and 3 (the first grey area in the figure). The control application knows that the sheet has left the control of pinch 2 when the trailing edge of the sheet is detected by PD\textsubscript{pin}, as shown by the ↓-arrow. The alignment phase of the sheet can now start because pinch 3 is in full control. The deceleration needs to be quick enough to ensure that the leading edge of the sheet does not reach pinch 4.

4. The sheet is accelerated to $V_{\text{fuse}}$ after the user-defined alignment time $\delta t_{\text{stop}}$ has expired. The acceleration must be performed quickly to ensure that the nominal speed has been reached before the leading edge of the sheet hits pinch 4.

5. The sheet continues to move downstream and gets into joint control of pinches 3 and 4 (the second grey area in the figure). The control application knows that the sheet has left control of pinch 3 when the trailing edge of the sheet is detected by PD\textsubscript{align}, as shown by the ↓-arrow. The correction phase of the sheet can now start because pinch 4 is in full control. The sheet is accelerated to compensate for the time lost in the alignment phase and the tolerances caused by the brute force sheet separation. The sheet needs to be decelerated and stabilized to $V_{\text{fuse}}$ before the leading edge arrives at pinch 5 (the fuse pinch) with the correct inter-sheet distance.

6. The sheet continues to move downstream and gets into joint control of pinches 4 and 5 (the third grey area in the figure) and the image is printed on the sheet. The alignment accuracy is verified by checking the arrival time of the leading edge of each sheet at PD\textsubscript{fuse}, indicated by the ↑-arrow in the figure. The control application knows that the fuse pinch is in full control of the sheet when the trailing edge of the paper is detected by PD\textsubscript{align}. The sheet is finally accelerated to ensure proper delivery to the finisher.

7. The sheet is in full control of the finisher when the trailing edge of the sheet is detected by PD\textsubscript{fuse}. The speed of the fuse pinch is quickly brought back and stabilized to $V_{\text{fuse}}$ in time for the arrival of the next sheet.

The informal description of the requirements for the control application listed above gives us some inspiration for the control application architecture that is required to address these challenges. From the engineering point of view, it is usually a good idea to apply the “separation of concerns” principle, for example to divide the time
critical parts from the less time critical parts of the application. For example, the timing requirements for pinches 2 to 5 are very tight. Therefore, the motor-belt-pinch subsystems will get a real-time controller. In fact, we will provide each motor-belt-pinch subsystem its own controller in our architecture because the requirements differ and they may be deployed on different hardware in the final implementation. In contrast, the timing requirements for the high-level sheet flow control, as presented in the sheet life-cycle are far less demanding and a single application may suffice for this purpose. The linking pin between this high-level supervisory control layer and the real-time controllers is a set of so-called sequence controllers, one per real-time controller. These sequence controllers generate so-called set point profiles ahead of time, based on the planning information received from the supervisor. An informal overview of this well-known three tier control application architecture is shown in Figure 6.16.

![Figure 6.16: An informal overview of the three tier control application architecture](image)

An overview of VDM++ models for the controller application architecture is presented in a bottom-up fashion. We start at the plant model interface and the real-time loop controller and work our way up towards the supervisory control. Each motor-belt-pinch sub-system has an interface consisting of a pulse width modulation input (PWM) and encoder output (ENC). This interface is well suited for feedback control. A standard PID control strategy\(^3\) will be used for pinches 2 to 5. The real-time controller will periodically sample the encoder value. This value is a measure for the distance covered and it is compared to the so-called set point, which represents the intended value. The difference between the two is called the error and with the PID algorithm we calculate a new PWM value to compensate for this measured error. The four PID loop controllers will operate at 1 kHz in our controller models. Open loop control is used for pinch 1. Basically, the set point is forced upon the motor-belt-pinch system by writing the correct PWM value but the encoder value is ignored. For convenience, the loop controller for pinch 1 will also run at 1 kHz.

**The loop controller**

Consider the VDM++ model for the loop controller shown below. The constructor of the active class *LoopController* takes two arguments. The first argument, *pip*, determines whether the calculated output value is send to the plant model at the start of the next iteration or immediately. The second argument, *pfb*, is used to distinguish the control strategy: closed loop or open loop.

```plaintext
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>class LoopController</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>instance variables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- time-triggered (true) or immediate output (false)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>private hold : bool ::= true;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```
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It is possible to describe a system at several levels of abstraction in VDM++. Implicit operation definitions will be used in this section for the sake of brevity. Some of these operations are loosely specified on purpose, for example post conditions may look trivial. The reader needs to know about their existence but the actual detailed specification is not relevant to understand the structure of the model. Two operations are defined to access the plant model. The operation getEnc will read the current encoder value and setPwm will write the current pulse width modulation value. The auxiliary operation limit is used to truncate the calculated PWM value.

The instance variable output is used to temporarily store the calculated pulse width modulation value. The operation CtrlLoop implements the real-time control strategy and is periodically executed. The operation calcPID executes the PID algorithm.

The operation getSetpoint used inside CtrlLoop retrieves the set point from the passive SetpointProfile object for the current local time ltime. The set point profile can be
updated by the sequence controller by calling the asynchronous `addProfileElement` operation. The operations `getSetpoint` and `addProfileElement` are declared mutual exclusive to prevent data corruption by simultaneous access to the `profile` instance variable.

```plaintext
instance variables
  private profile : SetpointProfile := new SetpointProfile()
operations
  private getSetpoint: () ==> real
  getSetpoint () == profile.getSetpoint(ltime);
  async public addProfileElement: real * real * real ==> ()
  addProfileElement (px, py, pdt) ==
    profile.addProfileElement(px, py, pdt)
  sync
    -- access to the profile is mutual exclusive
    mutex (addProfileElement, getSetpoint);
    mutex (addProfileElement)
end LoopController
```

The set point profile

The passive class `SetpointProfile` is used as a container to collect all knowledge on manipulating so-called set point profiles. A set point profile is an ordered collection (a sequence) of left-closed, right-opened, line elements which together define the evolution of the set point over time. Each line element, or `ProfileElement`, is defined by three real numbers. The first number defines the domain: the starting time `t` at which this element is valid. The second and third number define the range: the current value at time `t` and the direction coefficient that is valid from this point in time onwards respectively. Set point profiles are defined from some point in time to infinity, since the last element in the profile is right-opened. The invariant of the `profile` instance variables ensures that the domain is strictly monotonically increasing but it does allow discontinuities in the range. The operation `addElement` can be used to extend the current set point profile.

```plaintext
class SetpointProfile
  types
    private ProfileElement = seq of real
    inv pe == len pe = 3
instance variables
  profile : seq of ProfileElement := [];
  inv forall i, j in set inds profile &
    i < j ==> profile(i)(1) < profile(j)(1)
operations
  public addElement: real * real * real ==> ()
  addElement (t,v,a) ==
    profile := profile ++ [[t,v,a]]
    pre len profile > 0 ==> profile(len profile)(1) < t
  public getSetpoint: real ==> real
end SetpointProfile
```

The operation `getSetpoint` is used to compute the actual set point at some specific point in time based on the abstract continuous time description maintained in the `profile` instance variable.
getSetpoint (t) =
if len profile =0
then return 0
else (dcl prev_pe : ProfileElement := hd profile;
for curr_pe in tl profile do
if curr_pe(1) > t
then return calcSetpoint(t, prev_pe)
else prev_pe := curr_pe;
return calcSetpoint(t, prev_pe);)
p \

pre t >= 0 and len profile > 0 => t > profile(1)(1)

functions
private calcSetpoint: real * ProfileElement -> real
calcSetpoint(t, [px, py, pdydx]) = py + pdydx * (t - px)
pre t >= px
end SetpointProfile

The sequence controller

The active class SequenceController contains the knowledge to translate high-level paper path planning commands into set point profiles that are used by the loop controllers. Each sequence controller is associated with exactly one loop controller looppctrl.

class SequenceController

instance variables
public loopctrl : [LoopController] := nil

The operation initNominal is used to power-up the pinches until they reach the nominal paper path speed vn. The motors are not started at full throttle immediately, but they are ramped up gradually. The user can influence the power-up time by setting the acceleration parameter an.

operations
async public initNominal: real * real == ()
initNominal (vn, an) ==
{ -- ramp up the motor to the nominal paper speed
looppctrl.addProfileElement(0, 0, an);
-- and maintain a constant speed indefinitely
looppctrl.addProfileElement(vn / an, an, vn, 0) }
pre vn > 0 and an > 0 and looppctrl <> nil;

async public initPeak: real == ()
initPeak (tpeak) ==
-- give the sheet a good kick for 60 msec
{ looppctrl.addProfileElement(tpeak, -40, 0);
looppctrl.addProfileElement(tpeak+0.060, 0, 0) }
pre looppctrl <> nil

The operation setStopProfile is used to bring the sheet in the paper path to a complete stand still for dstop seconds. The procedure will start at t1 with speed v1 mm/sec and the sheet will accelerate and decelerate with acc mm/sec2.

operations
async public setStopProfile: real * real * real * real == ()
setStopProfile (t1, v1, acc, dstop) ==
def dt = v1 / acc in
{ looppctrl.addProfileElement(t1, v1, -acc);
looppctrl.addProfileElement(t1+dt, 0, 0);
looppctrl.addProfileElement(t1+dt+dstop, 0, acc),
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The supervisory controller

The active class Supervisor represents the supervisory control in our architecture. It has five instance variables of type SequenceController. The links to these objects are created at model instantiation time. Each sequence controller takes care of one motor-belt-pinch subsystem. The mapping shts keeps track of the time when each sheet is requested. We will use this information to check whether or not our control goal has been achieved. The operation startPrintJob is invoked to start the printing process. The operation init is used to ramp up all the pinches to the nominal speed.

```plaintext
loopctrl.addProfileElement(t1+dt+dstop+dt, v1,0) )
        pre acc <> 0 and loopctrl <> nil
end SequenceController
```

The core functionality of the supervisory control application is captured in the operations that respond to the paper detectors. For example, the operation pimDownEvent will be called whenever a trailing edge of a sheet has been detected by paper detector PDpim. This event signals the start of the alignment process which will bring the sheet to a complete stand still, in our case for 100 msec.

```plaintext
class Supervisor

instance variables
public ejectSeqCtrl : [SequenceController] := nil;
public pimSeqCtrl : [SequenceController] := nil;
public alignSeqCtrl : [SequenceController] := nil;
public corrSeqCtrl : [SequenceController] := nil;
public fuseSeqCtrl : [SequenceController] := nil;
-- keep track of the time the sheet was requested
private shts : map nat to real := {};

operations
async public startPrintJob : real * real * real ==> ()
startPrintJob (ppm, pagesize, isd) =
    def v_nom = (pagesize + isd)*60 / ppm in
    -- start-up the paper path
    init (v_nom, v_nom * 10);
    -- simulate printing ten sheets after 1 second
    def now = time + 1.0 in
    for idx = 0 to 9 do
        def tstart = now + idx * ppm / 60 in
        -- tell the sequence controller
        ejectSeqCtrl.initPeak(tstart);
        -- remember when it is requested
        shts := shts union {idx+1 |-> tstart} )
        pre ejectSeqCtrl <> nil and ppm >0
            and pagesize >0 and isd >0;

public init : real * real ==> ()
init (v_nom, a_nom) =
    ( pimSeqCtrl.initNominal(v_nom, a_nom);
        alignSeqCtrl.initNominal(v_nom, a_nom);
        corrSeqCtrl.initNominal(v_nom, a_nom);
        fuseSeqCtrl.initNominal(v_nom, a_nom) )
    pre pimSeqCtrl <> nil and alignSeqCtrl <> nil and
corrSeqCtrl <> nil and fuseSeqCtrl <> nil

-- operation to initiate the alignment procedure
async public pimDownEvent: () ==> ()
```
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The operation `fuseUpEvent` is called whenever the leading edge of a sheet has been detected by PD_{fuse}. The arrival time of this event is registered in the `fues` mapping. The operation `corrDownEvent` is called whenever the trailing edge of a sheet has been detected by PD_{corr}. The arrival time of this event is registered in the `cdes` mapping.

The information collected in the mappings `shts`, `fues` and `cdes` can be used to check whether or not the control goals were in fact achieved. We can define predicates to check these measured values since we know the position of the pinches and the paper detectors a priori. With respect to the “on time” requirement, we can check whether the measured arrival time at the fuse pinch, maintained in `fues`, corresponds to the expected arrival time of the sheet.

Another approach has to be taken with respect to the “right speed” requirement because there is no sensor to measure the speed of the sheet at the fuse pinch. In stead we take the difference between the leading edge of the sheet reaching PD_{fuse} and the trailing edge of the sheet reaching PD_{corr}. These events will always take place in this order because the width of a sheet is wider than the distance between the two sensors. From this information we can approximate the speed of the sheet at the fuse pinch. The operation `evalPrintJob` verifies both control goals and will return `true` if all sheets were printed within the design margins set.
def v_nom = (pagesize + isd) * 60 / ppm
-- calculate the time to reach PD fuse at this speed
def t_fuse = sensors(4) * v_nom
-- iterate over the results
for idx = 1 to 10 do
   -- calculate the speed of the sheet
   def ddiff = pagesize + sensors(3) - sensors(4) in
   def tdiff = cdes(idx) - fues(idx) in
   def vsheet = ddiff / tdiff in
   -- calculate the expected arrival time for this sheet
   def t_exp = shts(idx) + t_fuse in
   -- calculate the time difference
   def dt = abs(t_exp - fues(idx)) in
   -- calculate the delivery distance
   def dx = dt * vsheet in
   -- check the control goal for this sheet
   if ( dx > 0.25 ) or
      ( vsheet < 0.99 * v_nom ) or ( vsheet > 1.01 * v_nom )
   then return false;
-- all sheets pass with flying colors
return true;
pre card dom
shts = 10
and card dom
fues = 10
and card dom cdes = 10
and sensors(4) - sensors(3) < pagesize and
forall i in set {1,...,10} & cdes(i) > fues(i)
sync
-- block evalPrintJob until all ten pages have been processed
per evalPrintJob =>
card dom fues > 9
and card dom cdes > 9
end Supervisor

The paper path control system class

The final step in constructing the controller model is to describe the embedded system architecture on which the application is deployed. For simplicity we will consider the situation where all software is deployed on a single CPU. The so-called system class PaperPathController is constructed for that particular purpose. Five loop controller and sequence controller instances are created as individual instance variables, as shown below.

```system PaperPathController
instance variables
-- create the first tier: five loop controllers
lp1 : LoopController := new LoopController(true,false);
lp2 : LoopController := new LoopController(true,true);
lp3 : LoopController := new LoopController(true,true);
lp4 : LoopController := new LoopController(true,true);
lp5 : LoopController := new LoopController(true,true);

-- create the second tier: five sequence controllers
sc1 : SequenceController := new SequenceController();
sc2 : SequenceController := new SequenceController();
sc3 : SequenceController := new SequenceController();
sc4 : SequenceController := new SequenceController();
sc5 : SequenceController := new SequenceController();

-- create the third tier: the supervisory controller
supervisor : Supervisor := new Supervisor();
```

The use of separate instance variables provides the possibility to deploy specific objects on specific computation resources. Note that in the design of the loop and sequence controllers we have already taken the issue of deployment into account by declaring most of the operations that play a role at run-time to be asynchronous. Furthermore, information flows from the supervisor tier down to the loop controllers but
not vice versa. Asynchronous operation calls, as presented in chapter 3, do not block
the thread of control of the caller. The asynchronous call will be handled as a separate	hread of control. The operation call will cause traffic on a communication resource
if the two objects are deployed on different computation resources. The non-blocking
property of asynchronous operations is essential for the design of embedded real-time
systems since these systems always need to be able to respond to their environment.
Here we assume the availability of a single 20 MIPS processor that uses fixed priority
scheduling. All the created objects are explicitly deployed onto this resource and
the relationships between these objects is established in the constructor of the system
class. The periodic threads inside the loop controllers will start immediately after the
constructor of the PaperPathController has finished. A print job can be started by call-
ing the run operation. Note that this operation will wait automatically until the print
job is finished because of the synchronization predicate which has been defined on the
evalPrintJob operation inside the Supervisor class.

An abstract overview of the control application architecture and its specification in
VDM++ was presented in this section. The structure of the detailed model is identical
to the abstract models presented in this section, as can be seen from the UML class
diagram in Figure 6.17.

6.3.4 Validating the controller model

The main reason for choosing the PID control strategy is because it is well-known for
its excellent performance versus computation ratio. It is a relatively simple feedback
control algorithm that requires a low number of computations. However, the param-
ters of the PID algorithm need to be tuned in order to obtain stability and convergence
of the control loop. The Ziegler-Nichols method [106] was used to obtain the appro-
priate values of these parameters. Some experiments were performed by automatically
synthesizing the trivial PID controller shown in Figure 6.18 towards the target on the experimental set-up using 20-SIM and observing its behavior.

Figure 6.18: 20-SIM models used in Ziegler-Nichols tuning experiments

Surprisingly, the experiments performed by Otto and Ambrosius [3] clearly showed that controlling the velocity of the pinches using PID control was not feasible. However, this was not due to the control strategy itself but due to the physical properties of the system. Consider a required paper path throughput of 50 pages per minute using A4 paper printed side-ways, an inter sheet distance of 50 mm and a pinch radius of 13.9 mm. This would result in a nominal sheet velocity of approximately 217 mm/sec and an angular pinch speed of 2.48 rad/sec. This corresponds to an angular speed of the motor of 5.1 rad/sec, due to the cogged wheels and belt with a 18:37 motor to pinch drive ratio. The encoder on the motor shaft delivers 2000 pulses per revolution or 318 pulses/rad. A sheet moving at the constant nominal speed would therefore cause 1623 encoder pulses per second. Note that the encoder measures distance rather than speed so the derivative of this signal is required for control, as shown at the top of Figure 6.18. However, the encoder value only changes by one or two encoder pulses per PID control loop iteration at 1 kHz. It is obvious that the dynamic range of this derived value is insufficient for our control purpose since it is discrete and scales linearly with the paper speed. Lowering the control loop frequency would increase the dynamic range of this value but it would influence the overall performance negatively, such as the ability to prevent over- and undershoot.

Instead, the suggestion was made to move from velocity to position based control. In that case, the encoder value can be used directly as the input to the controller, as shown at the bottom of Figure 6.18 since its dynamic range is now sufficient. This conceptual change was validated on the experimental set-up using the 20-SIM approach.
described above and the appropriate PID parameters were finally obtained from the Ziegler-Nichols tuning procedure. However, this approach also impacts the controller model, since it was originally based on velocity profiles describing the sheet behavior. Two solutions were suggested to address this issue. The first solution involved providing position set-point profiles. This solution was rejected because it would involve using second order line elements in the SetpointProfile class which would increase its complexity substantially. The second solution proposed to calculate the position by integrating the velocity based set point profiles on the fly. This solution was accepted because the iteration required to calculate the integral value of the velocity set point is already naturally available: the control loop itself. The changes required to implement this solution were easy to identify and they did not affect the architecture of the controller application. The improved calcPID procedure is shown below.

```plaintext
class LoopController

values
  -- the PID parameters (Ziegler/Nichols tuning)
  K : real = 4.0;
  tauD : real = 2.68e-3;
  tauI : real = 1.073e-2;
  ts : real = 0.001;
  N : real = 10

instance variables
  -- placeholders for the intermediate PID results
  curr_pos : real := 0.0;
  prev_setp : real := 0.0;
  prev_err : real := 0.0;
  uP : real := 0.0;
  uI : real := 0.0;
  uD : real := 0.0

operations
private calcPID: real --> real
  calcPID (enc) =
    dcl curr_setp : real := getSetpoint(ctime),
    curr_err : real := 0;
    -- calculate the current position by numeric integration
    curr_pos := curr_pos + (prev_setp + curr_setp) / 2 * ts;
    -- calculate the error
    curr_err := curr_pos - 5e-4 * enc;
    -- calculate the proportional part
    uP := K * curr_err;
    -- calculate the integral part
    uI := uI + K * ts * curr_err / tauI;
    -- calculate the differential part
    uD := tauD / (ts + tauD / N) * uD / N / K * (curr_err - prev_err);
    -- update the state
    prev_setp := curr_setp;
    prev_err := curr_err;
    -- return the PID result
    return uP + uI + uD

end LoopController
```

The verification and validation activity exposed several design issues in the controller application specified in VDM++. Some of them were clear modeling errors that were easy to expose with the help of the powerful static analysis capabilities of VDMTOOLS. In particular the built-in integrity checker pin-pointed at potential weaknesses in the specification. Typically these issues are related to implicit assumptions on the run-time behavior of the model. The tool forces the engineer to make these hidden assumptions explicit for example by specifying invariants or pre- and post conditions, even before an attempt was made to execute the model. These assumptions are not
necessarily errors because they may all be satisfied in practice, but this is only very rarely the case. The complexity of the application is usually large so it is virtually impossible for the engineer to take all of the possible behaviors into account when writing the model. Furthermore, these explicit assumptions capture design knowledge which is particularly useful when the model needs to be maintained over a longer period of time, is to be reused or when the model is likely to change.

Perhaps somewhat surprisingly, most of the non-trivial problems were found in the normal sequential parts of the model. For example, the functionality to calculate the set point profile for the correction pinch was notoriously difficult and error prone. The complexity does not arise from the mathematics involved but from the many additional restrictions that need to be taken into account simultaneously while performing the calculations. For example the acceleration and velocity should not exceed predefined minimum and maximum bounds. Furthermore, the acceleration and deceleration rates should be as moderate as possible since high values usually cause overshoot with significant counter control actions at the level of the loop controller, in particular when the inertia of the driven system is high. Moreover, wear and tear and power consumption usually increases with the amount of force applied.

Two approaches were used to check these complex operations at the VDM++ level. First of all, the VDMTOOLS interpreter allows the user to make an instantiation of the model and then execute parts of it, even if it is only partly complete. The algorithms can therefore be prototyped interactively whereby the user gets immediate feedback on the design decisions made. This way of working is comparable to what general purpose scientific modeling tools like Mathematica or Matlab offer. But the VDMTOOLS interpreter does not only execute the model, it also keeps track of its internal consistency by performing dynamic type checking, by enforcing state, type invariants, pre- and post conditions at run-time. The second method to ensure model consistency is to use a test framework, such as VDMUNIT as proposed in [30]. This framework is extremely well-suited for building, maintaining and operating large test suites that can be used for performance and regression testing. Usually the engineer starts by adding the simple test cases that were used in the interactive development phase. The test suite is then augmented with additional and more complex test cases to check the potential weaknesses identified by the integrity checker. VDMTOOLS maintains line-by-line test coverage information when the VDMUNIT test suite is executed. This information can be used to design specific test cases that will increase the coverage. This testing approach does not provide absolute proof that the model is correct but it has shown to be very efficient and remarkably effective in exposing problems.

6.4 Analysis of the simulation results

The aim of the modeling effort described in the previous sections is to analyze the behavior of the system as a whole. Co-simulation of the VDM++ controller model and the 20-SIM plant models is used in this thesis. These results can be investigated after the models have been carefully analyzed with respect to their consistency, as presented in the previous chapters. The results from three different phases in the system engineering life cycle are presented here. First, the results of the co-simulation will be shown in Section [6.4.1] and the results from the software-in-the-loop co-simulation are presented in Section [6.4.2]. And finally, the measurements obtained from executing the control application on the experimental set-up are presented in Section [6.4.3].
6.4.1 Co-simulation of the system model

In Section 6.3.2 it was demonstrated how the plant model can be checked in isolation and in Section 6.3.4 this was shown for the controller model. However, the ability to use co-simulation or software-in-the-loop simulation of the combined set of models enables another set of consistency checks to perform. In our experience, it exposes another class of problems that go beyond what can be statically checked automatically. This is not surprising since the obvious problems have already been addressed in the domain specific analysis phases completed previously. In the case of the paper path models, we encountered two problems that were only exposed because they were tested in combination.

The first problem was a simple mistake with potentially severe consequences. The VDM++ controller model used mm/sec as the unit of measure in the set point profiles, but the loop controller measured the distance covered in radians. Hence, the integrated set point values provided to the PID controller were incorrect, causing the wrong output values to be calculated because the error was off the chart every iteration, leading to the constant spin-up of the motor at maximum speed. The root cause of this problem was easily identified since it is very simple to monitor model parameters during simulation. It would have taken substantially more time and effort if the cause of the problem had to be investigated on the embedded target.

The second problem was slightly more complex but is also due to a misinterpretation of the informal requirements. The designers of the plant model assumed that the time earmarked for the alignment of the sheet also included the time to decelerate the paper. However, the designers of the controller model followed a strict interpretation of the requirement: the time needed to decelerate is not included in the alignment time. The designers of the plant model performed a simulation using a simplified controller model and claimed that an inter-sheet distance of 50 mm was feasible at a productivity rate of 50 pages per minute and an alignment time of 200 msec. However, when the experiment was performed on the experimental set-up it turned out that their controller model was incorrect and they circumvented the problem by increasing the inter-sheet distance to 100 mm, reduced the alignment time to 100 msec and operated the alignment motor with maximum acceleration and deceleration values.

As in real life sometimes happens, these lessons learnt were not properly documented and communicated. Therefore, the designers of the controller model based their design on the wrong data. This issue became very clear when the controller model was tested in combination with the plant model. Both the different assumption on the same requirement as well as the lack of communication on the insight gained from the plant experiments were easily identified using the visualization capabilities of 20-SIM. The plant designers developed a three dimensional model of the paper path as a plug-in to their plant model. This interface is shown in Figure 6.9. The visualization runs in parallel with the co-simulation, whereby the virtual prototype is fully synchronized with the simulation state. It also provides the ability to stop, rewind and replay the visualization such that the system behavior can be inspected in detail. Using this facility it was demonstrated convincingly that two consecutive sheets would always collide if the original parameters were used. An example of the visualization in shown in Figure 6.19.
6.4.2 Software-in-the-loop co-simulation

Detailed design of the system can start as soon as the high-level VDM++ and Bond graphs models are validated. This activity usually involves lowering the abstraction level of the model, whereby technology specific implementation choices are made such as for example the selection of an operating system and implementation language. These choices may have a significant impact on the behavior of the system. It is therefore important to check for these consequences as soon as possible. This is in particular true for the controller part of the system model since the plant will ultimately be replaced by the physical system or parts thereof. The approach taken in this thesis is to lower the abstraction level of the model in VDM++ using refinement and use automatic code generation to C++ for the final implementation of the system. This approach prevents the usual paradigm shift that occurs when models are implemented. The main advantage is that the analysis tools can be used as long as possible providing maximum support during the design elaboration. Furthermore, the co-simulation interface between the interpreters can be used to continuously validate the model elaborations.

Perhaps somewhat surprising, but the use of automatic code generation is not common practice in industry. The main reason is that the code generators themselves are not trusted and it is believed that the resulting code is difficult to read and does not perform well. In general, these issues are bogus and are not based on facts. For example, code generators are generally considered suspect but the compilers used to build the application are trusted without second thought. Why would the quality of a compiler be necessarily better than the quality of the code generator? The issue of code readability usually occurs when development tools are used for source-level debugging. Not because there are problems in the generated code but rather in the hand-written code to which it interfaces. Current state-of-the-art code generators have an excellent correspondence between model and generated source code, in some cases even with the
ability for reverse engineering. Last but not least, there is the issue of performance. It is important to distinguish two dimensions: size and speed. It is true that the amount of source-code generated from the model is usually 1 to 3 times larger than hand-written code. In addition, run-time libraries are usually required which adds to the source line count and object size. VDM++ is no exception to this rule. But as with compilers, it is only a matter of time before code generators are as efficient as hand-written code, but then without the usual coding errors of course. The issue of speed is typically overrated and exaggerated: timing critical parts of an application are a minority and embedded control applications are no exception. In the paper path case study it is only 10% of the total code size and this is not uncommon in practice. If performance really is an issue then hand-coding the timing critical parts may be an option but usually it is an indicator for bad design. In contrast, the time gained by automating this activity is significant. It does not only reduce cost and increase quality but it also improves the design cycle because changes are relatively easy to accommodate.

The approach taken in this thesis is to validate the C++ code which is generated from the elaborated VDM++ model by software-in-the-loop simulation. This requires compiling the generated source-code using a compiler that is available on the simulation platform. Visual C++ was used to produce a Windows dynamic link library. This so-called DLL is a drop-in replacement for the co-simulator interface used in the previous step but retains all the analysis capabilities in the dynamic systems modeling side, including the 3D visualization shown before. The compiled C++ code is executed inside the plant simulation loop and its behavior can be observed, as is shown in Figure 6.20.

Figure 6.20(a) clearly demonstrates that dynamic effects are taken into account as opposed to the “Happy Flow” kinematic simulations shown earlier in Chapter 5. The bottom row in this diagram indicates the set point value that is enforced on motor 1. This motor is controlled in open loop and it is used to separate sheets in the paper input module. The set point is negative because the motor is equipped with a special gearbox that reverses the direction. The top row presents the velocity of pinch 2 and it shows that the pinch has to put some effort into stabilizing the speed of the inserted sheet. The second row presents the velocity of pinch 3 which brings the sheet to a complete stand still. Note that the deceleration starts at the falling edge of the signal shown in the top row of Figure 6.20(b) which represents PD_{pim}. The velocity of pinch 4 is shown in the third row in Figure 6.20(a). Note that the acceleration is significant because the pinch needs to compensate for the alignment time. It also causes substantial amounts of overshoot after deceleration. But these oscillations have reduced to acceptable levels just before the fuse pinch is reached, as can be seen from the leading edge of the PD_{fuse} signal which is shown on the fourth row in Figure 6.20(b).

6.4.3 Measurements on the experimental set-up

The final step in the approach presented in this thesis is to run the control application code on the embedded platform, because “the proof of the pudding is in the eating”. It was suggested to run the controller on the embedded target connected to a real-time simulation of the plant in the previous chapter. However, this step was skipped in our experiment because the complexity of the case study is moderate and the experimental set-up is equipped with sufficient non-intrusive measurement and debugging facilities. In other words, we believed that the remaining risks did neither require nor justify the investment of this extra intermediate step. And in hindsight, it was the right decision to do so. The unmodified C++ code used in the software-in-the-loop simulation was com-
Figure 6.20: Software-in-the-loop simulation results

(a) pinch velocities

(b) paper detectors
piled using the GNU C++ compiler and linked with the VDMTOOLS run-time library and the RTAI Linux operating system libraries. The VDM++ run-time library provides an implementation for abstract data types such as sets, sequences and mappings. It does not contain operating system specific code. The application was loaded onto the embedded platform and executed. Measurements were taken independent from the running application and this allows an objective comparison of the results. First, an overview is provided of the simulation results and measurements. The leading edge of the motor 1 set point curve and the leading and trailing edges of all paper detectors are used as a base line for this comparison. The requirements are evaluated in Table 6.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sheet</th>
<th>co-simulation</th>
<th>software-in-the-loop</th>
<th>measurements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Δisd</td>
<td>Vfuse</td>
<td>Δisd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01</td>
<td>0.3 (P)</td>
<td>258.87 (P)</td>
<td>0.3 (P)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02</td>
<td>0.3 (P)</td>
<td>258.87 (P)</td>
<td>0.3 (P)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03</td>
<td>1.1 (P)</td>
<td>260.71 (P)</td>
<td>1.1 (P)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04</td>
<td>1.1 (P)</td>
<td>260.71 (P)</td>
<td>1.1 (P)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05</td>
<td>1.1 (P)</td>
<td>260.71 (P)</td>
<td>1.1 (P)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06</td>
<td>0.3 (P)</td>
<td>258.87 (P)</td>
<td>0.3 (P)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07</td>
<td>0.3 (P)</td>
<td>258.87 (P)</td>
<td>0.3 (P)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08</td>
<td>1.1 (P)</td>
<td>260.71 (P)</td>
<td>1.1 (P)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09</td>
<td>1.1 (P)</td>
<td>260.71 (P)</td>
<td>1.1 (P)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.1 (P)</td>
<td>260.71 (P)</td>
<td>1.1 (P)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Evaluation of the control goals and requirements (P = pass, F = fail)

Assume a required printing productivity of 50 pages per minute, printing A4 sheet side-ways (210 mm) with an inter-sheet distance of 100 mm. This requires a nominal sheet velocity of 258.33 mm/sec. Paper detector PD_{pinch} is located 537 mm down the paper path. The arrival time of the leading edge of the first sheet is therefore 2.079 seconds after the first start-of-page signal. The start-of-page signal is simulated by the falling edge of the motor 1 set point profile. The leading edge of the next nine sheets shall arrive at 2.079 + n · (210 + 100) / 258.33 seconds. The required accuracy is 0.5 mm which corresponds to a maximum Δisd of 2 msec. If the required accuracy is achieved then theisd column lists “P” for pass or “F” for fail otherwise.

The paper detector PD_{corr} is located 361 mm down the paper path. The distance between the last two paper detectors is therefore 176 mm. If the leading edge of the pinch hits PD_{pinch} then the sheet still has to travel 34 mm before the trailing edge reaches PD_{corr}. The measured fuse pinch speed can be determined by dividing this distance by the time difference between the two measured events. The required accuracy is 2% of V_{fuse} which corresponds to 5.17 mm/sec. If the required accuracy is achieved then the ΔV_{fuse} column lists “P” for pass or “F” for fail otherwise.

The results from Table 6.1 clearly demonstrate that the control goal has been met in each phase of the development trajectory. Of course, this is not proof of correctness and neither of robustness since only a small print job was used in this case study. But it does demonstrate that the development trajectory enables structured development of complex embedded control systems. Design complexity is tackled by step-by-step elaboration of models towards implementation. Design bias is introduced consciously in each step which focuses the attention of the engineer on the associated risks. These risks are addressed and reduced by continuous validation.
6.5 Discussion and conclusions

A step-wise approach for the development of real-time embedded and distributed control systems was proposed in this chapter and it was put to the test on a non-trivial case study inspired from industrial practice. Continuous time plant models and discrete event controller models where developed using Bond graphs and VDM++ respectively. It was shown how the domain specific analysis tools and techniques can be used to improve the quality of the specifications in isolation, here we used 20-SIM and VDMTOOLS. It was also demonstrated how the combined models can be inspected using the notational extensions and reconciled semantics as presented in chapters 3 and 4 respectively. The problems exposed by this enhanced analysis capability clearly contributed to the cross-discipline design dialogue which is usually lacking in the early phases of the system design. Engineers are forced to investigate the results together in order to find the root cause of the problem. This typically leads to “what-if” questions that can usually be answered by changing some model parameters and rerunning the simulation. This dialogue is usually very constructive because it is relatively easy to change the models. In contrast, the “blame game” is usually played if problems are found during system integration because the number of changes required at the code level are likely to be very significant.

Similarly, the impact of more complex multi-disciplinary design questions, such as optimal position of the sensors versus the computational load and control performance can also be addressed, although it is not explicitly demonstrated in this chapter. We showed how the step-wise development approach fits into the system engineering life cycle and how the path towards the system implementation can be kept under control. An iterative refinement approach was proposed whereby continuous validation is attempted after each step. The impact of this approach was demonstrated by comparing the simulation results of abstract and high-level models to the measurements obtained from the experimental set-up. It convincingly showed the feasibility of the proposed approach, since these results were virtually identical while meeting the overall control objectives. The upfront investment in the modeling effort and the continuous validation approach is in our opinion and industrial experience significantly less than the amount of time required to fix problems at integration time, although there is no hard evidence provided in this chapter to support this claim.
Chapter 7

Conclusions and Outlook

The area of embedded systems brings together computer science, control, electrical and mechanical engineering. Contributions from all these areas of expertise need to work, both in isolation and collectively, in order to achieve the overall system objectives. Multi-disciplinary design of embedded control systems therefore really requires to go beyond the ordinary in order to be or become successful. The usual barriers that exist between these disciplines, both in academia and industry, need to be resolved in order to build embedded systems reliably and predictively, as Henzinger and Sifakis pointed out in their key-note address at Formal Methods 2006 [53]. They suggest to create a new scientific foundation for this class of problems and perhaps this is indeed the way forward. Of course, such an endeavor is beyond the scope of a single PhD thesis and even of a large-scale collaborative research project such as BODERC.

This thesis builds upon the common scientific foundation which is already readily available: mathematics, logic and physics. The focus of this work has been on the integration of existing well-founded modeling and analysis techniques from different engineering disciplines, both in theory and practice. The ability to support cross-discipline design dialogue with appropriate tools, which are also embedded in an engineering method, will remove one of the most dominant obstacles observed in industrial system engineering to date. This has been the main motivation for the chosen research focus. The purpose of this chapter is to assess whether or not this has been achieved. A summary of the research contributions is presented in Section 7.1 and the objectives of thesis are evaluated in Section 7.2 and we close this chapter with a look at the future.

7.1 Summary of research contribution

A number of state-of-the-art performance evaluation methods and tools were put to the test on a simple case study that has been inspired by industrial practice. The aim of the exercise was to determine the capabilities and restrictions of these methods in the context of a few typical design trade-off issues between functional and extra-functional properties that the system should possess. The real value of the study is in the dialogue caused by comparing the numbers obtained from the analysis. The conclusion is that these numbers should always be considered to be suspect because they are derived from a model which is an abstraction of reality. Implicit assumptions made while modeling, or hidden limitations of the techniques used, are usually exposed by comparison to results obtained from different techniques. This rather obvious insight is often forgotten.
and taken for granted, usually because getting a quantitative result is already considered a victory and a major step forward at design time. It is therefore considered to be good engineering practise to use a multi-method modeling approach to expose potential problems and misconceptions as early as possible in the design process. This increases the confidence in the models and the analysis results but does require commitment and endurance.

The method comparison has lead to a number of scientific publications, most notably [105], [51], [99] and inspired three related MSc projects [78], [23] and [79]. Furthermore, other researchers have looked at different aspects of the case study, such as [35], [50], [12] or use different approaches to construct quantitative performance models, such as [34, 37] and [33]. Last but not least, the comparison was continued with a significantly larger scope involving more case studies and additional tools in [81]. The authors of this paper also exposed a problem in the timed automata models presented earlier in [51] which has been corrected in this thesis. Again, it underlines the importance of the observation made earlier, especially since several peer reviews had not exposed the problem.

The choice for VDM++ in this thesis was mainly subjective and inspired by the previous experience of the author. The notation is well-established in both academia and industry and there exists robust and industrial strength tool support, including a round-trip engineering capability to UML and the availability of code generators. Furthermore, at the start of the BODERC project, there was keen interest from the community at large to extend the notation for use in the embedded systems domain, which provided a stable basis for the research efforts described in this thesis.

The first step towards the final goal is presented in Chapter 3. Timed VDM++ was extended with an explicit notion of system architecture, which enables the creation of context-aware software models at a very high level of abstraction. These language extensions were given an explicit formal semantics and prototype tools were developed to demonstrate the improvements on the in-car radio navigation case study from the earlier comparison work, providing on par results. This work has lead to a number of scientific publications, in particular [101], [30], [100] and [98] and was later implemented in VDMTOOLS.

The second step towards the final goal is presented in Chapter 4. The extended semantics of the improved VDM++ notation developed in Chapter 3 was reconciled with the semantics of continuous time simulations, for which Bond graphs are used in this thesis. The choice for this particular technique was twofold. First of all, this notation is particularly well-suited to describe and analyze dynamic systems and it is targeted explicitly towards multi-disciplinary design challenges. For example, it is possible to describe electronics, hydraulics, pneumatics and mechanics from within a single mathematical framework. Second of all, industry grade tool support is available with access to their main researchers through partners in the BODERC project. Prototype tools were developed to demonstrate the tool coupling using a simple and intuitive example of a water tank level controller. This work was published in [102].

Development projects in industry usually consist of a significant number of people with different backgrounds and experience, which are involved over a long period of time, sometimes even working on several locations simultaneously. Managing these complex projects requires a suitable development process that provides each stakeholder with the overview necessary to perform his or her job. Introducing a novel technique into industrial practice requires embedding into such a development process and this issue is investigated in Chapter 5. Contemporary design trajectories for embedded control applications and formal software models were identified and compared
to a classic industrial development process. It was shown how these approaches can be usefully combined.

Finally, the results mentioned above were applied to a significant case study: the design and analysis of the embedded control of a printer paper path. An informal description of the case study, the models and the results obtained are presented in Chapter 6. The exercise has clearly and convincingly demonstrated the added value of the notational enhancements from Chapter 3 and the tool integration from Chapter 4.

7.2 Evaluating the objectives of this thesis

Challenging research goals were set in Section 1.3 and they will be discussed here.

Addressing system-level design. The case study in Chapter 6 has demonstrated that the research results from this work can indeed be used to address multi-disciplinary system-level design. The ability to create high-level and abstract models of both the software and the hardware architecture enables for example the discussion on distribution and deployment, as was shown in Chapter 3 and [100]. This technique can be used to replace the typical oversimplified notion of software and hardware which is used in most contemporary dynamic system modeling approaches, as was presented in Chapter 4. The end result is an integrated multi-method modeling and analysis approach that can improve the cross-discipline system-level design dialogue significantly.

Prediction of functional and extra-functional properties. The prediction of functional properties of the system is of course intrinsically provided by the methods used: VDM++ and Bond graphs. There exist many types of extra-functional system-level properties, such as for example quality, dependability, maintainability and adaptability. The main focus of the work presented in this thesis has been on performance, in particular on the timeliness of distributed embedded real-time control systems. A solution is provided by means of the context-aware software models presented in Chapter 3. However, it is not possible to claim that all types of extra functional properties can be suitably addressed. Neither is it possible to claim that hard guarantees on worst-case timeliness properties can be provided. Simulation has known limitations with respect to its ability to cover the state space exhaustively and this is also true for the work presented here. But this is not necessarily a show stopper in practice. The insight gained by early system life-cycle modeling and analysis, as advocated in this thesis, should be sufficiently accurate such that it can replace hand-waving. The case studies presented in this thesis have demonstrated that this is well within reach. Sensitivity analysis, as shown in Section 2.3.1, can pin-point potential bottlenecks in the design even though the technique itself is known to provide pessimistic results.

Heterogeneous levels of abstraction. Early system life-cycle modeling requires the ability to construct a system model out of sub-system models that are not necessarily at the same level of maturity. For example, one sub-system model may be specified abstractly while another is already more detailed, but neither should restrict the analysis capability at the system level. This ability is basically provided by the methods used. Both VDM++ and Bond graphs have explicit support for multiple levels of abstraction. For example, implicit and explicit operations can be used in VDM++ while decomposition in Bond graphs is strongly developed. The work presented here has not affected that capability negatively. Since the interface between the two models is defined in
terms of sensor and actuator signals, either model can be replaced without affecting the
other. Different control strategies can be tried on a single plant model or different plant
models can be used to validate a single controller implementation.

Cost effectiveness. There are many variables that determine the cost effectiveness of
a method or technique in practice. The method comparison in the first part of this the-
thesis has shown that two aspects are dominant: the availability of domain and method
knowledge. Detailed insight into the application domain as well as detailed knowledge
of the methods used is required in order to be effective. Both aspects are typically
not available in a single person and it is the task of the system architect to bring the
relevant experts together. Then again, the end result will principally be determined
by the quality of the people actually performing the work. This has not been studied
by this thesis. Nevertheless, some observations can be made on cost effectiveness.
First of all, the VDM++ language changes proposed in Chapter 3 have significantly
reduced the model size while increasing its capabilities. This has a positive impact on
the time required for model construction and maintenance. Second of all, the use of ab-
stract and high-level system models in the early life-cycle, as proposed by the BODERC
project, has been successfully applied in industry. For example, Orbons states in [47]
that the “HappyFlow” modeling approach has enabled Océ to skip a complete physical
machine-build iteration cycle, saving many man-years of effort.

Adoption in industry. Industrial applicability is obviously closely related to the issue
of cost effectiveness mentioned above. But formal description techniques seem to have
difficulty reaching the main stream of system engineering even despite the fact that
there is sufficient evidence to demonstrate its positive impact and relevance [72]. Based
on personal experience, this problem is intrinsic to the term “formal method”.

Popular belief in industry is that a PhD is required in order to use these techniques
effectively. This myth is perhaps strengthened by the connotation caused by the word
“formal”. It seems to imply that these techniques are an all-or-nothing approach aiming
at proving absolute correctness. This is of course not true. As already mentioned in
Chapter 3, VDM++ in particular has been applied in a pragmatic style leading to several
very successful industrial applications [30]. Formal languages excel in abstraction,
which is considered to be a critical success factor required in problem solving [63].
But the effort spent on modeling should be balanced with the insight gained otherwise
the technique will not be adopted in industry [29]. Learning a new formal notation
is usually considered a high hurdle. But the training effort required is in general on
par with learning any new programming or specification language and does certainly
not require a PhD. For example, Felica Networks, a subsidiary of Sony Corporation
recently reported on the successful development of a firmware application for a new
integrated circuit for which they trained 50 engineers during one week in VDM++.
The 150 man year project produced a 700 page executable specification in VDM++ and
10 million test cases providing near-perfect test coverage. The project was completed
on time, within budget and with a considerable higher measured quality than earlier
releases of the same product [65], while only one external VDM++ expert assisted
the newly trained engineers in part time. The solutions proposed in this thesis do not
significantly increase the learning time.

The second issue is related to the word “method”. Formal description techniques
are disruptive to the current engineering practice because effort is shifted towards the
start of the project [91]. Typically, more time will be spend on modeling and analysis as
compared to traditional design. This usually makes project managers nervous because
progress is in general difficult to measure. This activity is often even considered unproductive by managers, in particular when concrete design artifacts are lacking or only available at the very end. They do not dare to rely on the premise that the implementation and test phases are usually significantly shorter and more predictable because of the higher quality of those initial design artifacts. A solution to this problem is to embed formal techniques, as a step-wise approach with identifiable intermediate deliverables, into a commonly accepted development process. The higher upfront investment cost will otherwise simply not be accepted. This issue is addressed in Chapter 5 where such an embedding of techniques into an industrial development process is proposed.

Another important point is the scalability of the method and tools. It would be foolish to claim that the solution presented in this thesis is the “silver bullet”, the antidote to all problems in embedded systems design. On the contrary, it is specifically targeted at embedded control systems, possibly consisting of several interconnected computing nodes. It would be very hard if not impossible to analyze massively parallel applications, such as for example image processing or large-scale wireless sensor networks, even though the language is probably sufficiently expressive to describe such systems. Neither does it guarantee to provide hard bounds to the timeliness properties. The simulation-based technique used cannot guarantee complete coverage of the state space of the model. Exhaustive techniques, such as model checking, can provide hard bounds but only under specific circumstances such as limited model size and complexity, in particular for hybrid and stochastic models. Hence, the simulation-based technique is preferred in this thesis because it is has a better chance of scaling up towards industry needs. In early life-cycle multi-disciplinary system-level modeling it is better to have an approximate answer than no answer at all, in particular in support of an iterative design process. Additional deductive or exhaustive analysis techniques such as interactive theorem proving or model checking can be used on (parts of) the model at a later stage if more accuracy is required. This is also good engineering practice because the amount of effort and skill involved in performing these particular tasks is usually much larger than the light-weight simulation-based modeling approach proposed in this thesis. It is not advisable to spend this kind of effort if the model is not at least order of magnitude correct. The co-simulation interface presented in Chapter 4 increases the time required to perform the system simulation. But the insight gained from the improved analysis outweighs the performance loss.

But will the solution proposed in this thesis ever be used in industry? The current maintainers of VDMTOOLS, CSK Systems Corporation in Japan, have already adopted the results presented in Chapter 3 and it is available in version 8.0 which has been officially released in July 2007. CSK has already indicated that the continuous time interface described in Chapter 4 will also become part of their product. This will at least enable the industrial uptake of the research results presented in this thesis.

7.3 Future work and outlook

An important point not yet addressed in the previous section is the ability to adapt the methodology to the ever changing and increasing needs in the embedded systems domain. This thesis has shown that it is both possible and fruitful to combine engineering methods that seem to have only very little in common at first glance. The integrated solution leverages the analysis potential and removes the methodology lock-in that many

1 VDMTOOLS is available free of charge from [http://www.vdmtools.jp/en](http://www.vdmtools.jp/en)
practitioners face and seem unable to break. But does the solution presented here cause a vendor lock-in? Are we forced to use VDM+ and Bond-graphs to reach these results? Well, in fact, this is not the case. The reconciled semantics presented in Chapter 4 is not specific to the tools used, neither is the extended semantics shown in Chapter 3. This is also confirmed by results from related work presented in [41, 77]. It is possible to replace VDM++ by another discrete event simulation technique and to replace Bond graphs by another dynamic systems modeling approach, although we have not provided proof in this thesis. Currently, an attempt is made in the VIEWCORRECT project to reach comparable results using POO SL and 20-SIM and CSK Systems Corporation is considering combining VDM++ and SCILAB.

An obvious future work activity would be tool improvement both in terms of performance and capabilities. The former particularly concentrates on the simulator and the co-simulation interface and the latter concentrates on enhanced visualization and support for additional scheduling techniques. Three additional directions for future research work have been identified due to feedback received on exposing our results to our peers in academia and industry.

1. First of all, the VDM++ notation presented in Chapter 3 can again be extended quite easily on the syntactic level to describe probabilistic properties of a system. For example, we use the duration and cycles statements to specify the timing behavior of (a part of) the model. Currently, these constructs take only a single parameter which is typically used to denote the worst-case response time. Instead, an argument pair can be used to capture the expected best and worst-case response times. A value is chosen from this interval at simulation time according to some predefined selection strategy. This could be a global setting for the interpreter or it can be described locally, for example by adding a third parameter. This parameter could for example be a higher-order operation that implements the selection strategy, for example: best-case always, worst-case always, pseudo random selection according to some distribution function or even context-aware selection functions that mimic caching behavior. Initial experiments have shown that these extensions are feasible and would provide results comparable to those reported in [36], however the consequences for the operational semantics and the simulation speed have not been investigated.

2. The second direction for future work is to decouple the specification of the validation property from the model itself. The usual approach is to include a programmable observer inside the model. Hence, there is no distinction between the model and the observer as can be seen from the definition of evalPrintJob in the Supervisor class presented in Section 6.3.3. This increases the model complexity unnecessarily and causes a model maintenance issue since there may be many of these properties and they are likely to change often. The approach proposed is to specify so-called validation conjectures over system traces. These traces are constructed on-the-fly by the simulator and contain both observable and internal behaviors of the system, such as operation invocations with their associated parameter values, and also state changes, such as assignments to class instance variables. The validation conjectures are analyzed during the simulation run and the result can be visualized after the simulation run is complete, as is shown in Figure 7.1. The top part of the screen shows the execution trace of the model in terms of task and communication activity per resource, as was shown in Chapter 3. The bottom part of the screen is new and lists the validation conjectures.
and their status. The execution trace is centered when the user selects a particular validation conjecture. The circles on the traces of resources CPU2 and CPU1 indicate the begin and end points that apply to failing validation conjecture C1. The engineer can use this diagram to locate the cause of the problem. This research direction seems promising and first results from this approach have been published in [32].

![Diagram showing execution traces and validation conjectures](image)

**Figure 7.1: Visual presentation of validation conjectures and their state**

3. A similar problem occurs when dependability of a system is under study. Disturbance models need to be added in a controlled and repeatable way. The usual approach is to copy and modify an existing model in order to describe the disturbance. This usually causes model maintenance issues, in particular when several failure modes are analyzed simultaneously. The co-simulation interface proposed in Chapter 4 provides a potential solution to this problem, since it is positioned exactly at the sensor-actuator interface. The behavior of both connected simulators is defined by the information exchanged over the interface. It is therefore the ideal location to interfere, but without the direct need to change either model. For example, it is possible to change both temporal as well as state properties of the information exchanged over the interface during simulation. Signals may be suppressed, delayed or even injected additionally, for example to model erratic behavior of sensors or actuators. Similar, the values exchanged can be modified on-the-fly, e.g. to represent “stuck-at-x” symptoms. In other words an explicit fault model is added to the simulation interface. This direction seems promising and first results from this approach have been published in [4].

The longer term challenge is to close the gap between simulation, model checking and formal proof, to enhance the level of rigor far beyond what can be provided with the solution proposed in this thesis. I believe this requires additional work in two main
directions. First of all by developing support for the automated mapping of models between different paradigms. This would enable us to unleash different validation and verification strategies on a set of consistent models with a common semantics. The area of model driven architecture (MDA) shows promising results but the mapping support is currently mainly syntactical while the real challenges are at the semantic level. The area of program abstraction has demonstrated some spectacular results in recent years using dedicated uni-directional mapping approaches for specific semantic aspects of some model. I believe these viewpoints need to merge in order to get to the next generation of robust tool support for multi-disciplinary and complex system design. Secondly, the analysis techniques themselves need to be improved substantially in order to provide the scalability and flexibility required to meet the demands of industrial size problems. This requires developing better (faster) analysis algorithms and capturing the heuristics of well-known modeling strategies and analysis optimizations available today. But a prerequisite to all these directions is continued research in the area of language semantics and unification, as proposed by Henzinger and Sifakis in [53].

**Outlook.** There is genuine interest from both the academic and industrial communities to continue research along the lines suggested in this thesis. For example, the Overture project was started several years ago and it is currently gaining momentum fast. The aim of the project is to develop a set of open-source Eclipse plug-ins to support research on VDM++ and related notations. Several MSc and PhD projects are lined up in different countries on related topics and international workshops are organized on a regular basis. CSK Systems Corporation have taken their role as maintainer of VDMTOOLS very seriously, meanwhile creating a significant user community in Japan. They are also actively involved in the Overture project, in particular to provide lessons learnt from industry. This information is used to focus on-going research by means of maintaining a strategic research agenda. The Overture community is also active in the Grand Challenges initiative on the Verified Software Repository, where work is started on the Mondex electronic purse, the POSIX fault-tolerant flash file system and last but not least PACEMAKER. The latter has been modeled with the VDM++ language extensions described in Chapter [25].

The tools developed in this thesis are available at [http://www.overturetool.org](http://www.overturetool.org) and the models are available at [http://www.marcelverhoef.nl](http://www.marcelverhoef.nl).
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Samenvatting

Computers zijn niet meer weg te denken uit ons dagelijks leven. De personal computer is voor veel mensen een belangrijk gereedschap geworden, het Internet een voor- naam communicatiemedium en de spelcomputer een bron van vertier. In minder dan vijftig jaar tijd heeft de computer zeer veel invloed gekregen op de kwaliteit van ons leven. Vaandrager constateert dat met name door de spectaculaire daling in prijs en grootte van computerapparatuur het gebruik van dit soort technologie de laatste decennia een ongekende vlucht heeft genomen. Dit geldt met name voor de categorie van de zogenaamde ingebettede systemen (naar het Engelse embedded systems) waarbij computertechnologie in producten is ingebouwd en daarmee de functionaliteit geheel of gedeeltelijk bepaalt; de computer en het product zijn onlosmakelijk met elkaar verbonden. Denk daarbij aan de wasmachine, video recorder, DVD speler, foto- en videocamera en natuurlijk de mobiele telefoon.

In dit proefschrift worden ingebettede systemen beschouwd die een fysisch proces controleren en besturen. Denk daarbij aan besturing van een volautomatisch productieproces zoals een waferstepper of een moderne digitale printer. Belangrijke eigenschappen van deze klasse van regelsystemen zijn de hoge mate van autonomie en tijd-druk. De computer neemt zelfstandig beslissingen op basis van metingen en corrigeert het fysische proces zonder directe tussenkomst van de mens. De taak van de computer is om onder alle omstandigheden het fysische proces binnen vooraf bepaalde grenzen in een gedefinieerde toestand te houden. Vaak moet relatief veel rekenwerk worden uitgevoerd om een eventuele correctie te bepalen. Bovendien speelt de reactietijd een cruciale rol, denk daarbij bijvoorbeeld aan de airbag in de auto. Dit zijn taken waarin de computer excelleert; de mens ontwerpt de receptuur, het regelalgorithm dat door de computer wordt uitgevoerd.

Ondanks het feit dat computers steeds sneller en krachtiger worden blijft het ontwerpen van ingebettede regelsystemen zeer uitdagend. Enerzijds wordt dit veroorzaakt door de constante toename van eisen die worden gesteld aan dit soort systemen, anderzijds omdat door software oplossingen elders kosten bespaard kunnen worden. Steeds vaker wordt gekozen om specifieke ontwerpeisen in de regelaar zelf op te lossen. Vaak omdat dit de enige plek is waar een grote mate van flexibiliteit geleverd kan worden op een laat moment in de systeemontwikkeling, de software is immers eenvoudig te wijzigen.

Het ontwikkelen van nieuwe systemen is een constante afweging tussen drie aspecten: tijd, geld en kwaliteit. In de markt van consumenten en kapitaalgoederen staan met name tijd en geld constant onder druk. De productievolumes zijn weliswaar hoog maar de verkoopmarges zijn vaak relatief laag. Er is dus een groot economisch belang om eerder dan de concurrentie met een nieuw product op de markt te komen. Maar kan dat zonder afbreuk te doen aan kwaliteit en, als afgeleide daarvan, functionaliteit? Deze zogenaamde time-to-market druk heeft in het verleden meermalen geleid tot spectacu-
laire mislukkingen. De belangrijkste uitdaging is om de juiste balans te vinden tussen deze aspecten en dat blijkt buitengewoon lastig.

Dit geldt in belangrijke mate ook voor ingebouwde regelsystemen. Daar liggen een aantal problemen aan ten grondslag. Ten eerste, de ontwikkeling van computer hardware gaat veel sneller dan de ontwikkeling van regelsystemen die op deze technologie zijn gebaseerd. Ongeveer iedere 18 maanden kunnen we spreken van een totaal nieuwe hardware generatie, de systeemontwikkelingscyclus van een nieuw product is over het algemeen veel langer. Bovendien is er een duidelijke trend waarneembaar naar heterogene en gedistribueerde hardware. Deze zogenaamde system-on-chip oplossingen combineren analoge, digitale en hoog-frequent elektronica met meerdere, via een intern netwerk gekoppelde, processoren in één geïntegreerde schakeling. Opvallend daarbij is dat de ontwerpgerelateerde aspecten van deze nieuwe generatie computerhardware duidelijk achterblijft, hetgeen de ontwikkeling van systemen extra compliceert. Ten tweede, de continue economische druk om productkosten zo laag mogelijk te houden dwingt de ontwerper om te werken op het randje van de technische haalbaarheid. Maar hoe kan de ontwerper deze beslissingen goed nemen als de machina, elektronica en de regelaar nagenoeg gelijktijdig ontwikkeld worden om de doorlooptijd te beperken en de systeemeisen vaak nog niet eens duidelijk zijn op het moment dat de belangrijkste architectuurbeslissingen genomen moeten worden? Eén van de belangrijkste problemen daarbij is de a-priori validatie van deze beslissingen in de (voor)ontwerpfase en de gevolgen van potentiële wijzigingen gedurende de levenscyclus. Dit zijn aspecten die in dit proefschrift aan de orde komen.

Het ontwerpen van ingebouwde regelsystemen is bij uitstek een multi-disciplinair vraagstuk. Specifieke kennis van werktuigbouwkunde, regeltechniek, elektrotechniek en informatica is onontbeerlijk en de interactie tussen deze vakgebieden is bepalend voor het behaalde eindresultaat. En dat blijkt in de praktijk moeizaam, met name voor systeemaspecten die discipline overstijgend zijn zoals bijvoorbeeld betrouwbaarheid, robuustheid, energieverbruik en snelheid. In de huidige beroepspraktijk blijkt ontwerpen vaak disciplinegewijs te zijn ingericht en pas tijdens de systeemintegratiefase komt dit multi-disciplinaire aspect aan bod en de interactie tot stand. Slechts zelden leidt een optimale oplossing binnen één discipline tot het bereiken van het optimum op systeenniveau en vaak wordt dit probleem pas tijdens de integratiefase vastgesteld. Met andere woorden, de consequenties van de genomen ontwerpbeslissingen zijn pas laat in het ontwerpproces zichtbaar. Dit leidt vervolgens tot kostbare correcties en projectuitloop.

Eén van de kernproblemen is dat de gebruikte disciplinespecifieke ontwerptechnieken fundamenteel van elkaar verschillen en dat de ontwerpers zich concentreren op verschillende type problemen en daarvoor hun eigen werkwijze hebben ontwikkeld. Er is geen synergie.

Het gebrek aan dialoog op systeenniveau in de vroege ontwerpfase tussen de verschillende ontwerpdisciplines is één van de uitdagingen waarvoor in het BODERC project, waarvan dit onderzoek deel uit maakt, een oplossing werd gezocht. Het doel van dit proefschrift is om te bepalen of er methoden en technieken bestaan, of te definiëren zijn, die een oplossing bieden voor dit probleem. De uitdaging daarbij is om de effectiviteit van een dergelijke oplossing aan te tonen door toepassing op een casus van enige omvang, die is geïnspireerd op een industriële ontwerpprobleem: het papierpad van een hoogvolumeprinter.

Als startpunt voor dit onderzoek is in hoofdstuk 2 gekozen om een aantal bestaande ontwerp- en analysetechnieken toe te passen op een relatief eenvoudige casus: het ontwerp van een autoradionavigatiesysteem. De doelstelling van deze fase van het onderzoek was enerzijds ervaring opdoen met het modelleren van dergelijke problemen en
anderzijds het toetsen van de vraag of een aantal specifieke ontwerpeisen beantwoord kon worden met de beschikbare technieken. Ook was vergelijking van de resultaten, zowel in kwalitatieve als kwantitatieve zin mogelijk omdat telkens dezelfde casus werd beschouwd. Voor zover bekend is het de eerste keer dat een dergelijk vergelijkend onderzoek op deze wijze is uitgevoerd. In deze studie is gekeken naar Modular Performance Analysis (MPA), Symbolic Timing Analysis for Systems (SymTA/S), UPPAAL, POOSL en VDM++.

Frappant genoeg leidde met name de vergelijking van de modellen en de analyseresultaten tot zeer interessante inzichten. Zo werd de incompleetheid van de originele probleemstelling meermalen aangetoond, maar werden ook subtiele fouten in de gemaakte modellen en de tools ontdekt. Sommige methoden zijn sterk in het vinden van een exacte oplossing maar hebben daar veel tijd voor nodig. Andere methoden zijn sterk in het snel vinden van een goede eerste orde benadering. In veel gevallen bleek dat de sterke en zwakke kanten van diverse methoden elkaar kunnen compenseren. Dit is ook vaak nodig omdat de uitkomst vaak onevenredig sterk beïnvloed wordt door de zwakke kant van een techniek. De keuze van de juiste techniek in een bepaalde onderwerfase kan dus van grote invloed zijn op de behaalde effectiviteit. Het modelleren en analyseren van een probleem in twee of meer methoden zorgt er in ieder geval voor dat de gevonden resultaten altijd kritisch zullen worden beschouwd. In de praktijk wordt vaak te snel de conclusie getrokken dat het gevonden antwoord ook de juiste is.

Eén van de leermomenten uit het vergelijkend onderzoek is dat het expliciet maken van de hardware architectuur in een model van de ingebouwde software allesbehalve eenvoudig is. Het beschrijven van deze relatie tussen hardware en software is weliswaar mogelijk, maar het aanbrengen van wijzigingen, hetgeen veelvuldig gebeurt in de vroege ontwerfase om snel ontwerpafwegingen te kunnen maken, kost zeer veel tijd en is bovendien foutgevoelig. In hoofdstuk 3 van dit proefschrift wordt daarom een voorstel gepresenteerd om één van de technieken, VDM++, aan te passen om dit probleem op te lossen. Daartoe wordt zowel de syntax als de semantiek van deze formele specificatie taal aangepast. VDM++ kent een synchroon executiegedrag waarbij er altijd maximaal één taak tegelijk actief is in het model, gebaseerd op beschikbaarheid van één enkele processor. De belangrijkste wijziging in de semantiek is dat nu ook asynchroon executiegedrag wordt toegestaan en dat er meerdere processoren kunnen zijn die elk een eigen actieve taak kunnen hebben. Belangrijk daarbij is dat de betekenis van de bestaande modellen nog steeds wordt ondersteund. Maar de uitbereiding maakt het nu mogelijk om de computer hardware architectuur, die mogelijk bestaat uit meerdere processoren en netwerken, expliciet te benoemen en daarmee te redeneren over distributie van software en de invloed op het totale systeemgedrag. Wijzigingen in de computer hardware architectuur zijn eenvoudig door te voeren zonder dat daarvoor het model van de software aangepast hoeft te worden.

In hoofdstuk 4 wordt deze onderzoekslijn nog een stap verder doorgetrokken. De modellen die met de aangepaste VDM++ notatie worden beschreven, kunnen door middel van discrete event simulatie nader worden bestudeerd. De omgeving waarin deze ingebouwde regelsystemen werken, met andere woorden de fysische werkelijkheid, laat zich ook uitstekend formeel beschrijven, bijvoorbeeld door middel van differentiaalvergelijkingen of bondgrafen. Het gedrag van deze fysische systemen kan dus ook worden bestudeerd door middel van simulatie, zij het in het continue tijddomein. In hoofdstuk 4 wordt een extra wijziging in de semantiek van VDM++ gepresenteerd die consistente co-simulatie van de discrete regelaar, gespecificeerd in VDM++, mogelijk maakt waarbij de fysische werkelijkheid mathematisch is beschreven, bijvoorbeeld met behulp van bondgrafen. Hiervoor is ook prototype tooling ontwikkeld die
wordt toegepast op een simpel maar relevant voorbeeld: een watertank controller. Deze geïntegreerde formele semantiek van VDM++ en bondgrafen, en de bijbehorende tools, vormen de kern van het resultaat van dit onderzoek. Bovendien blijkt de ontwikkelde geïntegreerde formele semantiek ook toepasbaar voor andere methoden en technieken.


De conclusie van het onderzoek gepresenteerd in dit proefschrift is dat een methode voor het multi-disciplinair ontwerpen van ingebedde gedistribueerde regelsystemen inderdaad beschikbaar is. Met behulp van twee bestaande technieken, VDM++ en bondgrafen, is aangetoond dat relatief compacte en eenvoudig onderhoudbare modellen gemaakt kunnen worden van zeer complexe systemen. Daarvoor werd de syntax en semantiek van VDM++ aangepast en een geïntegreerde semantiek voor continue tijd co-simulatie ontwikkeld, ondersteund door prototype tools. Met behulp van deze tools is het mogelijk om de ontwikkelde modellen te inspecteren. Deze simulaties geven weliswaar geen bewijs van absolute correctheid maar de resultaten ondersteunen wel degelijk de ontwerpdialoog in de vroege fase van het ontwerp. De effectiviteit van deze aanpak is door middel van een relevante casus aangetoond. Inmiddels zijn de resultaten van hoofdstuk 3 ook beschikbaar in een commercieel verkrijgbaar product, sinds versie 8.0 is deze functionaliteit namelijk ook beschikbaar in VdmTOOLS.
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